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Short -Lived TV Tubes

Walsco 2 -Set TV -FM
Couplers
A Walsco Exclusive

...

both these couplers

can be mounted on wall or mast before

attaching leads. Standard Model for strong
signal areas; Low Loss Model for fringe areas.

WALSCO
LONG NECK

WALSCO
STRIP -ER
CLIP

'v 1Uv

,IIIr

'Mr:'wx''
_ _ /tir

etc.

s

The only hand tool that
drills and saws in any

Specially designed
to remove and insert
"C" washers and
retaining rings on

All

nozzle; telescoping extension reaches 7 inches.
Contains high quality allpurpose oil.
No. 985 ..-... List 81.50

List $2.30

Iw
.t.

cups,

WALSCO
STICKLEBABY

-RING
TOOL

plastic container and

to 26 gauge. Ground
cutting edges, insu-

lated grip.
No. 595-X.

oil

3.50

C

Reach all those hard -to -

get

List $2.50

1602 Low Loss

WALSCO

OILER

New precision tool with
accurate dial for stripping each wire size.
Clips all wires from 12

No. 1600 Standard

direction. Excellent for
veneer work and fine
carpentry.
Combination

drill, saw and rasp.

tuners, control

No. 586-00..

shafts, etc. High
grade steel,

plated.
No. 585

..List

.

List $1.63

nickel
$3.15
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ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS
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ROUND

WALSCO
CHASSIS
PUNCHES

SQUARE

Make better chassis

holes faster with

Walsco's "Low

-

Torque" Punches.

Specially hardened,
precision ground tool
steel; easy to use.
Complete line of sizes
and styles.
KEYED

WALSCO HEX &
SPLINE KIT
Contains 11 of the most popular size hex
and spline wrenches in durable plastic
snap case. High grade alloy steel.
No. 560
List $2.25

WALSCO 100-PAK
HARDWARE
All the quality electronic hardware items
need in convenient 100 -to -a -box
packages. Look for the Walsco Display
at your jobber.

you

WALSCO PHONO
DRIVES
The only complete line of replacement
phono and recorder drives and belts on
the market. Includes all the new model
turntables and changers.

FREE! Write for your Walsco Catalog. Send postcard today.

ELECTRONICS MFG. CO.
Division of Textron Inc.

West Plant: Los Angeles 18, California

Main Plant: ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS, U.S.A.

Canada: Atlas Radio Corp., Ltd., Toronto 19

YOU CAN GET WHAT YOU WANT FROM WALSCO!
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DUMMY
CABINET
PICTURE TUBE

You may find this custom receiver installed in a bookcase, wall, or just about
anywhere in a customer's home. The
tuner chassis, including RF, IF, and sync
stages, can be located in a remote position from the picture tube and sweep
chassis. The complete outfit has a complement of 25 tubes in the tuner, audio,
and sweep chassis, plus a 21ERP4 110°
CRT.
Taking a peek at the back of the Model
900 chassis (shown here mounted in a
utility cabinet), you can see it's horizontally -mounted and transformer -powered. A two -tube audio chassis, incorporating an AF amplifier and output stage,
is positioned under a sloping section at
the top of the cabinet. This subchassis
includes a 6 -volt relay and switch that
automatically applies power to the main
sweep chassis whenever the tuner is energized. The drive adjustment shown on the
rear of the cabinet is a 50K -ohm pot
located in the output plate circuit of the
horizontal multivibrator.
You'll also find several features on the
"topside" of this chassis. For example,
horizontal linearity and width coils are
located behind the high -voltage cage, and
a .3 -amp slow -blow fuse mounts right
next to the 6CD6 horizontal output tube.
A pair of plug-in silicon rectifiers positioned near the power transformer are
used to develop 300 volts B+.
On the front of the tuner chassis, you'll
find one of the control knobs labeled
DEFINI [ION. This should be set to give
the most pleasing picture to the customer.
Rotating the knob in one direction produces a softer tone, while picture elements appear much sharper at the other
enti of rotation. From the circuit diagram, you'll note that this control is a
3 -position switch located in the plate
circuit of the first video -IF amplifier.
Capacitor C26 or C27 is switched across
the tuned primary, and thereby varies the
extent of high -frequency response.
Before making a call to fix this set,
check your caddy for #44 dial lamps.
The tuner uses 14 of these little rascals
across the channel -indicating panel. Two
audio -output jacks can be found on the
rear apron of the tuner-one for a lowlevel output straight from the detector,
and the other from a cathode -follower
stage which includes the volume control.
Don't try to pry the safety glass from
the front of the picture tube on this receiver. The front protective glass is sealed
to the surface of the tube, and this laminated integral panel should not require
cleaning.
September, 1959/PF REPORTER
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SPEAKER

Hoffman Mode! K1331

Chassis 344
This receiver is one of a Spanette line
featuring a 21" 110° picture tube housed
in a cabinet only 10%" deep. It's basically a table model, but is light enough to
double for a large -screen portable. To
remove the safety glass for cleaning,
merely take out the Phillips -head screws
holding the top retaining strip, tilt the
glass outward at the top, and lift the
glass up and out.
With the cabinet back removed, you'll
find a transformer -powered, vertically mounted hand -wired chassis. Notice, too,
that a single 5U4 rectifier fits snugly in a
chassis cutout on the right side. This
tube, as well as the others, however, is
in easy reach from the back. The Not
Rod tuner, employing 6CY5 and 6CG8
tubes, is positioned with the operating
controls and the speaker on a narrow
vertical panel at the opposite side of the
cabinet. This panel is not attached to the
main chassis, but is separately mounted
to the cabinet. It need not be removed to
work on the wiring side of the chassis;
the pan can be pivoted outward and the
panel left in place for many repairs.
Taking a closer look at the chassis,
you'll see that the ringing coil for the
horizontal multivibrator, and a pigtail
line fuse, are located at the left and
above the high -voltage cage. The 3.2 -amp
fuse is a slow -blow type in the primary
circuit of the power transformer. About
the latest tube types you'll run across in
this chassis are a 6DT5 in the vertical
output stage and a 6DA4 in the damper
circuit.
If it's necessary to pull the chassis for
bench service, you'll find that the main
pan has only a tongue -and -groove fitting
at the top of the cabinet near the service
adjustments, and a couple of bolts at the
bottom. Service adjustments across the
top of the pan include AGC, horizontal
drive, vertical linearity, and height.
To remove the panel incorporating the
tuner, front controls, and speaker, you
must first remove the push -on type knobs
from the front and the Phillips -head
screw pointed out in the photo.
After taking off the front decorative
section, remove four Phillips -head screws
under strips of tape at the top and bottom
of the panel. This will free the panel,
and the entire chassis can he removed by
disconnecting the picture tube socket,
yoke plug, and high -voltage lead.
2
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Magnavox

MEIN CHASSIS

Magnavox Model

IU 354R

TV Chassis U30-15-00
This combination includes a 24" TV
receiver, AM -FM radio, and stereo automatic phonograph. The 24AHP4 110°
picture tube is featured in the center of
the all wood cabinet, while sliding panel
doors on the top expose the operating
controls on the right and a record changer compartment on the left.
You can see the layout of the combination from the rear cabinet view. The
stereo reproduction system consists of six
separate speakers-a 12" woofer and two
5" units on each side of the cabinet. In
addition to the main TV chassis (designated as the 30 -series), the instrument
also employs an AM -FM tuner chassis
59-00 and an audio-amplifier chassis
.

196-00.

You'll find most of the TV service
adjustments in a close group between the
high -voltage cage and the power transformer at the bottom of the vertically mounted chassis. The AFC dual -diode is
a plug-in unit that feeds a special component combination network on the wiring
side of the chassis.
You might take note of the AC line
tap pointed out below the 5U4 rectifier.
This small device is a special shorting
plug located in the primary circuit of the
power transformer to compensate for
high line voltage. It has "117V" marked
on one side and "127V" marked on the
other. Under normal line conditions, the
117V mark should be up. If line voltage
is higher than normal, the plug should
be reversed in its socket.
The clip -in fuse is a 1/4 -amp slow-blow
type which protects the flyback system.
The 6DQ6A horizontal -output tube is
also located in this area of the chassis.
Around the glass envelope of this tube,
you'll note an ion trap magnet which
serves to counteract Barkhausen oscillation. Speaking of tubes, a 6BF6 serves as
half of a vertical multivibrator and as a
diode clamper for both AGC and blanking. The AGC-keyer and sound -IF stages
employ EF94's, which are merely foreign made 6AU6's. You might also care to
know that a 6V6GT is used as a voltage
regulator for the power supply.
The VHF-UHF tuner, located some
distance from the TV chassis, makes use
of three tubes-a 6BN4 RF amplifier,
6CG8 converter, and 6AF4A UHF oscillator. Access to the VHF oscillator adjustments is provided for as illustrated in
the photo.
September, 1959/PF REPORTER
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RCA

Model 210CK855
Chassis CTC9A

This color console employs a 21CYP22
picture tube, VHF tuner, and 6" x 9" PM
speaker. The color tube and safety glass
can be cleaned from the front by first
prying the top and bottom trim strips off.
starting at the ends with a small screwdriver or soldering aid. This will expose
two glass retainers at both the top and
bottom. Remove the retainers by sliding
them to the right, and the glass may then
be lifted out.
The chassis is of conventional style,
but mounts vertically along one side of
the cabinet. The AGC control has been
moved to the rear apron of the chassis,
and no adjustment is provided for horizontal drive. The B+ fuse located on the
top edge of the chassis near the tuner is
a 3.5 -amp "C" type. Newcomers to the
tube lineup for RCA color sets include
four 6EA8's and one 6EW6.
Although isolated from the line by a
power transformer, the chassis employs
two silicon rectifiers in the low -voltage
supply. The pigtail fuse positioned directly in front of these is a 3/4 -amp unit
protecting the sweep and high -voltage
circuits. The main chassis incorporates
five separate printed boards; an additional
board is used for the convergence panel.
Each board features the new Phantom
Wiring, which identifies each part and
maps all connections on the component
side for ease in circuit tracing.
You can reach the two tubes in the
regulated high-voltage supply by removing one screw from the side of the cage
and sliding the round panel door upward
as shown. You'll find the hórizontal
linearity control in the cage, while the
high-voltage adjustment and horizontal waveform coil are positioned on the
chassis in front of the cage.
You might note that the width adjustment on this receiver consists of a lead and -plug arrangement on the yoke assembly. To increase width, remove the lead
plugged into the dummy terminal on the
left and insert it into the terminal identified as No. 2.
The hairpin clips attached to a plastic
ring on the bell of the picture tube a few
inches from the yoke are edge-purity
magnets. Maximum correction is obtained
with the open ends 180° apart. Neutral
position is with both magnets in perfect
alignment with each other.
For convenience, the dynamic -convergence adjustments are located on a separate panel which can be removed from
the inside of the cabinet and positioned
on the two mounting screws pointed out
in the photo.
4
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ASTATIC

77

DYNAMIC CARDIOID MICROPHONE

with the industry's most positive
anti -feedback characteristics

LIST PRICES
Model 77

(Illustrated)
:hrome Finish, $82.50;
Sold Finish, $92.50.
slodel 77L (Head only),
:hrome Finish, $72.50;
Sold Finish, $82.50.
Model G-77 (Complete
Nith G -Stand),
:hrome Finish, $97.45.

When you're looking for the ultimate in cardioid microphones, consider
these advanced features of Astatic's Model 77 and see if you don't agree that
no other manufacturer has SO MUCH TO SING ABOUT-the most positive
anti -feedback characteristics ever achieved, -18 db; exclusive Mylar diaphragm
that is pop -proof and blast -proof, retains like -new flex properties for more
years; an exclusive sintered bronze method of acoustic phase shifting that
creates the industry's top directional characteristics; -52 db output and
exceptionally flat response through 30 to 15,000 cps.
Do one thing for your own satisfaction. On your next installation, make
a direct comparison of the Astatic 77 with any other cardioid. We'll guarantee
-when anyone mentions the word "cardioid" again, you'll sing the praises
of this incomparable Astatic instrument.

GO BY BRAND

-GO

THE

BUY ASTATIC

CORPORATION, CONNEAUT, OHIO

ewit

etc* ¡Olt
'410

IN CANADA: CANADIAN ASIATIC LIMITED, TORONTO, ONTARIO
EXPORT SALES: RORURN AGENCIES INC. 431 GREENWICH ST., N. Y. 13, N. Y., J.S A

SINGING SOUNDS

BETTER

WHEN THERE'S AN ASTATIC MICROPHONE ABOUT
September, 1959/PF REPORTER
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NEW

DIFILM'

BLACK BEAUTY
MOLDED CAPACITORS
'

BEAT THE HEAT
AND HUMIDITY!
Now Sprague's new DIFILM BLACK BEAUTY
MOLDED CAPACITORS have taken the steam
out of heat and humidity problems. These
capacitors are so good you can boil 'em for 24

DUAL DIELECTRIC

ULTRA -RELIABLE

ROCK -HARD
CONSTRUCTION

LEAKPROOF

DUAL -MARKED

hours without affecting their performance.
Unlike straight polyester film tubulars, these
capacitors operate in a 105°C environment without derating.
And the heart of these new DIFILM capacitors
can't be beat. It's a dual dielectric which combines the best advantages of both Mylar* polyester
film and the highest grade of paper dielectric. A
rock -hard solid impregnant fills every void and
pinhole in the film.
Talk about reliability.' . . these capacitors
have it. DIFILM capacitors are actually low cost
versions of the Sprague capacitors now being
used in every modern military missile. The
basic reliability and outstanding performance
of missile -type Sprague capacitors are all yours
in this outstanding new development. Why take
chances when you can get the best-DIFILM

TOUGH MOLDED

HOUSING

.

BLACK BEAUTY MOLDED TUBULARS

regular prices.

... at

For the complete DIFILM BLACK BEAUTY
story, write for Bulletin M-759 to Sprague Products
Company, 105 Marshall St., North Adams, Mass.
*DuPont trademark

The major capacitor improvements come from

DIFILM BLACK BEAUTY CAPACITORS are now
packed in reusable, rigid plastic Kleer-Pak® boxes
at no extra charge.

SPRAGUE®
world's lar, est capacitor manufacturer

SPRAGUE RESEARCH IS CONSTANTLY PRODUCING NEW AND BETTER CAPACITORS FOR YOU
10
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Hi -ho, hi -ho, it's back to school we

...

although Junior seems a little
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he's on his way to register, too-for an
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Quicker Servicing-A case history report that may
save you time and trouble on the very next job.
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later photo at
right, Dad has been able to get his
offspring to take the first step, although
we have our doubts as to what his
attendance record will be like.
As you can see from the

NOW AVAILABLE

ARCO-ELMENCO

IN THE HANDY ARCO

"'4%.

"

nELIIAENC®
,fY1ar.PaPr, oaPacKore
\-.32

MIPiPtUPR40
iPü.PAPCF

'nee!lOX

5 PAN

62i.DiºciFts

MOISTURE PROOF
TRANSPARENT BAG
Individually packed 5 dp
capacitors to a "5 Pak"

the revolutionary low cost quality capacitor
that puts an end to "CALL BACKS !"
OS

±10%

Exclusive Features
MINIATURIZED
500/0

Smaller than other brands

MOISTURE PROOF
Designed to withstand 4 times

more humidity than the best
molded capacitors used in
the past

GET ARCO dp

"5 PAKS"

ACTUAL

AT YOUR
DISTRIBUTOR FROM THIS HANDY BLUE AND
YELLOW

RACK

DISPLAY

MERCHANDISE

SIZE

.05 600V

100VDCW, 200VDCW,
1600VDCW,

and missile requirements
LONG TERM STABILITY

400VDCW,

600VDCW,

RESISTANCE:

POWER FACTOR:
TEMPERATURE
RANGE:

CAPACITANCE CHANGE
VS. TEMPERATURE:

-55°C.

to

+110°C. with

From 25°C. to
From 25°C. to

-55°C.

TOLERANCE

and TRANSISTOR

application

no voltage derating.

[- 9.0% max.]

REPORTER/September, 1959

electronics inc.

+110°C. 1+10.0% max.]

AND RATED TEMPERATURE EXTREMES

PF

±10%

PRINTED CIRCUIT

1.0% maximum at lkc.

LONG TERM OPERATING STABILITY AT FULL RATED VOLTAGE

12

no drift, no shift
ALL VALUES

5000 megohm-microfarads or 100,000
megohms minimum, whichever is the
lesser.
@110°C. 70 megohm-microfarads or 1400 megohms minimum, whichever is the lesser.

@25°C.

INSULATION

rated voltage
RELIABILITY that meets computer

!

SPECIFICATIONS
VOLTAGE
RATINGS:

CONSTANT HIGH TEMPERATURE
OPERATION at 110°C at full

IS

"=21/2

MAXIMUM.

64 White St., New York 13, N. Y.
Branches:

Dallas

19

Los

Angeles 35

tecliiciis evu'vvâere
ELMENCO

DIPPED

MYLAR

-

PAPER

CAPACITORS

`5 PAKS"

ARCO
ALABAMA

BIRMINGHAM-Mitchell Electronics Supply Co.
MOBILE-Forbes Electronic Dists., Inc.
MONTGOMERY-Stuart F. Graydon Co., Inc.
OPELIKE-Southern Electronics Corp.

ARIZONA
PHOENIX-Radio Specialties & Appliances
TUCSON-Inland Electronic Supply Co.
FORT

ARKANSAS
SMITH-Carter Electronic Supply

Co.

Wise TV & Radio Supply
NO. LITTLE ROCK-Lavender Radio & TV Supply Co.
PINE BLUFF-Lavender Radio & TV Supply, Inc.
SPRINGDALE-Springdale Radio & TV Supply
TEXARKANA-Lavender Radio & TV Supply, Inc.

CALIFORNIA
ALHAMBRA-Grossman & Reynolds
CULVER CITY-Electronic Trading Post
ENCINO-I. F. A. Associates
GLENDALE-Western Electronic Supply Corp.
INGLEWOOD-Grossman & Reynolds
LA MESA-La Mesa TV Supply Co.
LONG BEACH-Electronic Supply Co.
Kiesub Corporation
Mission Electronics Supply
Scott Radio Supply Inc.
LOS ANGELES-Atlas Radio & TV Parts Co.
Hamilton Electronics Supply Co.
Radio TV Supply Co.
Shelley Radio Co. Inc.
ONTARIO-Pomona Valley Electronics
PARAMOUNT-Elwyn W. Ley
SACRAMENTO-Faust & Co.
Norcal Electronics
SAN DIEGO-Radio Parts Co.
FRANCISCO-Edisco
SAN
Electronic Dist. Co.
SAN JOSE-United Radio & TV Supply Co.

ANA-Hurley Electronics
MONICA-S. M. Radio
SUNNYVALE-Sunnyvale Electronics, Inc.
VAN NUYS-Capitol Electronics
Thrifty Electronic Supply Co.
SANTA
SANTA

Kiesub Corp.
WILMINGTON-Stratton Supply

COLORADO
Electronics Supply
DENVER-Fistell's Electronics Supply
Inter -State Radio & Supply Co.
DELAWARE
WILMINGTON-Wholesale Electronic Supply
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
WASHINGTON, D. C.-Rucker Electronic Prods. Co.
FLORIDA
BRADENTON-Thurow Distributors, Inc.
CLEARWATER-Thurow Distributors, Inc.
COCOA-Thurow Distributors, Inc.
DAYTONA BEACH-Thurow Distributors, Inc.
FT. LAUDERDALE-Thurow Distributors, Inc.
Vance Baldwin, Inc.
FT. MYERS-Thurow Distributors, Inc.
FORT PIERCE-McNees Radio Supply, Inc.
JACKSONVILLE-Peard Electronics Supply Co.
Thurow Distributors, Inc.
LAKELAND-Thurow Distributors, Inc.
COLORADO SPRINGS-D. & M.

MIAMI-East Coast Radio

& TV Co.
Herman Radio Supply Co.

Thurow Distributors, Inc.
Vance Baldwin, Inc.
ORLANDO-Radio Accessories Co.
Thurow Distributors, Inc.

PANAMA CITY-Thurow Distributors,

Inc.
PENSACOLA-Thurow Distributors, Inc.

are available at your nearest

SARASOTA-Radio Accessories Co.
ST. PETERSBURG-Thurow Distributors, Inc.
TALLAHASSEE-Peard Electronics Supply Co.
Thurow Distributors, Inc.
TAMPA-Radio Accessories Co.
Thurow Distributors, Inc.
WEST PALM BEACH-Thurow Distributors, Inc.

GEORGIA
ATLANTA-Southeastern Radio Parts Co.
AUGUSTA-Prestwood Electronics Co., Inc.
MACON-Peard Electronics Supply Co.
SAVANNAH-Kings Appliance & Electronics

ILLINOIS
CIHICAGO-Nationwide Radio Co.
Stolz -Wicks, Inc.
Walker-Jimieson, Inc.
MATTOON-Mattoon Radio & TV Supply Co.
PEORIA-Klaus Radio & Elec. Co.
ROCKFORD-J. & M. Radio & TV Supply

INDIANA
HAMMOND-Nationwide Radio Corp.
BEND-Colfax Co., Inc.
KENTUCKY
LBUISVILLE-R & K Dist. Co.

SOUTH

LOUISIANA
LAFAYETTE-Lafayette Radio Equipment, Inc.
ORLEANS-Bell Radio Supply Co.
Crescent Radio Supply, Inc.

NEW

MARYLAND
BALTIMORE-Kann-Ellert Electronics, Inc.
Revacto of Maryland, Inc.
COLLEGE PARK-Rucker Electronic Prods. Co.

HAGERSTOWN-Stoddard Supply Co.
SiLVER SPRINGS-Rucker Electronic Prods. Co.

MASSACHUSETTS
BDSTON-O'Donnell Electronics Supply Co.
Yankee Electronics
LAWRENCE-Alco Electronics Mfg. Co.
LOWELL-Frank P. McCartin, Inc.
PEABODY-Tee-Vee Supply Co.

MICHIGAN
DEARBORN-Westside Radio Supply
MUSKEGON-Mutual Radio Supply Co.
NEW JERSEY
BERGENFIELD-County Dist. Co.
BLOOMFIELD-Variety Electronics Corp.
CAMDEN. General Radio Supply Co., Inc.
LONG BRANCH-Vi-Van Electronics, Inc.
UNION CITY-Pyramid Supply Co.

NEW MEXICO
ALBUQUERQUE-Tele-Radio Supply Co.
SANTA FE-A-1 Communications Supply Co.

NEW YORK
ALBANY-Boyere Electronic -Radio Dist. Corp.
BROOKLYN-Bay Electronics Distributors
Sam Buchman Dist. Co.
FLUSHING-Bay Electronics Distributors
NEWARK-Top Distributing Co.
Sa'RACUSE-Goldcrest Electronic Supply Co.

WHITE

PLAINS-Melville Radio Corp.
NORTH CAROLINA

01ARLOTTE--Dixie Radio Supply Co., Inc.
GASTONIA-Dixie Radio Supply Co., Inc.
GOLDSBORO--Womack Electronics, Inc.
FICKORY- Industrial Electronics

OHIO
Je1(RON-Main TV Supply Co.

CLEVELAND-Radio & Electronics Parts Corp.
COLUMBUS-Ace Radio Supply, Inc.
DAYTON-The Stotts -Friedman Co.

distributor listed below:

TOLEDO-Lifetime Electronics

OKLAHOMA
MUSKOGEE-Sooner Radio & TV Supply
OKLAHOMA CITY-Radio Supply, Inc.

PENNSYLVANIA
ALLENTOWN-A. A. Peters, Inc.
BETHLEHEM-Buss Radio Elec. Supply
ELKINS PARK-A. G. Radio Parts Co.
HARRISBURG-D. & H. Distributing Co., Inc.

Electronic Wholesalers Inc.
Radio Distributing Co.
JOHNSTOWN-Cambria Equipment Co., Inc.

LANCASTER-George D. Barbey Co., Inc.
LEBANON-George D. Barbey Co., Inc.
NEW KENSINGTON-R. P. C. Electronics Co.
PHILADELPHIA-A. G. Radio Parts Co.
Almo Radio Co.
Raymond Rosen & Co., Inc.
POTTSTOWN-George D. Bartey Co., Inc.
POTTSVILLE-Moyer Electronic Supply Co.
READING-A. G. Radio Parts Co.
George D. Barbey Co., Inc.
ROCHESTER-Radio Parts Co.
SCRANTON-Fred P. Purcell
STATE COLLEGE-Alvo Electronics Dists., Inc.
UNIONTOWN-Radio Parts Co., Inc.
WEST YORK-York TV Supply Co.
WILLIAMSPORT-Alvo Electronics Dists., Inc.
Electric Appliance Disto., Inc.
YORK-Wholesale Radio Parts Co., Inc.
SOUTH CAROLINA
ANDERSON-Dixie Radio Supply, Inc.
COLUMBIA-Dixie Radio Supply, Inc.
FLORENCE-Dixie Radio Supply, Inc.
GREENVILLE-Dixie Radio Supply, Inc.
SPARTANSBURG-Dixie Radio Supply, Inc.
TEXAS
ABILENE-Radio Communications Supply Co.
AUSTIN-Standard Radio Supply
DALLAS-All-State Distributing Co.
FORT WORTH-Electronic Equipment Co., Inc.
United Electronic Supply Co.
HOUSTON-Angie Radio & TV Supply Co.
City Electronic Supply
LUBBOCK-Amarillo Hardware Co.
PORT ARTHUR-Diehl Radio & TV Supply
SAN ANTONIO-Olsen Radio Supply
Perry Shankle Co.
Radio & TV Parts Co.
WICHITA FALLS-Gose Radio Supply
UTAH
SALT LAKE

CITY-Flint Distributing

Co.

Strevell-Paterson Hardware

Co.

VIRGINIA
ARLINGTON-Rucker Electronic Prods. Co.
DANVILLE-Womack Radio Supply Co., Inc.
FALLS CHURCH-Television Craftsmen Wholesalers
LYNCHBURG-Eastern Electric Co.
NORFOLK-Southern Television Corp.
RICHMOND-E. A. Holsten, Inc.
ROANOKE-Dixie Appliance Co.
E. A. Holsten, Inc.
WEST VIRGINIA
WHEELING-Radio Parts Co.

WISCONSIN
LAC-Harris Radio Corp.

FOND DU

KENOSHA-Chester Electronics Supply Co.
MILWAUKEE-A & F Electro Mart
Marsh Radio Supply Co.

HAWAII
HONOLULU-Radio Television Corp.

DuPont TrademarkIK

ARCO ELECTRONICS INC. 64 White Street, New York 13, New York
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America's biggest magazines deliver
this business -building offer to over
100 million readers!
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Look for this ad in these leading
national magazines.
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On June 20th Sylvania launched the dramatic
combination coupon offer appearing in America's biggest weekly magazine, TV Guide, and

America's biggest monthly magazine, Reader's
Digest-plus Sunday and Parade newspaper
supplement magazines.
Your Service shares the spotlight with topquality Sylvania picture tubes and receiving tubes in a three-point program to make
your customer's old TV set better than when
it was new.
Month after month, more set owners will
be saving the $2.00 coupon. Many will attach
it to the back of their TV set so it's there for
you to see.
You can identify yourself with this program
by featuring Silver Screen 85 and Sylvania
receiving tubes. Get behind the biggest, most
practical, business-building offer ever made
to the Service industry.
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Coupon

Offel"

Sells your service and Sylvania
receiving tubes in combination with
every Silver Screen 85 you install
Here's an action -packed offer that can add an
average of $3.00 to $6.00 in receiving tube
business every time you install a Silver Screen
85 picture tube.
Sylvania urges your customers to have
their receiving tubes checked to make sure
they get full performance from their new
Silver Screen 85. And, to emphasize the importance of replacing weak tubes, Sylvania
offers to pay $2.00 toward the cost of Sylvania
receiving tubes installed in combination with
a Silver Screen 85.

Your customers mail the $2.00 certificate
directly to Sylvania with the picture -tube
warranty card and receiving-tube carton end.
Nothing for you to sign or send.
Stock up on Sylvania. Be prepared for
greater -than -ever consumer demand for
America's Number One picture tube and
receiving tubes.

V

The Sylvania coupon
taped to your customer's
TV set means more receiving
tube business and greater
picture tube profits for you.' --

eihred

SYLVANIA
Subsidiary of

GENERAL TELEPHONE

&

ELECTRONICS

/7

(GENERAL')

\

/

SYSTEM
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Dear Editor:
Since we have to stand for TV advertising as a necessary evil, the FCC should
not permit TV stations to increase their
audio power while transmitting commercials, as they often seem to do.
THOMAS LANE

Los Angeles, Calif.
Actually, they are not increasing their
RF carrier output; the FCC sees to it
that this is rigidly held to a certain
maximum value. Here's what is probably happening: During certain types of

-

-

program material
for example, old
movies
somewhat less than 100%
modulation may be impressed on the
sound carrier. The modulation level suddenly jumps up to virtually 100% when
a commercial comes along, thus giving
the effect of a power increase. As far as
we know, there are no regulations to
prohibit this sort of operation. Unfortunately, too, there seems to be nothing you can do about the fact that an
announcer's strident voice is much more
irritating than an equally loud musical
score or occasional POW! of a six-

shooter.-Ed.
Dear Editor:

There
Is a trim
plate kit for
YOUR CAR!

CUSTOMIZED

VIBRATOR -OPERATED with Tone Control
Karadio is a compact, new, selfcontained airplane -styled radio for small import and
compact American cars. This economical unit is perfect
for all small cars because it can be easily and inexpensively installed in -dash or under-dash on most any
make or model automobile-and its powerful 8 -tube
performance provides remarkable freedom from engine,
static, and road noises. ATR Karadios are built to look
and fit like original equipment with sleek, modem
styling and solid, single -unit construction. They offer
many customized features and provide highest quality
fidelity-yet cost far less than comparably designed
units. The ATR Customized Karadio comes complete
and is the ideal
with speaker and ready to install
way to add fun and value to your small import or
American automobile!
The ATR Customized

...

ATR KARADIO
.
.
is ideal
for small import
cars or corn
.

pact American

cars! Unit is
completely self-contained-extremely compact!
Can be mounted in -dash or under-dash-wher.

ever space permits! For 6 volt or 12 volt!
SEE

Auto Radio Vibrator

DC -AC Inverters

AMERICAN TELEVISION

2walttq Pnedueta
SAINT PAUL
16
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S.

Eldridge, Iowa
None of our reference sources list
any American tubes which bear even a
remote resemblance to either of these
two European types. Their basic specifications, determined from the type numbers, will give you some idea of what
you're up against.
Both tubes are dual -section units with
8 -pin miniature sockets and 100 -ma
heaters. The UCH71 is a heptode-triode,
probably being used as a converter and
IF stage. The UEL71 is a combination
of a tetrode and a power pentode, presumably employed in a two -stage audio
section.
I doubt if these tubes are being regularly imported into the United States, but
you might be able to order them from
Europe. This is just about your only
alternative other than extensively rebuilding the radio. We're sorry to break
the bad news, but this sort of situation
often arises when you're dealing with
older -model or seldom -imported foreign
equipment.

Ed.

Dear Editor:

YOUR JOBBER OR WRITE FACTORY

"A" Battery Eliminators

We have a Schaub radio which has
two tubes, a UCH71 and a UEL71. We
would like to restore it, but are having
trouble finding tube replacements or interchanges. Could you be of any help?
GENE'S TV & RADIO

A.

I have just finished reading the item
about the tip saver for miniature soldering irons (page 36, May issue). It's a
good idea; however, I notice that Mr.
Farmer used a double -pole, double -throw
switch in the circuit. Wouldn't it work

equally well with only a single -pole,
single -throw unit, as shown in the attached diagram?
JOHN FRENO, JR.

Brooklyn, N. Y.
Yep.

Ed.

Dear Editor:
Is there a practical way to cut down
tube -caddy inventory of similar tube
types (for example, the 6BK7, 6BQ7A,
6BZ8, 6BC8, 6BS8, etc.)?
R. G. MALCOM
Tulsa, Okla.
The experts say not. Top servicemen
are trying to maintain as complete a
tube stock as possible, even though this
means using TWO caddies-one with
common types to bring into the house,
the other with rarer types to leave in the
truck.
The trouble with cutting down on
tube inventory is that substitute types
are different enough from the originals
to be ineffective as permanent replacements in a great percentage of cases.
They sometimes fail to give sure-fire results in substitution tests, and they give
very little insurance against callbacks.
But, as we all know, the problems of
maintaining a really complete tube stock
have become just about insurmountable.
You're bound to be caught short every
now and then, and a substitute tube is
far better than none in such cases. For
this reason, we periodically present features such as our Tube Substitution
Guide. The substitutes we recommend
are intended to be temporary, however.
When you must install any tube other
than the original type (or its improved
version), it's good business to go back
and install the right type as soon as prac-

tical.-Ed.
Dear Editor:
With the advent of hi-fi, I am getting
into difficulty with the portable radio
fans on the question of frequency response and tone quality. What can we
expect from these $80 transistorized jobs?
C. E. LIVINGWAY

New Baltimore, Mich.
Even though these radios are quite
expensive, they have room for only a
small speaker (usually from 21/2" to
31/2" in diameter). In addition, the power
output available for driving the speaker
is on the order of milliwatts. These limitations prevent you from getting any
semblance of high fidelity out of a compact transistorized portable.
Actually, this isn't what they are dew
signed to do. Essentially, they are a "go
anywhere" type of radio, intended to
provide the user with music of a sort as
well as sports and news programs when
away from a source of AC power. When
used as such, they are excellent; however, it's unreasonable to compare them
with high-fidelity sound equipment.

Ed.

Dear Editor:
In Figs. 7 and 8 of the "P's and Q's of
Transistors" article (page 62 of the July
issue), there seems to be a mix-up in the
Please turn to page 22

Really dresses up
your service work

Reliable Tung -Sol tubes add real class to every service job

-

radio, tv, or hi-fi.

Made to set manufacturers most exacting specifications, Tung -Sol Tubes are best
for all replacements. Reduce your callbacks to new lows and keep your profitable
new business rolling in high style. Tung -Sol Electric Inc., Newark 4, N. J.
Tell your jobber you'd rather have

TUNG-SOL
-.eZee'

TUBES

TRANSISTORS

DIODES
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RESIST -O -PANEL

RESIST -O -ROUND

Easy -to -select, easy -to -

Unique revolving stock

inventory swing panel

kit keeps

HandyPaks at your fingertips!

takes no bench space

IRC

at all!

-

Wonderful space saver! Visible resistor stock on handy swing
panel attaches to wall ... can be used singly or in sets. All -metal
7" wide x 121/4" high-slotted to hold Handy-Paks-wall brackets
included. Contains the 10 most popular resistor values, with room
for 10 more Handy-Paks on back of panel. FREE with any of 4
popular assortments.
Assortment
Assortment
Assortment
Assortment

#64
=68
=72
=76

-watt,
40
-watt,
60 1/2 -watt,
40
-watt,
60

1/2
1

1

10% resistors,
10% resistors,

10

values

10

values

5% resistors,
5% resistors,

10

values
values

10

Instant visual inventory within easy reach . .
in minimum bench
space. Two tiers of Handy-Paks spin at the flick of a finger for
fast, easy selection. This revolutionary metal kit is only 7" diameter,
61/4" high. Includes the 20 most popular resistor values. FREE with
any of 4 assortments.
.

Dealer Net
$7.20
7.20
14.40
14.40

Dealer Net

Assortment
Assortment
Assortment
Assortment

=65
=69
#73
=77

120

1/2

80

1

120 V,

80

1

-watt, 10% resistors, 20 values
-watt, 10% resistors, 20 values
-watt, 5% resistors, 20 values
-watt, 5% resistors, 20 values

$14.40
14.40
28.80
28.80

MORE IRC HANDY-PAK STOCKERS FAVORED BY SERVICEMEN EVERYWHERE

IRC RESIST -O -CHEST

Included

FREE

"cigar box confusion". All -metal covered file in 10
Handy -Pak assortments. Compact 5V8" x 3%" x 6'/4" size
... takes little bench space. Identification clearly visible.
Ends

with any of 5
Handy -Pak stock
assortments.

Assort.

No. of

Resistors

Wattage

Values

204
462

/2

34
77
34

47
49

308

SO

57
58

IRC RESIST-O-PEDIA
Attractive hardback binder has 3 -ring "fingered"
inserts for Handy-Paks. Indexed stock saves searching
speeds servicing. Identification always visible.
9" x 81/4" x 21/4". Five popular assortments.
Assort.

No. of

No. of

No.

Resistors

Wattage

Values

44
48

462
308

/2

77
77

51

195

2

59
63

462
308

/2

1

1

65
77
77

Tolerance

10%
10%
10%
5%a

5%

462

61

136

62

308

77
34

2

65
34
77
34
77

5%
5%
5%
5%

1

1

102
195

204

2

10%
10%
10%
10%
10%
10%

h

136

'/2

Vi
1

1

Dealer
Net

Tolerance

$24.48
55.44
24.48
55.44
24.48
46.80
48.96
110.88
48.96
110.88

Included

FREE with
any of these
10 assortments.

1IRC RESIST -O -CADDY

Dealer
Net

$55.44
55.44
46.80
110.88
110.88

No. of

No.

42
43
46

Ideal for in -home servicing. Plastic pouch folds to 6sÁ" x 37/8" x 11/2"
tube caddy or tool chest. Individual Handy -Pak pockets.
Assort. No.

FREE

No. of Resistors

41

120

with any of

45
56

80

4 assortments.

60

120

80

Wattage
Vu

%2
1

No. of Values

20
20
20
20

...

fits in

Tolerance

Dealer Net

100'
io
10%

$14.40
14.40
28.80
28.80

5%
5%

quartet of brand new

PAK* RESISTOR KITS
your resistor stocks at your fingertips
*Patent Pending

CID

RESIST -O -BIN

RESIST -O -RACK

Easy -to -use

Orderly, neat

IRC

IRC

Handy -Pak

Handy -Pak
file for
complete stocks
of resistors!

Stocker
with 36

identified
compartments!
need for compact, convenient stocking
of Handy-Paks. 36 compartments in recessed tiers are identified
for easy access to resistors . . . and quick, accurate inventory.
All -metal -63/4" wide x 414" deep x 41/2" high. FREE with any
of 4 assortments.
Just what busy servicemen

Assortment #66
Assortment #70
Assortment #74
Assortment #78

204
136

204
136

%2
1

I/2
1

-watt,
-watt,
-watt,
-watt.

10% resistors, 34 values
10% resistors, 34 values

5% resistors,
5% resistors,

34 values
34 values

perfect answer to maintaining an orderly, complete inventory of
Handy-Paks. Individual compartments separate stock by resistance
values .
. with identification always visible. Metal
rack is 113/4"
wide x 512" deep x 8" high. Key -hole slotted for wall mounting,
if desired. FREE with any of 4 assortments.
Dealer Net
The

Dealer Net
$24.48
24.48
48.96
48.96

Assortment
Assortment
Assortment
Assortment

#67

462

#71
#75

308

#79

308

1/2
1

462
1

-watt, 10% resistors, 77 values
-watt, 10% resistors, 77 values

lh-watt, 5% resistors,
-watt, 5% resistors,

Choose the

IRC

Handy-Pak deal

HANDY-PAKS
Smartest idea yet for
packaging carbon
composition resistors !

3
1/2

TYPES
watt,

1

watt

10% tolerance

ea.

5% tolerance $1.44 each

and 2 watts*

Dealer Net

Each IRC Handy -Pak contains several carbon composition

...

resistors of one type and resistance value
to save
you unnecessary shopping. Three types include: 6
-watt
resistors;
2
-watt
resistors; 4 -watt
3
resistors.
1/2
1

2 -watt

Handy-Paks available

in

10% tolerance only.

Servicemen from coast to coast
praise IRC Handy-Paks as the neatest, most compact, most convenient
resistor package in the industry.
Resistance value and power rating
are clearly visible on every Handy Pak. They're handier to use . .
open at either end; close to hold
remaining resistors. IRC Handy-Paks
keep leads straight; resistors are
always factory -clean.

77 values
77 values

$55.44
55.44
110.88
110.88

that suits you best!
Order today from your
IRC Distributor !

INTERNATIONAL RESISTANCE CO.
In

414 N. 13th St., Philadelphia 8, Pa.
Canada: International Resistance Co., Ltd.
Toronto, Licensee

SELL

THE ANTENNA LINE
THAT HELPS YOU
SELL!
Cash in

on...

NT/iiegarrd's
.. the Industry's

Greatest

the big -name TV stars such as * Ward Bond of "Wagon
Train" * Walter Brennan of "The Real McCoy's" and other
TV stars promoting Winegard Color'Ceptors!
SEE

Winegard's advertising in a non-stop, big-space schedule
in LIFE, Better Homes & Gardens, others, ALL YEAR LONG!
SEE

Nïnegarrd

..

._..

GET FREE PROFIT -MAKING

V11II'nIIT1/1\ ni

is-,-

A9

,ItoMp7lo`

SEND THIS COUPON TODAY!
WINEGARD CO.
3009-9 Scotten, Burlington, Iowa

full color brochure showing Winegard's new antenna
and tell me how I can get them free!
dealer sales aids
Send literature on Winegard's complete line of FM and TV
antennas.
RUSH

D

...

FIRM NAME
ADDRESS

ull.

SALES AIDS
GET Winegard's new "PROMOTION BUCKS"!
Given to you free with every Color'Ceptor you buy.
You use them for getting your own choice of the finest
knocksales promotion aids anyone has ever offered
out sales helps that hitch your business to the giant
national sweep of Winegard's BIG TV SHOW TIME!

-

Sell the Winegard Color'Ceptor, the
only antenna that's GUARANTEED
to give your customers the BEST
reception In the rare event, a customer of yours is not satisfied
Winegard will refund the list price of
the antenna and YOU KEEP YOUR
FULL PROFIT.
Talk to your Distributor or send
coupon for the whole story.

-

-
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FEATURE THE LEADER AND BE ONE!

Whzegw'd Co.
3009-9 Scotten, Burlington, Iowa
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C »regard

As Advertised in

SALES BEGIN
THE
WHERE
OUT
our

RB.cEPT1pN

GOLD TV & FM

ANTENNAS
Special window
DEALER'S NAME & ADDRESS

decals.

Year-round big -space
national advertising
featuring big name
TV stars.

GO HERE

r--- _

Giant
Color'Ceptor full -color mailing
piece and full -color postcards
for your direct mail program.

6

foot

3-

color metal road

sign imprinted
with your name.
Fer
t c reception
Winegerd Gold Amena

Unlimited 50-50 co-op on`.
local newspaper

and radio

advertising.

\

gold balloons
for the kiddies.

Big

BIC TVWOW TIME!
All -Out Antenna Profit Drive!

Antenna
check-up
sheets.

INSIDE YOUR STORE
ANTENNAS
l .,w

"Antenn Specialists"
Shirt Emblems.

Colorful window

ye.. n

,fV*NM

beinQ-Meo

'enkee".,,cfsetiYt,

.

*

Attractive silk wall banners.

n. on

streamers.
New Color'Ceptor display with
gold anodized mast.

ifl/!P9(d/Tlr
GOLD
««.
forr«
r
,oe

lamm, Ti mm9Mn

Win Pgarzt
Gold anodized
sample to hand out
on service calls.

..LIFE

Illuminated plastic window sign.

.,,8.

Ord

Whaer
Eye-catching
metal flange sign.

GOLD TV

cc

-id FM

ANTENNAS
FOR BEST

et

EPTION

GOLD TV and FM

-t

lt'ïn s ,qarrl

._...J

ANTENNAS
FOR

REST RECEPTION

Ge.o

DEALCR NAME

Special truck decals.

Hanging store front sign imprinted with your name.

ALL THESE SALES AIDS FREE-Ask Your Distributor
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(Continued from page 16)
transistor symbols
or is it in the
"NPN" and "PNP" labels on the schematics?
LYNN D. PEPPERMAN

General Electric Co.
Utica, N. Y.
In the second part of each figure, the
arrow symbol for the emitter of the
transistor was inadvertently turned end
for end when the schematics were drawn.
All the labels and voltage readings on
these illustrations are correct.

Ed.

Dear Editor:
The mixed-up Video Speed Servicing in
the June issue was an unexpected help
to me. I was working on an Admiral
Model C21 -E2 with an intermittent video
overload and loss of sync. While taking
a break after a long bench session, I
happened to glance at Speed Servicing;
noticing the error, I decided to unscramble the cards. The words on the ZE
15B20-5 card seemed familiar, and it
dawned on me that here was the same
trouble I had in the Admiral. I resoldered
the ground connection on its horizontal
output transformer, and my problem was
solved.
If it hadn't been for the mix-up, I
probably would not have noticed the
similarity in symptoms; so I would have
wasted a good deal of time checking in
the wrong places. To the editor I say,
"May you edit for a long time to come."

ITS

A WEBSTER CARTRIDGE,

- EVEN BoWSER

SIR

CAN TELL THE DIFFERENCE"
... it only goes to prove Websters give customers a lot
more than they expect from a phonograph cartridge. You can
tell a convincing performance story no need to get technical
either. Take the Webster Stereo -Ceramic, for example. It plays
the new stereo discs with exceptional brilliance and depth
standard LP's and 78's with higher fidelity than ever before
And, that's just one ... all Webster cartridges are star performers.
Recommend and install them every time. It pays
Well

-

!

!

look for It at your jobber

-

NEW WEBSTER SERVICE CENTER

WEBSTER

JUNIOS D. DEBONIS

-

1.enMlin

PF
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Dear Editor:
We appreciate your putting the proper
PHOTOFACT Folder number on each Video
Speed Servicing sheet, since we catalog
all information about a particular TV or
radio chassis under the good old "PF"
number.

DIVISION
ELECTRIC

th year
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Tulsa, Okla.

RACINE WIS

our

Dear Editor:
As an ardent reader of and subscriber
to PF REPORTER, I have been meaning
for some time to write and thank you for
giving TV servicemen such a wonderful
magazine. I find it good not only for
filling in the gaps left open by the TV
servicing course 1 took, but also for keeping up to date on the newest things in
electronics. It certainly is worth every
penny of the subscription cost
and
much more. You perform a real service
for the industry, and I (for one) surely
do appreciate it.
TONY ACAR

When you see this modern
cartridge merchandiser, you know
you'll get fast, efficient service.
Quick -reference chart assures
accurate replacement for nearly
every phono cartridge.

ELECTRON ICS

EDWARD W. ATKINSON

Detroit, Mich.
Wish the publisher felt the same way.
In case you missed out, we're still offering corrected reprints for those who request them. Also, Volume 3 of "Video
Speed Servicing" is now available from
your distributor.-Ed.

ad.. V.137

East Hartford, Conn.
This is just one of several features
we've recently added to VSS to make it
more useful. By the way, have you noticed that component numbers referred
to in the Speed Servicing sheets correspond to those listed in PHOTOFACT?-Ed.

up
flOw

sign-

The industry's only national program
for quality independent service dealers
Finally, one company, Raytheon, gives you the kind of program
you've asked for the new Raytheon Bonded Dealer Program.
It's the logical way, the only way, for quality independent dealers
to unite into one strong network. It's the plan that builds customer
confidence in your service, that builds repeat business for you.

-

Raytheon's ALL-STAR sales team will work for you all year 'round,
telling families in your area about your Bonded Service. Join the
Raytheon Bonded Dealer Program now, as your answer
to increased profit.

Here's what you get: Free 90 -day Repair Bonds
National ads with
Complete local back-up program
Free merchandising kit
Dealer Listings

-___

Mail this coupon today

Mr. William Grey, Dept. 241,
Raytheon Company 55 Chapel St., Newton 58, Mass.

Yes-I'm interested in taking part in the nationally advertised

Raytheon Bonded Dealer Program. I understand that there are no dues or
fees involved. I am a full-time, independent TV-Radio service dealer.
Firm Name
Business Address:
City:

Zone:

State

Telephone No.:
Your Signature and Title:

September, 1959/
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COMMON TV TROUBLES AND THEIR CAUSES
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Television receivers, even though
simplified to the point where they
require only 13 tubes to produce
both picture and sound, are still
complex mechanisms. When something does go wrong with a television receiver, there are a host of
circuits to consider; and it is the
rare individual, no matter how experienced he may be, who can unfailingly put his finger on the trouble
right away.
Is there an orderly troubleshooting process one can follow to save
time and temper
a process that
can be applied to all sets irrespective of the number of tubes they contain, the types of circuits they utilize, or the symptoms they display?
The answer to this question is an
unqualified yes, and yet it is surprising how few servicemen (experienced or otherwise) consistently
attack each servicing problem by
following a systematic procedure.
Most men, when you examine the
way they operate, employ a fairly
haphazard approach
perhaps using several proved shortcuts, but
aside from these, generally improvising as they go along. 1f these
men would add a systematic procedure to the experience which they
possess, they would be pleasantly
surprised at how much quicker they
could proceed with their analysis
and discover the trouble.
The goal of this article (and those
to follow) is to establish a general
modus operandi, or a servicing approach which can be applied in all
instances to all types of receivers,

irrespective of the symptoms they
exhibit. As the procedure unfolds,
it will be seen to be quite flexible,
enabling you to modify the technique as required. At all times,
however, the over-all approach will
remain the same.
As a start, let's assume a defective set is called to your attention,
either in the home or in the shop.
What do you do first? Begin by
obtaining as much information as
you can from the owner of the seteven before turning it on. Find out
what peculiar trouble symptoms resulted in the service call. Here are
some important points to check:
When did the symptoms first appear? Did they develop gradually,
or was the change abrupt?
Has the set ever acted this way
before?
Does this trouble occur on all
channels or only one?
Is there any particular time of
day when this trouble occurs, or is
it always present?
This is an indication of the type
of information that will assist you
in cutting down on service time.
Once you know the history and
background leading up to the trouble, the next step is to place the set
in operation and note the symptoms
firsthand.
Symptoms which may appear in

Fig. 1. A raster with unequal sides is
due to shorted vertical yoke windings.

Fig. 2. When raster width is nonlinear, suspect a shorted horizontal yoke.

-

-

any television receiver can be
grouped into two categories-those
readily identifiable by the type of
picture and/or sound they produce,
and those which do not give any
initial clear-cut clue as to the loca-

tion of the components causing
them. Let us discuss the identifiable
symptoms first, because the operating procedure we will develop in
tracking down these troubles can
then be expanded to include those
that are more obscure.
An identifiable trouble is one
which will enable the serviceman to
proceed directly to either the defective component or the section of the
receiver containing the component.
For example, the picture may come
through sharp and clear-but sound
may be absent. In this case, there
is obviously no reason to check
through the RF or IF sections of the
video system or the video amplifiers themselves. Attention should
be concentrated on the sound system, from the take-off point to the
loudspeaker. Another easily identifiable difficulty is the similar but opposite case where the sound comes
through clearly, but no picture is
obtained. A raster, however, is present. Here again, it is generally best
to begin checking the circuits between the sound take-off point and
the picture tube. Initially, there
would be no reason to go into the
RF or video IF stages.
Other easily identifiable symptoms are those which produce fairly
characteristic picture distortions. In
Fig. 1, for example, the picture is

vertically keystoned,

a

condi-

tion generally attributed to one or
more shorted turns in the vertical
windings of the deflection yoke. A
comparable difficulty in the horizonPlease turn to page 83

Fig. 3. A thin horizontal line indicates
trouble in the vertical sweep system.
September, 1959/PF REPORTER
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Servicing NEW DESIGNS
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REMOTE -CONTROL UNIT
by Thomas A. Lesh

Remember when Studebaker first
introduced an automatic shift for
their cars? They must have thought
enough different kinds of "----omatics" and "Power ----s" were already on the market, for they christened their product just plain
"Studebaker Automatic Transmission."
General Electric apparently followed a similar line of reasoning in
choosing a name for their new wireless remote control for TV sets. This
unit, which is making its first appearance this fall in the U4 and M5
chassis, is called simply the "G-E
Wireless Remote Control System."
While this new device has some
characteristics in common with
other types of wireless remote units,
it also employs several design features not previously used in the TV
field. Basic specifications of the G -E
system are as follows:
Medium of transmission: Radio waves

(RF).
Operating frequency: 322.7 kc, modulated by four different audio frequencies
corresponding to the four push buttons
on the transmitter case.

Control functions and frequen-

cies: Receiver on -off, 405 cps; channel selector, 375 cps; reduce volume, 345
cps; increase volume, 315 cps.
Transmitter features: One 2N319 PNP
transistor operating as a self -modulating
RF oscillator; 9 -volt mercury battery.
Receiver features: Movable ferrite -core
antenna; two tubes (6EW6 and 6EA8);

relay- control function, as do most
other remote receivers. All control
signals are fed through a single
channel consisting of an RF amplifier, a common detector stage, and
one audio amplifier. The different
signals are separated from each
other in the plate circuit of the final
stage by means of a frequency -sensitive reed relay. In place of ordinary
contacts, this unit has four flexible
reeds which are mechanically resonant to the audio frequencies
generated by the remote transmitter.
Each incoming control signal produces an alternating magnetic field
in the relay coil, thus causing one of
the reeds to vibrate. When this occurs, the reed intermittently touches
a stationary contact and completes
a low -current circuit through the
coil of another relay. The contacts
of this secondary or "sensitive" relay then close, and the desired action
is accomplished-turning the set on
or off, changing channels, or varying
the volume.
Fig. 1 is a schematic of one of the
four identical reed circuits, and Fig.
2 is an interior view of the control
receiver showing the location of all
relays.
Let's trace out the circuits which
connect the control receiver to the
TV set, using the simplified scheIN REED RELAY ASSEMBL

self-contained half -wave B+ recti-

TO CONTROLLED

fier using a germanium diode; a total of
six relays to perform control functions.

Since the control receivers used in
other types of four -button wireless
remote systems generally have from
six to eight tubes, you may be wondering how the G -E receiver can
operate with only two tubes. Here's
the answer: It doesn't have a
separate electronic circuit for each
26
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CIRCUIT

1000
m mf

ógOn

12K

20 mfd
150V

10 mfd
25V

-

SENS TIVE

130V

Fig.

1.

Incoming

RELAY

signal

makes

reed

vibrate, thus applying power to relay.

matic in Fig. 3 as a guide. When the
remote on -off switch on the rear
of the TV set is closed, power is
supplied to the control receiver from
the AC line through pins 2 and 5
of the octal plug. The remote system
is then ready to use, regardless of
whether the main power switch on
the TV set is in the on or off position.
As shown on the schematic, one
side of the TV power-transformer
primary is connected through this
local on -off switch to either pin 3 or
pin 4 of the remote plug. One of
these pins-it doesn't matter which
one-must be tied to pin 2 of the
plug in order to place the transformer across the AC line. The required connection is made through
the on-off latching relay in the remote receiver. The contacts of this
toggle -type unit are switched back
and forth between two different resting positions, alternately making pin
3 and pin 4 "hot" with AC. To turn
on the TV set, it is only necessary to
line up the contacts in the local
and remote sections of the transformer -primary circuit to provide
continuity through one of the two
possible AC -return paths.
As a safety feature, the latching
relay is equipped with a thermal
protector which automatically opens
the relay -coil circuit in case of excessive current flow through the coil.
When the sensitive relay in the
channel -selector circuit is actuated,
its contacts complete the ground-return circuit of the power -tuning
motor and thus cause it to rotate. It
draws current from a special 24 volt winding on the TV power transformer, not shown in Fig. 3. The
power-tuning mechanism is generally similar to the one in G -E's Chas -
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Fig. 2. Remote -control receiver has two tubes, six relays,
and remote volume control operated by a small motor.

sis U3, which was described in this

column last May. However, the newer unit features a different arrangement for presetting the fine tuning,
as well as a "trip -proof" switch to
protect the tuning mechanism from
damage which fine tuning is being
adjusted.
When either the "plus" or
"minus" volume relay is operated,
one of the windings of a special reversible motor is connected across
the AC line terminals via pins 2 and
5 of the remote plug. This motor
turns the shaft of a potentiometer,
which regulates the audio volume
by varying the DC screen voltage
of the sound IF tube. Since the G -E
remote system uses RF transmission
instead of acoustic waves, the control signal can be transmitted as
long as necessary-and then cut off
at any desired instant. This enables
the user to adjust the remote volume
control with a great deal of precision.
The motor turns the potentiometer all the way through its range
in a matter of a few seconds. At the
end of rotation, the slider strikes
against a mechanical stop. This is
sufficient to stall the motor; no
clutches, limit switches, or similar
devices are needed. In order to turn
the control back in the opposite direction, the user must press the
other volume button on the remote
transmitter.
The control receiver is a relatively
simple device as far as its electronic
circuits are concerned. The plug-in

Fig. 3. Circuits associated with octal plug which connects General Electric wireless remote receiver to TV set.

antenna assembly functions as a
tuned tank in the grid circuit of the
6EW6 RF amplifier. Output of this
stage is coupled to the detector (triode section of the 6EA8) by a
double -tuned transformer. Since the
detector develops a high level of grid
bias when a signal is present, the
triode conducts only on positive halfcycles of the input signal. The resulting rectified output is coupled from
the plate of the detector to the grid
of the audio amplifier (6EA8 pentode section). Included in the RC
coupling network is a sensitivity
potentiometer which serves as a sort
of "drive adjustment" for the audio
stage.
The single transistorized stage in

the transmitter (Fig. 4) is a common -emitter circuit including tuned
elements for both RF and audio
frequencies. An isolated tuned circuit, including the secondary windings of collector transformers T 1
and T2, is resonant at 322.7 kc. A
signal of this frequency is fed back
to the transistor's base circuit
through a tickler winding on Ti,
thus sustaining RF oscillation. The
ferrite -core transformers Ti and T2
(long rods in Fig. 5) function also
as a transmitting antenna.
The audio oscillator is a Hartley
type; in Fig. 4, note that the emitter
is returned through the battery circuit to an intermediate tap on the
Please turn to page 81

il
4700 mmf

2N319
T2

25-280
mmf

CHANNEL
9V
(

)VOLUME

(f

)

VOLUME

Fig. 4. Transistor circuit in transmitter is combination

RF

and AF oscillator.
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PROBE USAGE CHART
CIRCUIT

The scope as a valuable instrument
in electronic service work, especially
if it is used correctly. A large part
of correct usage depends on the
choice of accessory probes. Proper
construction of probes is important,
too; for example, every probe should
be fitted with a coaxial lead no more
than 3' to 4' in length. I f you have
trouble remembering which probe to
use in various applications, the probe
usage chart given here will be a valuable asset.
-

PROBE

WHY

eliminate capacitive loading and the resultant signal distortion.

Video Detector

Low -Capacity

To

Video Output

Low -Capacity

as above

AGC Keyer

Low -Capacity

To

prevent circuit loading and introduction of signal phase shift.

Sync.

Low -Capacity

To

eliminate instability that might

Noise Inverter

Low -Capacity

To

eliminate phase shift caused by capacitance of direct probe.

be

introduced

by probe loading.

Vert. Output

Low Capacity

To

divide signal and avoid scope being overdriven.

Vert. Oscillator

Low -Capacity

To

prevent probe capacitance from shifting frequency.

Horiz. AFC

Low -Capacity

as above

Horiz Oscillator

Low -Capacity

To

Horiz. Output

Low -Capacity

(grid only)

Low -Voltage

Direct

Low -impedance, low -frequency

Video IF

Demodulator

Detect IF signal and provide

Tuner

Isolation

Reduce noise pickup and make marker pulse easier to see (alignment)

Video Detector

Isolation

as above

Color Sync.

Demodulator

(single ended type)

Caution

1.

prevent circuit loading and oscillator detuning.
To

prevent circuit loading and reduced grid drive

To

a

provide

circuit

best handled

.

with direct probe.

response within scope's bandpass.

a

signal within scope's bandpas

Never apply any of these probes to points in the circuit that have AC, DC, or pulse voltages

in excess of the rating of the probe's input component.

I

SCOPE

N

DIRECT

100 MMF

100K

w.

100-kc to 250 -mc DEMODULATOR

VIDEO
IN

DETECTOR

TYPE

SCOPE

100K

100 KC TO 250 MC DEMODULATOR

THE SIMPLEST PROBE
The DIRECT PROBE is the simplest of them all, and may be
constructed in one of several different ways. It may consist solely
of a piece of shielded cable with spade lugs on the scope end and
alligator clips on the other-or, you may need co -axial or bananaplug connectors on the scope end. A dummy probe tip and a 10"
wire complete with alligator clip terminating the braided shield
makes a very good direct probe.

PROBE

WITH NARROW -BAND OUTPUT

This DEMODULATOR PROBE can be used at frequencies between
100 kc and 250 mc, and the demodulated output can be any
frequency between 60 cps and about 8 kc. The unit is useful in
signal -tracing video -IF stages and TV tuners, as well as in checking bandwidth in the chrominance sections of a color receiver.

VIDEO DETECTOR
TYPE DIODES

10 MMF

IN

22K

20-50 MC DEMODULATOR PROBE WITH
WIDE - BAND OUTPUT
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SCOPE

20 -50 -mc DOUBLER-TYPE PROBE
This DOUBLER -TYPE DEMODULATOR PROBE has a much narrower bandpass than the single -ended type, but it offers about
twice the signal output. It is excellent for all forms of troubleshooting in video IF and other circuits in the 20- to 50 -mc range.

SCOPE PROBE
10K TO 100K

--1M

^/A,
SCOPE

IN

SCOPE

IN

ISOLATION

COMBINATION
ISOLATION -DIRECT

ISOLATION PROBE
This is also a direct probe with a 10K to 100K resistor in series with the
"hot" lead. It is usually specified for RF and IF sweep alignment. A VTVM
probe of the "Uniprobe" type would permit both DIRECT and ISOLATION probes
to be contained in a single unit. The desired probe type could then be obtained
with a simple turn of the tip, or a flip of a switch.

-I F-Cl

TABLE OF VALUES FOR LOW -CAPACITY PROBES
SCOPE IMPEDANCE
R1

T

IN
R2

C2

SCOPE

Rl

Cl

I

MEGOHM

I MEG

3

-

2

MEGOHMS

2 MEG

3

-

3

MEGOHMS

3 MEG

5

MMF

110K

13

MMF

220K

- 20 MMF

330K

;

Rl

R2

13

¡

IN

:

i

:

.J-C2
SCOPE

02

I

r

HIGH -IMPEDANCE TYPE
10-1

LOW

-CAPACITY

LOW -CAPACITY

THE MOST USEFUL PROBE
The LOW -CAPACITY PROBE (with 10:1 attenuation ratio) is the most important accessory you can have for your scope. Its design is such that the output
signal is one -tenth of the input, and thus it offers only one -tenth as much circuit
loading as a direct probe. This is desirable even at the expense of a 90%
signal loss.
Low -capacity probes have two general configurations. The simpler design
offers higher impedance and correspondingly less circuit loading, but may
have an attenuation factor other than 10 to 1, making it more difficult to calculate
peak-to -peak signal measurements.
In either probe circuit, R1 -C1 should equal R2 -C2, and the value of Rl
should be ten times that of R2. The combination of R2 -C2 in the simpler circuit
matches the impedance of the cable and scope. For the more elaborate probe,
R2 always equals 1/9 of the scope's input resistance, and C2 is the total of the
cable and scope input capacitances (no physical capacitor is used). The most
common values for Rl, Cl, and R2 used in 10:1 probes are given in the table.
Choose the values to match scope input impedance.
September, 1959/PF REPORTER
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Vertical sync compression in this video detector waveform was caused by circuit loading with a direct probe. Using this type of
probe to monitor the video signal could cause
you to erroneously assume there is trouble
in the tuner or video -IF strip.

When a low -capacity probe is used to view
the signal at the video detector, there is no
circuit loading and you therefore get a true
picture of tuner and IF operation.

The detected IF signal, when using the
single -ended demodulator probe, shows very
prominent low -frequency response. High -frequency portions of the signal are greatly attenuated; thus, this type of probe is useful
only when the modulating frequency is low.

When using the doubler -type probe, the
detected IF signal is very nearly identical to
the video-detector output. Naturally, it is
smaller by a degree, depending on the stage
being examined. A small loss of high -frequency information is indicated by the lower relative amplitude of the horizontal sync pulses
when compared to the vertical pulses.

A small marker pip or dip would be very
difficult, if not impossible, to locate among
the "grass" on this video -IF response curve.
The grass is due to pickup of the 15,750 -cps
energy radiated by the horizontal -output and

high -voltage circuits.

This video -IF curve has much less "grass"
because an isolation probe was used. The
series resistance in the probe is frequency discriminating, and affects high frequencies
without disturbing low frequencies.

PROFIT PROFESSIONALLY ON EVERY CALL WITH

LOW-COST PROFESSIONAL

Model

550 DYNA-QUIK

DYNAMIC MUTUAL CONDUCTANCE TUBE TESTER

Every service -technician now can easily check
tubes the B&K professional we y! Only with a genuine
dynamic mutual conductance to ie tester can you make
a complete and accurate test -ender the actual
dynamic operating conditions of the TV set. The
compact new "550" is not jus; an emission checker.

It completely

checks more tubes

faster-with

laboratory accuracy. And the cost is so amazingly
low, it pays its way over and over again! Take a tip
from thousands of professional servicemen-use
B&K Dyna-Quik. There is nothing like it.
Model 550

NET

MODEL

550 DYNA-QUIK

Tests Each Section

$119 s5

o=

-IN

TUBE TESTER

for Your Money

SPEED, ACCURACY,

AND VALUE

Save Customers

-

of Dual-Section Tubes Separately

Great new value in professional quick -check at small cost.
Provides more tube sockets to test more tubes faster.
Accurately checks most of the TV and radio tubes usually
encountered in everyday service work. Tests each section of dual -section tubes separately. Measures true
dynamic mutual conductance. Checks tubes for
shorts, grid emission, gas content, and leakage. Completely tests each tube in seconds, checks average TV
set in a few minutes, in home or shop. One switch tests
everything. Fast, convenient reference listings on socket
panel. Patented circuit provides automatic line voltage

Get More

s

ss

SAVE CALL-BACKS, SAVE COST

Sell More Tubes
-MAKE

MORE MONEY PER CALL

compensation. 7 -pin and 9 -pin straighteners on panel.
Handsome, luggage -type carrying case. Net, $11 993

MODEL

650

DELUXE DYNA-QUIK

Today's Finest Portable Tube and Transistor Tester
Accurately checks over 99% of the tubes most widely
used in television receivers, plus popular home and portable radio tubes. Tests over 600 tube types. Lists over
125 most popular tube types, with settings, on socket
panels for maximum operating speed. Complete lusting
in fast, index -type selector. Measures true dynamic
mutual conductance. Tests each section of multiple
tubes separately for GM, Shorts, Grid Emission, Gas
Content and Life. Includes 16 spare sockets and ample
filament voltages for future new tube types. Transistor
Section checks transistors, diodes, and selenium rectifiers. Luggage -type carrying case.
Net, $16995

B&IC MANUFACTURING CO.
3726 N. Southport Ave.
See Your Distributor or Send

Now for Bulletin 3724-R

Chicago 13, Illinois

Canada: Atlas Radio Corp., 50 Wingotd, Toronto 10, Ont.
Export: Empire Exporters,.277 Broadway, New York 7, U.S.A.
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Dealer JOHN G. ALTMEYER

Says ...

"Mallory Components are Best

John G. Altmeyer serves the North Shore area of Chicago
from Beckers in Evanston. Starting in the business while he
was in high school, John became a service technician and
later, service manager. After fourteen years as service
manager, he took over ownership and has headed Beckers
for the past six years.

two men working full time on auto
radio servicing, John's business averages 40 TV calls a day.
Over the years, Beckers has built a strong reputation for
integrity and dependability among its many customers.
In addition to having

P.R. MALLORY& CO Inc.

MALLORY
P.

32
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MALLORY & CO.. Inc., INDIANAPOLIS 6, INDIANA

for Moderii Equi j)Hlent Troubie Spots"
"Modern car radios-for example-need quiet vibrators

... that'.

why we replace with Mallory.

Today's automobiles are engineered for a quieter, more pleasurable ride. A noisy
vibrator in a car radio stands out immediately. Our servicemen use Mallory Vibrators
for all replacements. We've found that they're quieter and more dependable. The
Mallory buttonless contact design adds to their longer, trouble -free life."
Whatever component you need for servicing-capacitors, controls, resistors, silicon
rectifiers or batteries-you get the highest quality at sensible prices from Mallory. It's
and every model is service -engineered to
the widest line of parts in the industry
assure you that each job is right the first time, every time.

...

Stop Callbacks with These Quality Mallory Products...

-5 rugged, moistureproof,
Mallory "Gem" tubular capacitors
in an easy-to -use dispenser that
keeps your stock fresh and cleaneasy to find-no more kinks in lead
wires. They're your best bet for
outstanding service in buffer, bypass or coupling applications.
Gems

RMC Discaps®-are a product of the
world's largest producer of ceramic

disc capacitors. Long the original

equipment standard, Mallory
RMC Discaps are now available
for replacement. They come in a
handy 3" x 5" file card package ...
easy to stock, simple to use.

Electrolytics-The Mallory FP
original 85°C capacitornow has improved shock -resistant
construction and leakproof seal. Its
etched cathode construction-stanFP

-the

dard in all FP's-assures hum -free
performance. High ripple current
ratings fit the toughest filter circuits.

®Trade Mark of Radio Materials Company, a
division of P. R. Mallory & Co. Inc.

Sta-Loc* Controls-New Sta-Loe

design enables your distributor to
custom build, in just 30 seconds,
over 38,000 combinations-eliminates waiting for out-of-stock controls. You can replace the line
switch by itself, without unsoldering control connections.

Gold Label* Vibrators-On critical

auto radio servicing, use the
Mallory Gold Label Vibrator. It
gives longer, trouble -free service
life. Mallory Gold Label Vibrators
feature Mallory exclusive button less contact design.
*Trade Mark

Silicon Rectifiers-New Mallory
design gives far longer life, lower

forward voltage drop, and reverse
leakage current than conventional
types
exceed the requirements
of military humidity tests. In convenient kits for replacement of
selenium rectifiers in radio and TV.

...
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QUICKER SERVICING

6BZ6

6BZ6
A7

33K
15K
IF

INPUT

470 mmf
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12
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r4719(
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6

mmf

mmf
A3 uf

260V

1E-

f{
Tmmf

260V

TOP

A61

ó

A4 A(

1000

n

mmf

O

0
0

220n

120K
470

mmf
120K

n

1000 mmf
3

1000V

PIN 90F

10%

RF

1000

AGC

mmf

2.2 meg
470K

10000

3.3 meg

T

SYNC SEP

1500o

275V

I

1.5 meg

B+
HORIZ
OUTPUT

.001

TRANSFORMER

1000V

AGC
KEYER
PLATE

Fig.

1.

AGC-controlled first

IF

stage has positive voltage on its grid.

running down
TROUBLE
by Calvin C. Young
The customer's original complaint
was "buzz in the sound and picture
distortion." On the initial service
call, tubes were substituted in the
tuner, video -IF, video -amplifier and
AGC stages. This reduced the trouble symptom, but there was still a
tendency toward buzz on strong
signals-even after the AGC and
noise-inverter controls were ad-

justed.
Since the receiver wasn't performing perfectly, the customer agreed to
a shop repair. In the shop, the initial
step was to pull the service data

from the file and study the AGC,
tuner and video -IF circuits (see Fig.
)
The first thing that caught my
eye was the positive voltage reading
shown at the grid of the first video IF stage. The mere fact that the
control grid of an AGC-controlled
IF stage was normally operating at
1

.

-

PICTURE CARRIER
100

SOUND

CARRIER
20%

Fig. 2. Distorted response curve noted
in set with symptoms of AGC trouble.
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video -amplifier and AGC-keyer
stages also indicated that everything
was working fine.
Finally, I even disassembled the
tuner and made the usual checks for
poor contacts and burnt or off -value
resistors
still no results. I had
made progress though, since I knew
what the trouble wasn't. In fact, I
now felt it was isolated to an alignment condition.
When the alignment equipment
was warmed up and operating stably, the necessary connections were
made to permit viewing the over-all
IF response curve. What an unholy
mess this revealed-a big dip in the
center of the curve and very peaked
response on the video carrier side as
shown in Fig. 2. Just to make sure
our equipment wasn't causing part
of the curve deformity, I rechecked
the instructions relative to dummy
antenna, bias, isolation, etc. Everything was connected as specified.
Now I was sure poor alignment was
causing the trouble.
Not knowing whether the misalignment was caused by component
aging, a defective component, or by
"twiddling," I could only pitch in
and hope for the best. When adjustment of the over -coupled transformer (detector input) and four stagger -tuned circuits (all of the tuned
circuits except the traps) failed to
completely restore the curve to normal, I suspected someone had been
"twiddling." (Grid and plate circuits could change with tube replacements, but this is highly unlikely where traps are concerned.)
Adjustment of the traps and a slight
retouch of the previously -adjusted
plate and grid coils finally brought

-

mmf

680K

value resistor. Nevertheless, I made
the usual standard checks of the
AGC filters, video -detector crystal,
video -bypass capacitors, and components associated with the keyer
stage. This failed to produce even
a hint as to the source of the trouble. Voltage checks in video -IF,

a + 9 -volt level started me wondering about the sanity of the design

engineer. However, I then noted
that the cathode reading was + 11
volts, and I realized that the stage
was designed to operate at a reasonable bias level. Furthermore, I knew
the set had worked normally (made
the original installation and setup
adjustment on this one myself), and
the design had to be a workable one,
so I pitched right into the problem.
Even though tube substitution in
the home had failed to shed any
light on the problem, the tuner,
video -IF, video -amplifier and AGC
tubes were checked with the shop's
tube tester for gas, leakage and Gm.
The RF amplifier, 1st video IF, and
video amplifier all checked defective
(interelectrode leakage or gas) and
were replaced. Naturally, this didn't
repair the trouble; but at least it
didn't leave symptoms in the circuit
to camouflage the location of the
real culprit.
Since this was one of those "just
not quite right" type of troubleswhere everything works, but not
good enough-I felt the solution to
the problem would involve more
than just a bad capacitor or off -

PICTURE

/CARRIER

SOUND

sa>;

CARRIER
0

Fig. 3. Normal curve has sound carrier
at 10% and video carrier at 50% level.

\77,727

If'
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HAVE A CLEAR PICTURE EVERY TIME!
Install General Electric Service -Designed 6BZ6's and 6C66 -A's for
optimum AGC performance in all signal areas!
Strong signal or weak, these General

Elec-

tric video IF -amplifier tubes do toe same
fine job. Grid characteristics are closely controlled over the full operating curve, in
order that the 6BZ6 and 6CB6-A may show
proper response to widely varying AGC
voltages. Give your customers real -life TV
whether reception is strong, intermediate,
or fringe -area!

Goodwill grows, callbacks are less when
you replace with Servi -Designed 6BZ6's
and 6CB6-A's-built and nested to perform
efficiently under all conditions These improved pentodes pay off in Deter TV :hat
brings new business to your &cr. See your
G -E tube distributor! Distri'butor Sales,
Electronic Components Dirisi,n, Genera!
Electric Company, Owensboro, Kenturky.

73ogress /s Our Most important Product

GENERAL

)ELECTRI,C

No. 8666

6 oz.

Dealer Price 99c

FASTER ACTING TV
TUNER CLEANER
NEW AND IMPROVED FORMULA
Stop radio and television control noises with the easiest -to -use,
greatest time and money saver ever developed for the serviceman.
Cleans and lubricates with one lasting p -o -o -f. It's the genuine and
original G -C SPRA-KLEEN, sold by jobbers everywhere.

Best and Easiest -To -Use Control Cleaner!

GENERAL CEMENT MFG. CO.
division of GC-Textron Inc.

West Plant:
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Main Plant: ROCKFORD, ILL., U.S.A.

the curve back to normal (see Fig.
3)
Just to be on the safe side, I also
checked tuner alignment. Since the
response curve was tilted on lowband channels, I made a few touchup adjustments. The small amount
of adjusting required on the tuner
ruled out twiddling, so I reasoned
that tube replacement had affected
tuner alignment slightly.
To test the repair, I then connected the set to the outside antenna system and tuned in the
strongest local station. The AGC
and fringe-lock controls now produced normal changes in picture
and sound when they were adjusted;
i.e., the AGC control range would
white out the picture at one extreme,
vary the degree of picture contrast
in the center portion, and black out
the picture at the other extreme setting. The fringe -lock control caused
the picture to bend when adjusted
toward the fringe position. The
sound developed a trace of buzz at
AGC-control settings which produced excessive contrast, which is
the normal condition.
While we have just dealt with a
case wherein alignment cured a very
nasty AGC trouble, let's not get the
idea that this will always be the case.
The real story is not that the trouble
was repaired, but how the serviceman went about locating its cause.
If he hadn't checked things in an
orderly and calculating manner, he
might never have reached the conclusion that alignment was the
source of his trouble.
For those who feel that the standard procedure of clamping the AGC
line was overlooked, let's say briefly
that this test wasn't tried since the
voltage on the control grid of the
first video -IF stage was positive.
After the set was repaired, however,
I did a little checking and found
that, after disconnecting the coupling capacitor (C24 in Fig. 1) from
the AGC-keyer plate, a negative
voltage could be applied to the plate
of the keyer tube to effectively clamp
the AGC line. The voltage required
was quite high, though; I used a
67.5 -volt battery and a 1-meg potentiometer for the bias pack.

Grille Cloth Installation
Installing a strip of one of the new
plastic grille-cloth materials can
make a very noticeable improve -

To Assure You Safe,

Trouble -Free Electrical Protection
every BUSS Fuse is electronically tested !
Before a BUSS or FUSETRON fuse
ever leaves the plant, it must meet
our high quality control standards.

Complete Line For
Fuse Needs
Single -element fuses for circuits
where quick-blowing is needed.
Single -element fuses for normal
circuit protection.
Dual -element, slow-blowing fuses
for circuits where harmless current
surges occur.
Indicating fuses where signals must
be given when fuses open.
BUSS fuses range in size from 1/500
amperes up and there's a companion
BUSS line of fuse clips, blocks and
holders.

All Your

Each fuse is tested in a sensitive
electronic device that automatically
rejects any fuse not correctly calibrated, properly constructed and right
in all physical dimensions.

Thus . . . by selling and installing
BUSS and FUSETRON fuses you
have one more way to help safeguard
your reputation for service and

Your customers Know
and prefer BUSS fuses
The ready acceptance of BUSS
fuses is built on the millions upon
millions of BUSS fuses used in homes
and industry over the past 44 years.
When you furnish BUSS, your customers instantly recognize that you are
providing them with the finest electrical protection possible.

-

reliability.

For more information,
write for BUSS bulletin SFB.
BUSSMANN MFG. DIVISION,
McGraw -Edison Co.

University at Jefferson, St. Louis 7, Mo.
859

BUSS fuses are made to

protect

BUSS makes a complete line

of

fuses

-

not to blow, needlessly.

for home, farm, commercial,

electronic, electrical, automotive and industrial use.
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BIM

PICTURE
POWER
BLONDER -TONGUE

B-24

POW- R
BOOSTER

$2495
it's a powerful booster
...or an amplified coupler!
provides sharp, clear TV pictures on
1, 2 or more TV sets with only 1 antenna
00

0001?)000

o]

0.1

ANT

IoOeoeeeefae01

`straight-thru' circuit provides up to 10 db
gain as a powerful one -set booster

DECORATIVE

TRIM
STAPLES
UNDER

TRIM
WEAVE IN
GRILL CLOTH

Fig. 4. Use decorative trim to hide
staples used for installing grille cloth.

ment in the appearance of an older
model TV, radio or hi-fi set. The
actual installation is a relatively
simple process, although it varies
somewhat with the particular job. If
speaker -board mounting permits, remove it, pull the cloth around all
four sides, and staple it in place
from the rear. Make sure to get the
weave straight for appearance' sake.
If the speaker board can't be removed, staple the cloth to the front
at the outer edges, and install a narrow decorative trim strip to hide the
staples as shown in Fig. 4.
One pitfall to avoid: think twice
before you install light colored cloth
over a light colored board. If you
don't, the speakers will stick out
like a sore thumb, as they do in Fig.
5. The remedy is simple; merely
paint the speaker board with a flat
black paint before installing the
grille cloth.

Battery Lives Forever
Old soldiers aren't the only things
that never die; Sonotone's new rechargeable flashlight pack is reported to have a useful life of 15 to
20 years in normal service.
This battery pack (Fig. 6) should
be a boon to the TV serviceman. If

`couplé -two' circuit provides up to 5 db gain

(per set) as an amplified two -set coupler

`straight-thru' circuit and B -T 4 -set coupler
provide no -loss 4 -set distribution system

Employs new frame -grid tube 6DJ8 new circuitry to achieve highest signal
gain and "lower-than-cascode" noise factor. Provides full broadband amplification covering low and high VHF channels. May also be used as FM -TV
coupler. Features "NO-STRIP" 300 ohm terminals for positive, electrical
contact in seconds. Has "on/off" switch.
Improve TV reception today on 1, 2 or more TV sets with a single antenna.
Available at parts distributors. For details write: PF -9

BLONDER -TONGUE LABORATORIES, INC.
9 Ailing Street

Newark 2, N. J.

In Canada: Telequipment Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont. Export: Morhan Export Corp., N. Y. 13, N. Y.
industrial TV cameras
master TV systems
FM -AM radios
UHF converters
hi-fi components
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Fig. 5. Paint speaker board black when

installing

a

light - colored grille cloth.

YOU SHOULD KNOW

THERE IS SOMETHING BETTER

DF-1

2 -WAY

ONLY

WITH

$.7950

NEW

"FLEXAIR"
WOOFER

Here is Jensen's latest "bookshelf" size speaker, an economically priced full two-way system
featuring wide frequency range and exceptional, cleai bass response down to 36 cycles
due to the new FLEXAIR* woofer in tube vented BASS-SUPER FLEX* enclosure. New
direct radiator tweeter with crossover at 2,000
cycles carries the response smoothly out to
14,000 cycles. Enclosure is fine furniture

crafted of rigid

3/4"

Hl -Fl LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEM

selected veneer plywood

in choice of Walnut, Tawny Ash or Mahogany
finished on four sides for horizontal or vertical
placement. Genuine matching hardwood front
frame with sculptured, curved lines and choice
fabric grille cloth provide a graceful, distinguished appearance. Use a single DF -1 as an
excellent monophonic system or low cost
stereo add-on, or a pair for your stereo system. Speaker system also available in kit form.
Write for Brochure KP
TM

Illustrated with ST.972
Accessory Floor Bose

(order separately)

Jenen
LOiDs}Ea/Ns

enen
DIVISION
VISION OF

MUTER COMPANY

MANUFACTURING COMPANY
6601 S.

Laramie Avenue Chicago 38, Illinois

In Canada: J. R. Lonastaffe Co., Ltd., Toronto
In Mexico. Radios Y Television, S. A., Mexico, D. F.
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Profitable

A

IMPORTANT NEW

SAMS BOOKS

New Field!

"101 Ways to Use Your
Signal Generator"

INDUSTRIAL

by Bob Middleton
The most practical and
complete guide to the fullest use of your signal generator. Covers all common

ELECTRONIC
SERVICING

and many uncommon ap-

plications. Each use is

clearly described, with full
data on connections required, additional equipment needed, proper test
procedure and evaluation
of reaults. Specific sections cover uses of the
signal generator for antenna tests, AM -FM
receiver tests, TV set tests, component tests,
etc. Over 100 illustrations. Invaluable for technicians, engineers, students and expertL
menters. 128 pages. 5yß x 8j". Only. $200

"How to Save Time Analyzing
and Tracing TV Circuits"
by Milton

S.

Kiver

All -new second edition of

River's popular book describing his famous proved
methods for fast, accurate
diagnosis and solution of

TV service problems.
Chapters cover: Differences between Schematics
and Sets; Following the

DC Power Lines of a Set;
Where the Boost Voltage
Fits In; The AGC System;
In and Around the Deflec-

tion Systems; First Things
First; What to Do When You Meet an Unfamiliar Circuit; How to Find Your Way Around
Printed Circuits. This practical book belongs in
the reference library of every technician $250
and student. 160 pages; 8 V x 11". Only.
a

"Electronics Reference Data"
New Volume 2. Valuable
reference compilation covering dozens of important
subjects. Includes sections
on: antennas and trans-

mission lines; UHF tele-

vision; circuit design (magnetic, dielectric and tube-

less amplifiers); audio
measurements; radar;

meters and measurements;
specialized application and
development (microwave

tubes, RF transistors,

traveling wave amplifier,
etc). A profitable reference book for technicians,
engineers, Hams and students. 128 pages;
$250
x 11"- Only

HOWARD W. SAMS & CO., INC.

Sonotone rechargeable 3 -volt
compared to 2 -cell flashlight.

Fig. 6.

pack

you've ever been on a home call and
needed your flashlight to locate the
keyway on a 9 -pin tube socket, only
to find the batteries "shot," the rechargeable feature is sure to be of
prime interest to you. With the new
Sonotone battery, you just unscrew
the cap, and insert the exposed male
plug (Fig. 7) into the nearest AC
outlet. In about 5 minutes or so, the
battery will be recharged enough to
complete the job. You could use
this waiting time to clean the CRT
screen or tuner contacts, or perform other small necessary jobs,
thereby eliminating lost time.
To completely recharge the battery, leave it plugged into an AC
outlet overnight. A six to eight hour
charging period is usually sufficient
to restore the battery to full charge,
although longer charging periods
won't damage it.
You dealers that feature walk-in
sales items should be interested in
stocking these rechargeable batteries
for resale to your customers. As a
matter of fact, you can sell them
while making home calls without
half trying. They are both shockproof and leakproof, and have a
recommended consumer price of
$7.95.

enclosed

Industrial electronic servicing
is profitable new business for
you. Especially when you
stock and replace with dependable Ohmite components
the line your industrial
customers know and prefer.
Service such industrial equipment as mobile radio, aircraft
and marine radar and radio,
electronic controls for factory processes and automation, industrial P.A. and inter-

.

-

com systems, and-medical
and dental electronics.
AXIAL -LEAD
RESISTORS

Vitreous-enameled,

power -type units
designed to withstand high temperatures. In 3, 5, and
10 -watt sizes.
BROWN DEVIL®
RESISTORS

Vitreous-enameled.

In 5, 10, and 20 watt sizes.
LITTLE DEVIL®
COMPOSITION
RESISTORS

Meet all MIL -R11A requirements.

(

Available in l/15,14,
%, 1, and 2 -watt
sizes in all standard
EIA values.

MOLDED
COMPOSITION
POTENTIOMETERS
TYPE AB

Resistance material

E4eML,GHRT RATTERY

is solid -molded,

noise -free. Rated
at 2 watts.

Write for Stock Catalog 18

_J

Send Free Book List

DEPENDABLE
RESISTANCE
UNITS

State
7one
tin (outside U.S.A. priced slightly higher)

PF

Components

SO/VOTO,yE

Address
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QUALITY

-

RECHAGEqgLE

Nome

City
LZile

©©MUTE

E.000.0wisseee-

Order from your Sams Distributor today,
or mail to Howard W. Sams 8 Co., Inc., Dept. 3-J9
2201 E. 46th St., Indianapolis 6, Ind.
Send me the following books.
Il "101 Ways to Use Your Signal Generator" ITEM -4)
E "How to Save Time Analyzing TV Circuits" (JA -2)
L7 "Electronics Reference Data-Vol. 2" (ERA -2)
S

with
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eall

Fig. 7. Simply plug the Sonotone battery
into a 110 -volt outlet to recharge it.

OHMITE MANUFACTURING COMPANY
3644 Howard Street, Skokie, Illinois
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-- always saying:

CLAROSTAT MFG. CO.. INC., DOVER, NEW HAMPSHIRE
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See the Latest,
Most Up -to-Date Method
of Servicing TV Horizontal
Sweep Troubles

cpThe

ioneer

250

HORIZONTAL SWEEP
QUANTALYST...6V

DOSS

FEATURES NEVER BEFORE
IN ANY INSTRUMENT

OFFERED

A

TESTS THE ENTIRE SWEEP SYSTEM
IN -CIRCUIT ,RECEIVER ON)

A

NO NEED

FOR CHASSIS REMOVAL

SIMPLY PLUG INTO DAMPER AND
HORIZONTAL AMP. TUBE SOCKETS

10W

BEING SHIPPED
DISTRIBUTOR

TO YOUR

DYNAMIC IN -CIRCUIT TESTS

..

.

(RECEIVER ON)
1.

2

Flyback Transformer
,Shorted Turns:.
Yoke

12. Amplifier Neater Voltage
13. Camper Neater Voltage

(Shorted turns)
3

Flyback -coke match

5. A.F.C. Sync. Range

7

e.
9.

Oscillator frequency (cps)
Oscillator A.C. Output
Amplif ter Cathode Current
Amplifier Grid Condition

STATIC

Amplifier Screen Voltage
15. Amplifier Screen Condenser
16. Amplifier Cathode Voltage
17. Amplifier Cathode Condenser
14.

4. Yoke Inductance Imh)

6

10. Amplifier Cas Condition
(Screen Reemission)
11. Amplifier B+ Ripple

111.

Oscillator Coupling Condenser

19.

Boast Voltage
B+ Voltage

20.

CIRCUIT TESTS (RECEIVER

21. Boost to B + Resistance
22. Boost to Common Resistance

Dept.

Doss
FREE

PF

-9

KANSAS CITY 5, MO.

complete information including
Quantalyst Trouble -Shooting

Chart
42
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ELECTRONIC RESEARCH, INC.

820 BALTIMORE

For

OFF)

23. Screen Resistance
24. Cathode Resistance

-Please

request Folder MP2
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What-Me Sell? If you shy away
from the thought of performing a
sales function, you have plenty of
company. There aren't many good
technical men who enjoy (or have
the aptitude for) the aggressive, persuasive type of selling. In fact, TVappliance stores frequently discourage their service employees from
this kind of activity. If an outside
technician sees an opportunity for
sale of an appliance, he's often asked
to pass along this lead to the regular sales force instead of handling
it himself.
But this doesn't slam the door on
all selling efforts by technical men.
The low-pressure type of salesmanship, known as "suggestion," lends
itself beautifully to use on service
calls. Mr. C. W. Dunlap, a parts
distributor in Stockton, Calif., has
pointed this out very aptly in a
newsletter he sends to his service dealer customers:
"Your right foot and your left
foot as you approach a customer's
door enjoy a unique selling situation. You have no barrier to break
down, nor must you resort to "fast
talk" to gain your customer's attention. Quite to the contrary, the customer awaits your arrival. Your
technical background and "know
how" has been requested by the
owner of a radio or TV set. This
immediately places you in the role
of the expert. Take one moment to
analyze the situation.
1. You are called into the home as
an expert because of your specialized knowledge.
2. Your customer will listen to
what you suggest.
3. Pre -selling and promotion of a
product by the brand-name manufacturer has already occurred,
and the technician, by reminding
his customers of the brand -name
products he represents, has
gained a unique selling situation.
"Suggestion selling" calls for
initiative, and it is a great profit
power potential and a valuable

assist for increased profits."
Note one point: You have to take
the intiative in order to reap the advantages of selling by suggestion.

OEM
Direct Mail - To Where? The
other morning,

I took in my mail as
usual. With a well -practiced gesture,
I deftly dropped the supermarket
coupons,. "Occupant" items, etc.,
into the wastebasket; then I settled
down to read the "real" mail.
Among the envelopes was a neat
white one addressed in a precise,
old-fashioned hand. A letter from
some dear old aunt back East? Nope
turned out to be an elegantlyprinted invitation to the grand opening of a new golf driving range!
This was somewhat of a letdown,
but the important point is that the
letter got through my hard -shelled
defenses and captured my attention.
Now let's talk about your direct mail advertisements. If I had received your latest mailing piece,
would I have taken a look at it, or
shooed it into the trash bin? That
would have depended upon a splitsecond impression. The item would
have had to look worthy of consideration, or I (in my role of a skeptical, ad -weary householder) wouldn't
have bothered to rip open the envelope.
To coax the addressee into looking at the mail you send, put his
name on the envelope and get it
right to the best of your ability. Perhaps you'd like to add a real personal touch with handwritten addresses, as the driving -range owner
did. If so, the writing should be done
in a reasonably careful hand in order to get the desired effect. Some
retired or shut-in person in your
neighborhood would probably be
glad to turn out a meticulous job,
and the expense is small. You might
even pay (or persuade) members
of your family to help you out.

-it

CBS TELEVISION

SNOWS
TOP -RATED
BY RATING SERVICES
This year, 20 out of the top 40 television shows
were CBS. And 18% more people watched
CBS Television Network programs than those
of its nearest competitor. Typical is the ED
SULLIVAN SHOW, top -rated program or
over eleven years.

CBS TUBES

TOP -RATED
BY LEADING

SET MANUFACTURERS
Leading set manufacturers constantly rate
and re -rate receiving tubes for quality .. .
brand by brand, type by type. We are proud
to report that month after month CBS tubes
consistently earn top ratings from these
manufacturers, and maintain this approval.

TO YOU,

this

is

unquestionable proof that

when you choose CBS tubes, you choose top -rated
quality you can depend upon to cut
quality
your call-backs to the bone. Always ask for CBS
the top -rated name all your customers know

...

...

and trust.

Receiving, industrial and picture tubes transistors and
diodes audio components and phonographs

CBS ELECTRONICS
Danvers, Massachusetts
Manufacturing division of Columbia Broadcasting System, Inc.
September, 1959/PF REPORTER
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how
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crosshatch signal can be used to determine chroma phase

by Robert

G

Middleton
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Z

DULATOR

270°
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Fig. 1. Scope connections used for check
of quadrature transformer adjustment.

Fig. 3. Correct pattern obtained at
quadrature transformer of l -Q color set.

Faithful color reproduction is
possible only if the chrominance section of the receiver is properly
aligned. Chrominance circuit alignment can be checked with even the
inexpensive rainbow -type signal generator if the proper test procedure
is employed. In making such a test,
the rainbow signal is applied to the
antenna -input terminals of the receiver, and the outputs from the
R-Y and B -Y demodulators are fed
to the vertical- and horizontal -input
terminals of the scope as shown in
Fig. 1.
The quadrature transformer is
driven by the subcarrier oscillator,
and supplies 3.58 -mc reference signals to the chroma demodulators as
indicated in Fig. 2. The quadrature

transformer is slug -tuned, and when
correctly adjusted, supplies the
chroma demodulators with 3.58 -mc
voltages which differ in phase by
90°.
To check the adjustment of the
quadrature transformer, observe the
pattern on the scope screen while
adjusting the transformer slug. Correct adjustment is indicated by a
perfectly circular pattern; incorrect
adjustment by a slanting ellipse
which cannot be made into a circle
by adjusting the vertical and horizontal gain controls of the scope.
This test method also works well
with an I-Q demodulator system.
Output from the Q demodulator is
applied to the horizontal -input terminals of the scope, and output from

-ACC VOLTAGE OUTPUT

BURST
AMP.

TO CHROMA
DEMOOS.

BURST OUT

CHROMA
IN

GATING
PULSES

Fig. 2. The
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Fig. 4. Block diagram showing how

and

B -Y

demodulators drive

G -Y

R -Y

matrix.

the I demodulator is applied to the
vertical-input terminals. As before,
correct quadrature - transformer adjustment is indicated by a circular
pattern, as illustrated in Fig. 3.
The G -Y

Matrix

The R-Y and B -Y demodulators
are followed by the G -Y matrix, as
shown in Fig. 4. To test for proper
matrixing with a rainbow signal,
connect a scope to the output of any
chroma channel, such as the B -Y
demodulator indicated in Fig. 5. A
sine -wave pattern should appear on
the scope screen.
The pulse that appears on the
sine -wave is a gating pulse. It marks
the BY demodulator contributes
the color -phasing control is correctly
adjusted, this pulse appears at the
bottom of the sine -wave, as shown
in Fig. 5.
When the scope is connected at
the output of the G -Y demodulator,
the pulse should shift to the position
illustrated in Fig. 6. The reason for
this will be understood after looking
at Fig. 7, which shows the basic
phases of a rainbow signal. The G -Y
matrix operates by mixing -(R -Y)
and -(B -Y) voltages in a specific
ratio. The burst occurs at -(B-Y),
and maximum negative output from
the B -Y demodulator contributes
maximum positive output to the
G -Y matrix. The G -Y matrix obtains a negative output from the R-Y

.

w1111r...

WIRES CABLES
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CORDS

z
Electronic Wire
for Every Application
Service Rated-Quality Controlled
Every Electronic Wire you need
in easy -to -use packages.
Aircraft and Auto Radio Wire
Antenna Rotor Cables
Broadcast Audio Cables
Bus Bar

Wire

Magnet Wire
Microphone Cables
Mil -Spec Hook -Up Wires
RG/U Cables
Shielded Power Cables

Community TV Cables
Shielding
Cords
Sound and PA Cables
Hi-Fi and Phono Cables
Strain Gauge Cables
Hook -Up Wires
Transmission Line Cables
Intercom Cables
TV Camera Cables

Ask Your Be/den Jobber
WIRES CAB ES -COROS

One Wire Source for Everything
Electrical and Electronic

Belden

WIREMAKER FOR INDUSTRY
SINCE 1902
CHICAGO
Magnet Wire

Lead Wire

Power Supply Cords,

Cord Sets and Portable Cord

Electrical Household Cords
8-3-8

Welding Cable

Aircraft Wires
Electronic Wires

Automotive Wire and Cable
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Fig. 5. Signal obtained when scope is
connected to B -Y demodulator output.
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Phases of a rainbow signal most
often used in practical service work.
Fig. 7.
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listing over 63,000
items. $2.50.
ELECTRONIC
PUBLISHING CO., INC.
180 N. WACKER DRIVE
CHICAGO 6, ILLINOIS

FROM ONE WHO LEARNED

This enlargement shows a diamondchip needle sent us by a disappointed
user, who learned all diamond
needles are not O.K. Shows what
happens if a heat bubble forms
when a chip is welded on. Can't
happen with a Duotone Needle that
uses only the whole diamond set
deep in the metal shank.

Insist on Duotone.
Be sure. Duotone's

whole diamond
can't break off.
DUOTONE DIAMOND NEEDLE

"that remembers"
Keyport, N. J.
In Canada: Chas. W. Pointon, Ltd., Toronto
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Fig. 6. Signal obtained when scope is
connected to the output of G -Y matrix.

Fig. 8. Crosshatch pattern produces 17
pips along baseline for chroma check.

demodulator, which also contributes
the the burst -phase pulse observed
on the G -Y waveform.

vanced, the pips appear along the
sinewave output from the chroma
demodulator, as seen in Fig. 9. As
the color phasing control is rotated,
the pips change positions or "slide':
along the sine wave. Adjustment of
the quadrature transformer also
causes the pips to "slide." Thus, we
have a ready means of checking the
G -Y matrix; it is operating properly
if we find the 17th pip at the positive
G -Y peak (Fig. 9), and the eighth
pip at the -(G -Y) peak. Appearance of these pips elsewhere than at
the peaks of the sine wave (scope
connected at the G -Y matrix output) is an indication of matrix
trouble.
Many modern color receivers use
R-Y and G -Y demodulators with a
B -Y matrix. Principles of test are
similar-the same sine -wave pattern, marked in the same manner,
will be obtained whether the G -Y
section is a demodulator or a matrix.

Using Crosshatch Markers
Since the burst pulse lacks pinpoint sharpness, it is somewhat of
an indefinite phase indicator; thus,
a more accurate means is required
to check matrix operation. One
method is to use a keyed rainbow
generator. Since many shops have
simple rainbow generators instead
of the keyed variety, however, a
crosshatch pattern can be used to
mark chroma phases.
Some instruments provide a crystal -controlled unkeyed rainbow signal, as well as a crosshatch signal.
By taking advantage of the rainbow
signal that feeds through while operating the crosshatch function, a simultaneous crosshatch and rainbow
pattern will be displayed on the
picture-tube screen. Operating in
this manner, you will observe that
the vertical bars of the crosshatch
signal appear along the base line of
the pattern when the scope is connected to the output of a chroma
demodulator. As shown in Fig. 8,
the fifth pip provided by a sample
generator is very close to R -Y, the
eighth pip is very close to -(G-Y),
the tenth marks B -Y, the fifteenth
-(R -Y) , and the seventeenth G -Y.
With the chroma gain control ad-

Fig. 9. Turning up chroma

produces

marked

gain control
pattern.

sine -wave

are on the move!

Opening Gun in the
Biggest Sales Push Yet!

Lock
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- BIG PROFITS NOW!

All-Diamond -All -Stereo Rack Makes
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Stereo Power Point Cartridges! NEW,
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-
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These new, improved Stereo Power Points are a gold mine. They
out-perform by far the old-style replaceable -needle cartridges. More
and more of them are being installed daily in tone arms by manufacturers. Yet they cost the same, or less, than old-style needles alone!

Everybody's selling E -V Stereo Power Points for STEREO CONVERSION, too. They're replacing old-style monaural cartridges or
inferior cartridges-with one of these new E -V Stereo Power Points.
It's easy, it's inexpensive, and each conversion assures a steady
stream of replacement sales and PROFITS!

This special, all -diamond, all -stereo promotion is only the
beginning
This marks the start of the biggest year Electro -Voice has
ever had for big merchandising-big product news-all good
news for you!
Now-if you don't have the details on this openüng gun promotion-write Electro -Voice or ask your E -V Rep. You'll get

SO-GO E -V, the Power Point way-and listen to the music of your
cash register! And remember, this is only the first of a series of
promotions in this, E -V's biggest cartridge year!
*Power Point plug-in cartridges are an exclusive
development of Electro -Voice, Inc., made under
one or more of the following patents: 173,347;

good news!

2,793,254; 2,851,541; 2,842,610.
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Let's talk about

TC
SWEEP SYSTEMS
E

Part 2-Causes and cures for vertical bounce, poor interlace, and various types
of sweep distortion- by Allan F. Kinckiner
VERT OSC
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Fig. 7. Replacing C157 cured vertical bounce in an RCA KCS100B

Vertical Bounce and Jitter
Every experienced serviceman is
familiar with the vertical bounce
found in many of the early Admiral
sets. This bounce may often be cured
by replacing the vertical -output
transformer. Sometimes shunting of
the transformer primary with a .05mfd capacitor does the trick.
Recently, I traced the source of
vertical bounce in an RCA KCS47
to the installation of an unpotted
blocking -oscillator transformer. This
case was resolved by replacement
of the unpotted unit with the potted

Fig. 8. Inadequate AGC filtering can
distort sync and cause vertical bounce.
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portable.

type used in the original design.
One of the earliest RCA's to use
a rectangular glass picture tube developed bounce when someone failed to replace the vertical -oscillator
tube shield. The bounce only occurred when the set was in the
cabinet, and we nearly lost our
minds before this simple omission
was discovered.
In an RCA KSC100B, vertical
bounce was due to a somewhat different defect. The customer brought
in this small portable himself, complaining that it would not hold vertically after it warmed up. Previous
experience on this model had taught
the serviceman that capacitors
C152, C153, and C156 (Fig. 7)
were prone to defects. These parts
were changed, and the set was wrapped in a blanket to build up heat
for a test run. After about 20 minutes, the set developed a most dis-

agreeable vertical bounce. C157, a
.033-mfd unit, was temporarily replaced with a .047 unit because a
.033 was not in stock. The set was
again tested and operated perfectly.
The next day a .033-mfd capacitor was installed, but since the set
had better linearity with a .047-mfd
unit, a capacitor of that value was
finally left in the set. A later job
confirmed this observation, and it
is now standard practice in our shop
to use .047's in this application for
all KCS 100B's.
When an Admiral 22A2 exhibited
vertical bounce, I first thought that
it, too, was due to a change in vertical -output transformer characteristics; however, a new transformer
did not help. After considerable testing, a waveform check at the video
detector showed the pattern in Fig.
8. Note how the blanking level drops
into the video area. This distortion
was cured by increasing AGC filtering. (A 2-mfd capacitor was installed-negative end to the AGC line
and positive end to chassis.) The
improvement shown in Fig. 9 was
equalled by the improvement in set
performance.
Similar results have been obtained by the same means in RCA,
Emerson, and other sets that employ

Improved video -output waveform after installing 2-mfd AGC filter.
Fig. 9.

Here's a

2 -WAY PROFIT PROPOSITION
from

irish tape to
BRAND

1000 Service Dealers
Over 21/2 million tape recorders and 35 million reels of recording tape have been purchased by your customers during the past five
years. If you qualify for this special 2 -way
profit proposition, these expanding sales figures will mean a big additional source of
income for you.
With your new
Service Sales Tape
Pak, you can confidently take over the servicing of every popular brand of tape recorder
in your area and you can supply your customers with magnetic recording tape-in their
homes, in your shop-at the moment when
sales acceptance and demand are at their
highest peak. In short, for an extremely modest investment, you can profitably establish
yourself in your community as the expert
tape recorder serviceman and franchised dealer of famous
brand recording tape.

10. Unbalanced ripple output of
rectifier caused by defective 5U4 tube.

Fig.

keyed AGC. Occasionally, the added filtering also rids the receiver of
bends.

irish

Poor Vertical Interlace

In early model receivers using 10"
or 12" picture tubes, less than good
interlace was acceptable, since the
spaces between scanning lines were
not easily noticed. In late model
receivers using 21" and larger
screens, there is more space between
the lines. Should this be further compounded by line pairing, picture detail becomes seriously impaired.
Poor interlace presents itself in
two conditions: a steady state where
alternate fields are paired at all
times, and a fluctuating state where
alternate fields pair and interleave
rapidly. Both types are difficult to
correct, but some suggestions are
offered here.
Poor Interlace, Steady

Line pairing is caused when the
vertical oscillator is triggered onehalf line too early. This type of
defect is often due to insufficient
high -frequency filtering in the integrator network, permitting the

A

A

irish

Your

To Assure You A Handsome Profit
Sales Service Tape Pak Will Include:

irish

A COMPLETE TAPE ASSORTMENT -12 REELS $44.40
line.
Four each of the three fastest selling items in the
You pay only our FULLY DISCOUNTED DEALER PRICE of $44.40
for the entire twelve reels. Your profit is $29.60.

irish

A COMPREHENSIVE TAPE RECORDER SERVICEMAINTENANCE MANUAL-YOURS FREE
Prepared specifically for radio and TV service dealers by Howard
W. Sams and ORRadio Industries. Complete, detailed, easy-to follow mechanical and electronic schematics, exploded views and
trouble shooting charts on every one of the most popular tape
recorders. 208 pages-worth $4.95!

'

NEWSPAPER MATS-YOURS FREE
Mats of proven, small -space (2" x 3", 2" x 2") newspaper ads to
immediately establish your NEW line of business on a surefire profit basis.

BANNER-YOURS FREE
This banner (22" x 26") for wall or window, immediately identifies you as a franchised dealer of irish brand Recording Tape
and expert tape recorder technician!
A 3 -COLOR

NATIONAL ADVERTISING
In addition to the items in your Service Sales Tape Pak, you
receive the influential support of the consistent national
advertising campaign reaching tape, recorder owners in every
important market including: the general consumer, the hi-fi bug,
the clergy, the schools, professional musicians, etc.
si

That's our

propositionthe rest is
up to you!

V
Fig. 11. Improved ripple waveform ob-

tained when 5U4 tube was replaced.

Dept. N -I, ORRadio Industries, Opelika, Alabama
Your 2 -way profit proposition sounds interesting.
D my check for $44.40 is enclosed
have your representative call
send me name of your distributor
FIRM NAME

-

-

-
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7ONE-STATE

YOUR NAME
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Fig. 12. Unequal ripple in Philco set
caused by defective selenium rectifiers.

SYLVAN IA

23- /NCH

Fig. 13. Improved ripple waveform ob-

served with new seleniums installed.

equalizing pulses to reach the oscillator grid. If the integrator is not
defective, its action can be improved
by adding a series resistor at the input and a small capacitor to ground
at the output. Nominal values for
these additions are 22K ohms and
.005 mfd.
Another cause of poor interlace
is the presence of horizontal pulses
at the vertical -oscillator input, a
condition due to poor lead dress,
poor B+ decoupling, etc. Rerouting
all wiring capable of causing such
unwanted interstage coupling, plus
increasing filter values on lines common to both sweep oscillator circuits may be the only solution.
Poor Interlace, Fluctuating

Viewing area

275 square inches. 23 -inch picture tube measured diagonally.

Big 23 -inch* picture is the sensation of 1960 that changes the
face of television
and Sylvania scoops the industry with the
first complete line.

...

Square corners of the 23 -inch* bonded shield picture tube
pioneered by Sylvania presents more of the TV picture as
the camera sees it. New squared shape is closer to the 3 x 4
ratio of the true TV camera raster.
The 23 -inch* tube flattens the TV screen. `Bonded shield"
face-panel eliminates the dust trap, cuts reflections in half,
and improves brightness and contrast.
New Super HaloLight® is bigger and better than ever. It's
a Sylvania exclusive that adds eye comfort to eye appeal.

SYLVANIA 23"* TV OFFERS THE NEWEST AND
FINEST FEATURES YOU CAN RECOMMEND

This is usually more objectionable
than the steady type because it also
adds a small amount of bounce to
the picture. Receivers having troubles similar to that discussed in connection with Fig. 8 are often subject to fluctuating interlace. The
cure is the same-increased AGC
filtering, particularly on the bias line
to the tuner. There are also numerous cases of fluctuating interlace
caused by a poorly -balanced full wave rectifier system. Fig. 10 shows
unbalance at the output of a 5U4
rectifier tube with a weak section.
Fig. 11 shows the improvement after
the 5U4 was replaced. Figs. 12 and
13 were obtained at the same point

1\.«Aiv
Fig. 14. Cathode signal when both 8 +
and bypass filters are in the same can.

SYLVANIA

Subsidiary of
GENERAL TELEPHONE & ELECTRONICS
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GENERAL
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SYSTEM/

Normal signal at the output
cathode restored by new bypass filter.
Fig. 15.
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SOLDERING GUN
FOR ONLY

Fig. 16. Vertical -sweep distortion when
video signal reaches the output grid.

in a Philco set using two 5U4's.
Fig. 12 was the result of one tube
being weak; Fig. 13 was taken with
two new tubes in the set. In both

these cases, the B+ voltage drop
was not sufficient to cause symptoms
other than the fluctuating interlace.

...and best of all,
it's

a new

Here from Weller, long time leader in the soldering field, is the newest and finest soldering gun
value on the market.
WELLER DUAL HEAT FEATURE

saves time,
gives greater convenience and greatly increases
tip life. A touch of your finger on the Triggermatic control switches heat to high (125 watts) or low (90 watts)
as your job requires. It adapts instantly to varying needs,
and you use high heat only when necessary.

heat
transfer and soldering efficiency, plus iron plating for durability.
Flat cross-section design gives added strength and rigidity.
NEWEST DESIGN with sturdy plastic housing that resists hard
knocks. Compact "feel" and comfortable balance aid precision
soldering. Like all other Weller guns, this new model features instant
heat, and a spotlight illuminates your work.
HIGH EFFICIENCY WELLERTIP utilizes copper for superior

NEWP,,

KIT INCLUDED
In addition to the Dual Heat
Soldering Gun you get:
Wire Bristle Cleaning Brush

Soldering Aid for opening old
joints, twisting wires
All-purpose Solder

Distorted Sweep
While the poor linearity discussed
at the beginning of the article can
be classified as distorted sweep, this
writer prefers to consider the following to be more truly representative
of the term.
A DuMont RA340, after being
serviced for other troubles, displayed a raster with two light horizontal
stripes or bars. Close inspection revealed that they appeared to be the
result of line bunching. The vertical
section used a circuit similar to Fig.
4, except that the linearity control
was in the cathode circuit of the
amplifier and was bypassed with a
100-mfd, 50 -volt electrolytic. Being
an avid scope user, the serviceman
used it to check this filter and observed the waveform in Fig. 14.
The one he should have seen is
shown in Fig. 15. Since the waveforms were taken with sweep at 30
cycles, he knew he should have only
two peaks and not four. Checking
further, he discovered that the cathode filter was housed in a can that
also contained the high B+ filter.
From this, he figured that coupling
was taking place within the can. Replacing the cathode -bypass unit with
a separate electrolytic of the correct
value cured the condition. This
symptom has also been found in
Crosley and Emerson receivers using
a vertical -amplifier cathode filter en -

On sale now at your

Electronic Parts Distributor
Fig. 17. Video feedback from picture
tube causes distorted vertical sweep.
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a few) , and in every case has work-

ed out superbly. Only one bit of
advice is needed: Be sure the pulse

Fig. 18. Clean picture after the retrace blanking network had been modified.

cased in the same can as the B+
input filter.
Another type of sweep distortion
is caused by defects in the vertical retrace blanking network. Usually,
defects in this network cause all
sorts of strange conditions, such as
raster shading, etc. The picture on
a Motorola TS-418 with a slightly
weak picture tube appeared as
shown in Fig. 16. This set uses a
negative pulse from the sawtoothpeaking resistor for vertical-retrace
blanking. Use of a scope showed
that a small amount of video was
being fed back to the grid of the
vertical -output tube. Fig. 17 shows
the waveform on the retrace -blanking line; the encircled pulses are for
blanking, and the smaller signals are
due to video pickup by the picture
tube grid. The r e t r a c e -blanking
pulse is taken off as shown in Fig 4,
and thus signals fed back along this
line will reach the grid of the vertical amplifier. By changing the retrace -elimination circuit to that
shown in Fig. 18, the customer was
spared the expense of picure tube
replacement, and the picture came
out as clear as that shown in Fig. 19.
This modification has been made
in many different receivers (Muntz,
Zenith, and Westinghouse to name

taken from the vertical transformer
is a negative -going spike.
In conclusion, I'd like to point
out that vertical-sweep troubles need
not be your nemesis. Pattern your
approach after the doctor who tries
not to operate before he knows
what's wrong; i.e., don't start changing parts indiscriminately just because they might be defective. Instead, take a little time to analyze
the symptoms and make conclusive
tests before you operate. You'll find

ANY IN

Fig. 19. Modified retrace -blanking network used to cure sweep distortion.

the trouble more quickly, I'm sure,
and your disposition will be better,
too.
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conditions, is the key to the 121's rapid
and automatic tests.
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HIGH-SPEED

LOW-COST

DYNAMIC
MUTUAL CONDUCTANCE
Dynamic Mutual Conductance tube and
transistor-diode checker.
and shorts test and new
grid current (gas) test feature.
Lowest cost tester available in its completeness and accuracy range.

New leakage

i
"I can't even get a test pattern."

THE

DYNAMIC
MUTUAL CONDUCTANCE
Features the original HICKOK-patented
Dynamic Mutual Conductance circuit-the
Gm method that has long been accepted
as standard in the industry.
Snap-in master socket panel, easily removable to accommodate future adapters,
to prevent obsolescence.
Reserve cathode capacity test, filament
continuity test, extra sensitive shorts test,
new gas test.

HICKOK ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO.
10514 Dupont Avenue
Cleveland 8, Ohio
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Fig. 2. Filament-string hookup in the
case of the short-lived damper tube.

in the other fellow's stock a long

time.
Customers can be helpful, but the
frequent attitude of set owners is
that the tube you just replaced is

the same one the other man

by Allan
While the life span of tubes used
in TV receivers varies considerably,
a minimum figure can be set up as
a standard. Depending on the tube
type and the use to which it is put,
a TV tube may provide trouble free performance for 3500 hours or
more, but a minimum life -expectancy figure should be between 1500

and 2000 hours. This equals
approximately one year of operation
for the average set. Shorter tube life
than this is considered as premature
failure, and where a tube repeatedly
fails in less than a year's time, a
defective circuit component is most
likely to be the cause.
Certain runs of tubes do fail in
shorter time; however, these failures
are most often due to open filaments
or interelectrode shorts. It is a credit

F.

Kinckiner

to the manufacturers that such
defective runs are becoming scarcer.
Other types of failures, such as
lowered conduction and grid emission or gassy conditions, should
definitely be considered symptomatic of circuit defects when they
occur prematurely.
Premature failure is not always
recognizable; tube appearance is an
unreliable indicator (tubes that have
been in a set several years often
look better than others only a few
months old) Then, too, you might
replace a tube that another serviceman installed a few months previously. Even if you are one of
those rare individuals who can translate all the code -dating systems, you
.

would still fail to recognize

a

recently -installed tube if it had been

installed. When an itemized receipt
or other evidence backs this contention, you have two alternatives. One
is to replace the tube and attempt
to get the customer's promise to call
you the next time he needs service
so you can follow up on the present
job. (Leaving a piece of advertising
literature with your phone number
on it will induce the customer to
keep this promise.) The other alternative is to suggest that the customer allow you to take the set in
for a bench check; you'll be surprised at the number of times this
suggestion will be accepted. More
surprising is the number of times a
customer himself will suggest a set
be taken in, especially if he thinks
he has had too much tube trouble
lately. Most surprising is that a
number of servicemen never make
this suggestion, or belittle it when
made by the set owner. Customer serviceman relationships in such
cases are discussed in some of the
following instances of short-lived
tubes.

6BQ6
VIDEO DET
HORI Z.

DISCHARGE

1ST VIDEO IF

2ND VIDEO IF

3RD VIDEO IF

3CB6

3CB6

5U8

AGC RECT

1í25U8

OUTPUT
TRANS

27K

560K

--

Vet.
470K

B+

68Q6

330K

75V

2.2 meg

125V
R -560K

1,1(1

R-1 meg
CRT

SCOPE
PT

DC

A

125

+ 70

g

115

-5

15 meg

HIGH
VOLTS

12,500

SC

P

CRT

DC

PT

HIGH

PF

22K

VOLTS
A

85

+ 40

B

75

0

8,000

Fig. 1. Repeated burnout of the 6BQ6's
was due to an off -value plate resistor.
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Fig. 3. AGC delay voltage at the RF

current when

a

clamp wasn't used.

amplifier grid caused the tube to draw grid

of the Narrow Raster
The first set involved a Zenith
24G26 chassis belonging to one of
our newer customers. The raster
was narrow by about one inch on
both sides. In the home, our man
first tried a new 5U4 low -voltage
rectifier without any result. Next,
he replaced the two 6BQ6 horizontal -sweep amplifiers, and the width
became fully adequate-so much so
that he had to reduce the width control setting (which was at maximum) . Along about this time, the
man of the house came in and told
the serviceman that the set required
a new pair of 6BQ6 tubes every six
or seven months. He wondered if
the previous servicemen were using
inferior or old tubes. Our man
assured him that such was not the
case; the tubes just replaced were of
good quality and reasonably recent
date. Suspecting circuit troubles, the
serviceman checked the 6SN7 horizontal oscillator-discharge tube. It
also bore a recent code date, and
the tube checker declared it to be
in first class condition. The serviceman suggested taking the set to the
shop for a complete bench check,
and the customer readily agreed.
He even expressed some enthusiasm
over the idea. Here was a serviceman who didn't only change tubes;
he tried to determine why the tubes
required frequent replacing.
When he brought the set in, he
related all the facts to the bench
man, and started to hook up the set
to demonstrate. He was abruptly
stopped by the bench technician
who, turning the set on its side,
took a reading with the ohmmeter.
Only then did he turn the set on,
drawing a rough schematic like that
in Fig. 1 as he waited for it to
warm up. Using a voltmeter and
scope, he obtained the figures shown
in the table headed "R=1 MEG."
The set was turned off, and after
replacing the resistor shown in the
schematic as 560K (the part he had
first measured with the ohmmeter
and found to read 1 megohm) , the
set was again turned on. Scope
and voltmeter readings now became
those shown in the table headed
The Case

"R=560K."
Our outside serviceman was
impressed with the differences in the
readings, but wondered if noting
them was really necessary. "Not

Far better
than advertised
...so say Miracle distributors
Miracle dealers and Miracle users!

////////////íi
%//
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We said

MIRACLES
are unsurpassed,

Only four months since the new Miracle

they say

Antenna with marvelous Miracle Reflector
System was first dealer -sold and dealer tested ... and already dozens of wires, calls
and letters have been received stating that
the Miracle far surpasses the claims made
in Miracle advertising.

MIRACLES
are unequalled

from a
Distributor in Illinois
By wire

By phone

from

a

dealer in Georgia
By

letter from

a

user in Ohio

"Front to Back Ratio highest of any antenna
ever sold or tested by us".

"After testing Miracle TM -78 with two other
popular makes, we are discontinuing (Blank)
line and will sell only Miracles in the future".

"Miracles are terrific! Your descriptive literature does not do full justice to model TM -57.
It's a wonderful antenna ... all our friends now
envy our picture".

Such unsolicited and unbiased testimony is your assurance of Super Satisfaction
when you, too, change to Miracles. Miracles are destined to become America's greatest
seller, so be fair to yourself and to your future customers by investigating the Miracle
Line of Antennas at once. Write, wire or phone collect for full particulars. Do it now,
today ... you'll always be glad you did!
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MANUFACTURING CO.
PHONE VULCAN 3-8080
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for making better television antenna installations
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This is the "free -opening" South
River Band. Remove the retaining
tape and you'll see it naturally
unwinds for easy placement around the
chimney. That's South River's way of
making things easier for the man -on.
the -roof.

The troublesome watchspring effect
-Some servicemen have to put up
with banding that has a tight
spiral "set". Bands of this kind can easily
be spotted by their reluctance to stay put.

Placement around the chimney is difficult
and time consuming.

Make It Easy for Yourself

.
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and

Better for Your Customer
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METAL PRODUCTS CO., INC.
South River, New Jersey
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CANADA: LEN FINKLER

YES, you can be
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&
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-0F ANTENNA MOUNTING ACCESSORIES
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an

necessary, but it explains the tube failure mystery," the bench man
explained. "I'd be afraid to let the
set go back without being sure in
my own mind that the discrepancies
we found were wholly responsible
for the trouble."
"Wouldn't a voltage check across
the grid resistor be enough of a
check?" the outside man asked.
"The voltage reading on the grid
of the horizontal amplifier is the
result of the oscillator signal, and
since its shape is as important as
its amplitude, I prefer to observe
the signal with a scope," replied the
bench man. "Besides-there's a lot
of resistance in the dual 6BQ6 cathode return, and the voltage across
the grid resistor only runs a few
volts as compared with the 30 or
more volts found in sets with lowvalue or no cathode resistor." The
bench man further explained that
he had found this condition about
thirty times in the past year, which
was why he had checked the resistor
first. He admitted that the tables
were merely for the other man's
benefit.
After slight adjustments of the
buzz control and quadrature coil,
set operation was top-flight. When
it was returned to the customer, the
increased brightness was readily
noted by him. But his crowning

comment was, "You made the
sound clearer, too!"

PRINTED CIRCUITS

The Case of the Troublesome
1

Printed circuits with their flat, slim look are elbowing out bulky conventional
chassis in home and industrial electronic equipment.
But this circuit -shrinking brings in new problems, demands new techniques,
requires new knowledge.
Where to get it?-read this new Gernsback book. It takes all the mystery out
of printed circuits. Shows you how they developed, how they're made, how to
make your own. Describes the special resistors, capacitors, subminiature
tubes and semiconductors and other components used with them. Tells you
how to work with them, repair them, and finally how to use them in advanced
applications. It's practically an encyclopedia on printed circuits. The future
of printed circuits is as limitless as space. Learn all you can about them now.
It's easy to be an expert. This new deluxe cloth -bound G/L book shows you
how. Get it today and see.

HOW TO GET THIS BOOK FOR ONLY $3.35
Through the G/L Technicians' Book Club you can get this book and others
equally valuable for only $3.35-a 27% saving!

HOW TO JOIN
Fill in this coupon.

-

we send you
SEND NO MONEY
the book on approval.

If you like it, send your remi tance; if not, return the book.
You receive a new book every
three months on the NO -RISK approval plan.
You need take only four books
during the entire membership period. No time limit.
You may cancel any time after that.
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PRINTED
CIRCUITS
By Morris

Moses

224 pages, Deluxe gold stamped hard cover.

List price $4.60

NO -RISK COUPON
Gernsback Library Inc.

PR -99

154 West 14th St., New York 11, N. Y.
Enroll me in the G/L Technicians' Book Club.
,11

Send me my copy of PRINTED CIRCUITS.
Send me more information on the G/L Technicians' Book Club.

Name
please print

Street.... ........ ....
City

Zone

State.

2AX4

An Emerson chassis #120286
was brought in at the customer's
insistence because it had a habit of
burning out the 12AX4 damper
tube. The circuit in Fig. 2 shows
that the set uses a power autotransformer with center tap grounded to
the chassis. Tube filaments are

series-connected in two strings
between opposite sides of the power
line and the chassis.
The serviceman suspected that
pulse voltages at the 12AX4 cathode were responsible for the breakdowns but, before exploring this
possibility, decided to take filament voltage readings for all the tubes.
Measurement across the 12AX4 filament was over 16 volts; all others
were close to normal except those
across the two 6SN7 tubes V I 1 and
V13. They read only about four

volts each. The 6SN7's both bore
the same code date and were of the
same make. Replacing them with
new tubes restored correct filament
voltages all around.
Tube filaments that change resistance with age have never been
explained to my satisfaction, and
I'm only one of many servicemen
who have been puzzled by the condition. Even more puzzling in this
instance is why all the surplus voltage appeared across the 12AX4 filament, rather than distributing itself
across the entire filament string.

PERFORMANCE WISE,

QUALITYWISE,

and PRICEWISE,
You can't beat the

The Case of the 12 -Second

Warm -Up

An Emerson chassis 120245D
was brought in primarily because of
a defective filter, but the set owner
also complained about having to
replace the RF amplifier every eight
months or so, when the picture got
too dark or would not hold sync.
After replacement of the filter, the
set was further checked, uncovering
the fact that the AGC-controlled
tubes were drawing grid current.
Allowing the set to become stone
cold, new tubes were installed in
the RF and the first IF stages, but
before turning the set on, a VTVM
was connected across the AGC line.
When the set was turned on, the

TARZIAN "HOT ROD" TUNER
Hailed as an engineering triumph, the "HOT ROD"
is backed up by 15 years of Tarzian experience in the
design . . . development . . . and manufacture of
television tuners. This Tarzian "know-how"-coupled with new, automated production methodsbrings you the

"HOT

ROD"<,UNER

meter swung violently positive.
Quickly turning the set off, the
meter polarity was reversed and the
scale set at 60 volts. Now when the
spat was turned on, it was found that
+ 20 volts was being applied to the
grids of the AGC-controlled tubes.
The voltage decreased slowly and
fell to zero after about twelve seconds, when the regular AGC bias
took over.
A study of the simplified circuit
in Fig. 3 readily shows where the
the
positive voltage comes from
voltage divider formed by the 18K
and the 22K resistors. It is counterthrough DC
acted in two ways
conduction of the video detector
and development of AGC voltage
through rectification of the video
signal.
It should be noted, though, that
if any tube between the antenna and
the video detector is slow in reaching its normal conduction level, the
positive voltage will be impressed
on the AGC-controlled stages even
after they have reached full conduc-

-

-

Engineers like its performance and purchasing agents
like the LOW COST. Look at these features:

...

...

...

high gain
13
Tetrode R.F. stage
low noise
permanent positions
easily converted to UHF .. .
individual oscillator front
very low oscillator drift
adjustment ... small in size ... good resetability ... I.F.
output tunable from the front
and it's adaptable for
remote control operation.

...
...

...

Call or write for information
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"TA Ft
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I

-

Sales Department, Tuner Division
East Hillside Drive Bloomington, Indiana
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RCA's Top Three for
Electronics Technicians!
NEW: RCA WO -33A

SUPER -PORTABLE
OSCILLOSCOPE
only 9 29.95* (complete with

Low -Cap Direct Input Probe and Shielded
Cable). (Also available as easily assembled kit
WO -33A

(K) only $79.95', incl. above accessories)

Here is your rugged, compact, super-portable scope
for those "in the home" color-TV and black -and -white
TV servicing jobs! Enough bandwidth and gain for any
"tough dog" service job-FEATURING: cable and power
cord storage bracket on carrying handle
combination direct/low-cap probe and shielded input cable as-

sembly
voltage calibrated, frequency -compensated
3 -to -1 step attenuator
scaled graph screen and calibrating voltage source for direct reading of peak -to peak voltages "plus -minus" internal sync holds sync
to 4.5 Mc weight only 14 pounds!

tion. This condition can easily lead
to a rapid lowering of tube trans conductance, or give rise to grid
emission and "gassy" operation.
The circuit is almost as old as
those for AGC control, and is incorporated for the purpose of keeping
bias on the RF stage slightly lower
than IF bias. When it was used in
earlier receivers, an unused diode
section was available-either in a
6AT6, 6T8, or some similar typefor use as a clamp on this delay
voltage. Diode sections are at a
premium in later sets using -BN6 or
-DT6 type audio demodulators, and
thus the fact that AGC-controlled
tubes are driven pretty hard on
initial warm-ups is simply ignored.
We modified this circuit merely
by adding a germanium diode as
shown in Fig. 3. We used a 1N38,
connecting the cathode to ground
and the anode to the tuner AGC
line. Semiconductors have other
advantages; they don't have the

warm-up time lag of tube -type
diodes, they don't affect normal
AGC action, and they have a tendency to flatten the vertical blanking
pedestal in some sets. Where this
latter improvement has been noted,
vertical interlace was slightly better
as a result.
The Case

NEW
RCA WV -38A

NEW
RCA WV -77E

VOLT- OHM-MILLIAMMETER

only

$43.95*

(complete
with batteries, probe and cable
with slip-on assembly, and operating instruction). (A/so available as

VO

easily assembled kit WV-38A (K) only
S29.95', including above accessories)

as easily assembled

You'll get a world of use from this very
essential piece of test equipment-FEATURING: extra 1 -volt and 0.25 -volt ranges for
transistor servicing applications
fuse protected ohms-divider network
polarity
reversal switch full -wave bridge rectifier
circuit with excellent frequency response
and low circuit loading on the ac ranges
extra large 51/2 -inch meter with easy -toread standard ranges
standard dbm
ranges.

LTOHMYST

only

$49.95

*

(also available

kit WV-77E (K)

only $29.95')
The latest in the famous RCA VoltOhmyst

quality line-FEATURING: fuse-protected
ohms -divider network
ultra -slim probes
and flexible leads
sleeve attachment on
handle stores probes, leads, power cord
separate 11/2 -volt rms and 4 -volt peak -to peak scales for accuracy on low ac meas-

urements

front panel lettering acid -

etched for long life!
'User Price (Optional)

"top three" plus RCA's complete professional Test Equipment line at your Authorized RCA Test Equipment Distributor!

See the

RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
Electron Tube Division
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Harrison, N. J.

of the Self -Service
Addict

The frequent need for replacement of 6BQ7's and similar types
used as cascode RF amplifiers has
led many servicemen to believe
such tubes are inherently shortlived. Actually, the short life span
of these tubes stems from the same
condition noted in the previous case.
While their early failure has been
noted in receivers of virtually every
make, using every type of AGC, it
is more prevalent and severe in
receivers employing keyed AGC.
A typical case recently involved
a Motorola TS -553 which had an

extremely snowy picture even
though it was located in a prime
signal area. On removing the back
cover in preparation for replacing
the 6BC8 RF amplifier, the serviceman was surprised to find five old
6BC8's lying in the chassis pan.
The customer explained that he had
been replacing these tubes ever since
another serviceman had fixed the

set about a year after its purchase.
Since the trouble always appeared
in the same fashion, a snowy pic-

ture, the customer had been replacing the tube himself instead of calling in a professional. Pointing out
that it was not normal for the set
to be kicking out tubes so often, the
serviceman easily obtained an okay
to take the set in for a bench check.
The set was hooked up in the
shop, and as in the preceding case,
the voltage on the tuner AGC line
was monitored. In this set, the
initial reading was over 50 volts,
decreasing very slowly for the 20
seconds or so it took the AGC voltage to develop. The reason the
voltage was higher in this set than
in the Emerson is that the delay
voltage is taken from a 250 -volt
source; the voltage remained positive longer because development of
the negative bias depends on conduction of all the tubes from the
RF stage to the video amplifier plus
the horizontal section and the keyer.
The cure was the same, howeveradding a 1N38 diode to clamp the
tuner AGC line.
The Case of the Chain Reaction

An Admiral 19SZ4D receiver
with RF and IF stages as shown in
Fig. 4 was brought in with the following parts damaged: R13, R35,
R37 and R23 all cooked to lower
resistances than normal; the 6BZ7

2ND VIDEO

1ST VIDEO IF

6C8B6

v4

vs

AUDIO OUTPUT

IF

u 6DG6GT

6CB6

270V

AGC FROM

270V

-

270K

Imeg

VIDEO OFT

145
ED

V

15meg

Fig. 4. A chain of failures could have been prevented with an AGC clamper.
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PERMA-POWER
Model D-200

RF amplifier shorted; and the
6CB6's and the 6DG6GT all weak.

This extensive damage was all
caused by the 6BZ7 shorting, resulting in a positive voltage being placed
on the 6CB6's through the AGC
line. This increased the current
drawn by these tubes which, in turn,
overheated resistors R35 and R37,
and also weakened the 6DG6GT.
In all probability, the damage
would have been limited to burned
resistors R13 and R23 had there
been a diode clamp on the tuner
AGC line. Thus, the inclusion of a
clamp, as suggested in the previous
cases, will not only protect the RF
tube from being driven too hard,
but will also protect other tubes and
their associated parts.
We use 1N38 diodes in this application for two reasons: First, the
forward voltage rating of a 1N38 is
100 volts, which is about double
the value of the delay voltage. Sec -

Automatic Voltage Regulator
will make you money and save you grief
It's easy to sell. There have been units similar to this on the market beforeat prices upwards of $75.00. The new PERMA-POWER Automatic Voltage
and
Regulator has a list price of $9.95-so any TV set owner can afford it
any customer plagued by picture flutter, shrinking, flop-over, loss of brightness,
and other similar disturbances will want it.

...

It's easy to use. This new unit insures top performance of TV sets by automatically returning full height and width to pictures when distorted by low line
voltage. Whenever the line falls below 110 volts, it automatically boosts line
voltage 10 volts-and it automatically feeds the line direct for normal voltages.
You don't have to worry about the customer's forgetting to switch the voltage regulator when the line is normal; this new PERMA-POWER unit switches automatically!

It's easy to install. You plug it in, and it's ready to work; goes on and off
with TV set. Compact and lightweight, it has no tubes, ballasts, relays, or other
moving parts to fail; and it's fully guaranteed for one year. Can be used on any
TV set or appliance rated up to 300 watts. See it at your distributor today.
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custom hi-fi...
praised by the experts
beautifully styled
priced right for you
lifetime guarantee

ondly, 1N38's have the low-forward, high -reverse resistance qualities needed for this application.
There are other, more readily
apparent reasons for short tube life
than those in the cases presented.
The most common is premature
horizontal sweep -amplifier failure
due to excessive screen grid voltage,
resulting from decreased resistance
in the screen -grid dropping resistor.
In sync stages, tubes have been
found to fail prematurely because
of slight leakage in coupling capacitors. Early loss of transconductance
in 6U8 and 6X8 tubes used in video
amplifier stages has not yet been
pinned down to any circuit fault or
component defect.
In addition to developing new
types, tube manufacturers are also
constantly engaged in improving the

E/CO

FM Tuner HFT90

with precision "eye-tronic" tuning
Wired $65.95* Kit $39.95*
Cover $3.95.
*Less Cover, FET included
"One of the best buys
you can get."- AUDIOCRAFT.
AM Tuner HFT94
with precision "eye-tronic" tuning
Wired $65.95. Kit $39.95.
Includes Cover & F.E.T.

Amplifier Preamplifier HF81

STEREO Dual

Wired $109.95

Kit $69.95

"Excellent"-SATURDAY REVIEW;
and HI-FI MUSIC AT HOME.

quality of commonly-used older
STEREO Dual

Preamplifier HF85

Wired $64.95

Kit $39.95

types. Improved versions must retain
essentially the same characteristics
as the prototype so they can be
used as replacements. Generally,
this requirement is upheld, but our
last case concerns a six -year old
receiver in which a recently-manufactured tube would not operate
properly.

STEREO Dual Power Amplifier HF86
Wired $74.95. Kit $43.95.

low

STEREO Dual

Power Amplifier
Kit $14.95
Wired $114.95

Omni -directional Speaker System HFS2
completely factory -built: 36" h, 151/4" w, 111h" d.
Mahogany or Walnut $139.95. Blonde $144.95
"Eminently musical"- HIGH FIDELITY
"Fine for stereo"- MODERN HI -Fl
Also: Bookshelf 2 -Way Speaker System HFSI
complete with factory -built cabinet, $39.95
Other

2 -Way

and

Speaker System
Semi -kits, from $47.50
3 -Way

Plus: POWER AMPLIFIERS (14, 22, 30, 35, 50 and 60 -watts)
from $23.50.
INTEGRATED AMPLIFIERS (12, 20, 32 and 50 watts)
from $34.95.

n

test instruments..:
q
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To the serviceman, this call

'
it

appeared to be simply a matter of
replacing a tube. The set was a
Zenith 20J22 with varying vertical
size. The picture would stretch well
beyond the mask outline and then
alternately shrink so that it was
about an inch short at both top and
bottom. Tapping the 6BL7 indicated it was the culprit, so the serviceman stuck in a replacement and
proceeded to make the necessary
height and linearity adjustments. To
his surprise, he could not obtain
vertical lock -in, even after trying
two other 6BL7's of different
brands. Driving to several parts
distributors (which luckily were not
too far away) he purchased 6BL7's
of makes different than those he had
already tried. On returning to the
job, he was quite chagrined to find
that not one of the new tubes would
permit vertical lock -in to be
achieved. He gave up and brought

N t

e
I 4 F>+1'Ff`!>
1

COLOR

& Monochrome
5 MC Lab & TV

TV -FM
&

to
5" Oscilloscope #460
Wired $129.50
Kit $79.95
DC

Sweep Generator

Marker =368
Wired $119.95
Kit $69.95

IN STOCK at over 2000

=.í

DYNAMIC CONDUCTANCE
Tube & Transistor Tester

666
Wired $109.95
Kit $69.95

neighborhood distributors coast to coast
for free catalog

Send
PEAK -to-PEAK VTVM
E232 & Unit -Probe

Wired $49.95

Kit $29.95
(PAT. PEND.)

PF -9
EICO, 33-00 Northern Blvd., L. I. C. 1, N.Y.

the set in.
He presented the set and the
above information to the bench

Show me how to save 50% on top-quality:
Hi -Fl
Test Instruments
Ham Gear. Send free catalog and name of neighborhood EICO supplier.
Send free STEREO Hi-Fi Guide.
NAMF
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6BL7's, which now included six different brands. Before working on

VERT OSC

THERE'S GOLD IN THIS

61317

C -D

SYNC

.047

77

15K
R4

140V

740V

VERT

33K

330K

HOLD
220K

VERT HOLD

RANGE
4000 n

R8

TREASURE
CHEST

VERT OSC
13

6BL7

.047
84

27K

15

VERT HOLD
220K

VERT HOLD

RANGE
140V
40000

330K

Fig. 5. Alternate vertical -hold contro
circuits for the Zenith Chassis 20J22.

the set, the bench man borrowed an
old 6BL7 from one of the sets
in the shop. Sure enough, the set
worked perfectly. Delving into the
circuit, he found that someone had
previously replaced the 4000-ohm,
vertical-hold range control with a
2000 -ohm, 10 -watt fixed resistor.
The choice seemed logical enough,
and because the set had worked, this
type of repair could not be condemned. It also appeared logical
that if a 4000 -ohm control was now
installed, vertical lock -in could be
obtained with a new 6BL7 in usebut such was not the case. Further
circuit checking turned up the fact
that R78, a 330K -ohm unit, had
increased in value. The bench man
almost had apoplexy after the set
still refused to hold vertically with
the new resistor in place.

The PHOTOFACT folder indicated
that two different circuits were used.
The chassis under discussion contained the circuit in Fig. 5A. Since
changeover to the alternate circuit
shown in Fig. 5B seemed simple
enough, the necessary work was
done. Now the set would not only
hold vertically, but it had that "snap
into sync" characteristic so indicative of good vertical lock-in-and
with each and every one of the six
brands of tubes, too.

The modern way to stock and sell the
This effiworld's most wanted capacitors.
and exactly where it is. No
cient shop -chest tells you what's in stock
more digging for misplaced units. You get an assortment of the most
popular C -D "Preferred" type twist -prongs, "Blue Beavers," and
Mylar Tubulars-in handsome metal cabinets. Makes you look more
efficient...makes work efficient! Best of all they're FREE with your
purchase of capacitors.
See the "Treasure Chest" at your C -D distributor or write for Bulletins to Cornell-Dubilier Electric Corporation, South Plainfield, N.J.
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ELECTRONIC
NEATER CIRCUITS
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by Melvin Whitmer
tion quite often has facilities for
controlling the amount of feedback.
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8000V
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L

L
POWER SUPPLY

OSCILLATOR

LOAD COUPLING

Typical heater has power supply, oscillator and load -coupling sections.

Fig. 1.

In parts 15 and 16 of this series,
dielectric and induction heating applications were described. You may
recall a brief statement to the effect
that the same heater may supply RF
power for either of these applications. This versatility is made possible by simple changeover and load coupling techniques.
The block diagram in Fig. 1
BIAS

FILAMENT
TRANS

Fl

shows how few circuits are really
involved in an electronic heater.
Note that the primary power distribution system contains protective
devices required to save the equipment from self destruction, and that
the oscillator section contains filters
to prevent harmonic and other spurious oscillations from being radiated.
In addition, the load-coupling sec -

AC power distribution for a typical 5 -kw electronic heater is shown
in Fig. 2. Closing MAIN POWER
switch S1 applies AC power through
fuses F1 and F2 to the fan, which
operates continuously. Closing FIL
oN switch S2 supplies primary power to relay K1 and lamp DS1. After
S2 is closed, the normally -open contacts of relay K1 close and supply
power to filament transformer T1
and bias transformer T4. One secondary winding on transformer T 1
couples power to thermal time-delay
switch S4, while the others supply
filament power to the various tubes.
It takes five minutes for S4 to close;
thus, tube filaments are permitted to
reach operating temperature before

TRANS

MIN DELAY
THERMAL SWITCH
5
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CONTACTS
14P

53-

®5870

PLATT ON

S4
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F,
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Input
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T3S
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ü
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6C5
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111
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K2 CONTACTS

C)5870

Fig. 2. AC power
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a

typical electronic heater.

Fig. 3. Power supply uses grid -controlled thyratrons.

plate power is applied.
After the time-delay interval, actuating PLATE ON switch S3 will
complete the primary power circuit
for relay K2 and lamp DS2, provided all access doors are closed.
Interlock switches S5 through S10
interrupt the primary power circuit
for K2 when any one of the six
access doors are opened, thereby
eliminating shock hazards. When relay K2 energizes, its normally -open
contacts close and supply power to
plate transformer T2. Overload protection for the plate supply is provided by circuit breaker CB, which
interrupts the T2P circuit when the
plate transformer current exceeds
30 amps.
Plate Supply
The plate supply section is shown
in Fig. 3. Transformer T2 supplies
high voltage for mercury-vapor thyratrons V1 and V2. These tubes
provide an output voltage which
is continuously variable from 0 to
8000 volts. Their respective currents
are controlled by a phase -controlled
AC voltage coupled through T3S to
their grids. The phase-shift network
consists of T3, P1 and C7, all of
which are shown in Fig. 4. Phase
can be varied from 0° to 174° by
adjustment of potentiometer Pl. Fig.
5 shows how various resistance settings for Pl affect phase shift, thyratron conduction time, and output
voltage. Conduction time is indicated by the shaded areas in the
grid - plate voltage curves, which
should help you visualize the control action. Output voltage is included only to indicate the reduction
in voltage as phase shift is increased.
Referring again to Fig. 3, filter
capacitor C5 charges to about 90%
of the peak thyratron plate voltage
with no load on the power supply.
Power supply loading will decrease
the value shown because output
voltage is directly related to thyratron conduction time. For any given
period of conduction, there is a corresponding value of available power.
Since power is the product of voltage and current, an increase in current through the load must result in
reduced output voltage.

Oscillator Bias
Although oscillators generate self
bias, large power oscillators are
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6S8 TUBE TESTER BY
JACKSON
Makes More .. and more accurate tests
Than Any Service Tube Tester Ever Made!
At last, here is a Nix
the average sErviceniar
more accurate for mar:
ser ;
.lab' . i' ,..

'

,

tester that will test practically every tube
wil ever encounter. =aster, more versatile,
types, the new 658 s th: ideal choice for
engineering applications.

8 voltage positions for plate, screen and voltage
ge, plus variable AC signal ultage is applied to
control grid. The meter -ben reads only the AC component in the plate circuit.
A much more valid :est than mutual conductance, because it considers the
entire Tutput.curve cf tie tube, not just a small pinion
Ample :urreet capacity for even
12-Y
rge grid tubes. The 658 is tie only tester made with
gh cerr
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Famous Jackson Push-Buttan Sequence
Switching
ew Silicon -Rectifier Balanced dcublebridge circjit
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Famous Janson Life -Line Test
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The Spotlight o
eldership is on.

TARZIAN Offers 48 -Hour,
Direct Factory Service
on Tuner Repairs

only

(J

Kits and Wired

$750

TEST EQUIPMENT
TODAY'S BEST QUALITY BUY
Comparison proves
you get so much
more with Arkay! Advanced engineering
exclusive new features outstanding performance
truly hi -precision professional
quality at amazing low cost. Prove it to
yourself-at your distributor now.
.

EXTRA -LARGE Easier -to -Read

ARKAY VT -10 6 -INCH

6"

METER!

MULTI -PURPOSE

VACUUM TUBE VOLTMETER
For faster accurate servicing, the ARKAY VT-10
VTVM has exclusive larger 6 -INCH meter, edge lighted, for easier reading. 400 ua meter move-

ment within 2% accuracy. 1% precision multiplier
resistors are used throughout the range switch.
There are 7 AC (RMS) and DC ranges, 0 to 1500
volts; also 7 AC (peak -to -peak) ranges, 0 to 2000
volts. Resistance of 0 to 1000 megohms, db and
other essential ranges also Included. Circuitry
features 12AU7 for DC ranges, 6A15 for AC, meter
diodes rectifiers, and transformer operated selenium rectifier. Handsome durable plastic case. A
sensational quality buy, unmatched at this price!
Wired and tested $47.95

ARKAY AV -20 6-INCH
AUDIO VTVM

Easy-to -build Kit

$2595

ments of RMS voltages.tl

ARKAY AW-30 6 -INCH
DIRECT READING
AUDIO WATTMETER
Measures Audio Power
Output with speed and
precision. 0 to 500 watts
In 6 ranges. For laboratory and general use.

Easy-to-build Kit $2995
Wired and tested $49.95

Easy -to -build Kit
Wired and tested $49.95

An

PRE -AMPLIFIER
Audio Vacuum Tube

Voltmeter of extreme

sensitivity, engineered
for accurate measure-

52995

ARKAY CA -40 6 -INCH
DIRECT READING
CAPACITY METER

ARKAY MT -50 6 -INCH
20,000 OHMS

$2995

Easy-to -build Kit
Wired and tested $42.95

Easy -to-build Kit
Wired and tested $49.95

PER VOLT METER

$2950

All prices 5% higher west of Mississippi.
See ARKAY completely wired Test Instruments at

your dealer. Write for detailed specifications and
catalog. Write Dept.
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Fig. 4. Bias supply includes phase-shif
network for controlling the thyratrons

often protected by returning the control grid to a fixed negative voltage
source. The normal operation of the
oscillator remains unaffected because the fixed bias is much less
than the self-generated bias. If oscillation ceases, however, the fixed
bias limits oscillator plate current to
a safe value. Transformer winding
T4S (Fig. 4) supplies AC to bias
rectifier V3 and the phase -shift circuit. The bias voltage of -100V is
developed by the grounded -cathode
(filament) rectifier and a pi-type filter located between the tap on T4S
and ground. This voltage is applied
to the oscillator grid through grid current meter M2, R6, R7, R8, and
radio -frequency choke L14 at the
lower left in Fig. 6.
The bias voltage also acts as plate
voltage (negative voltage to a cathode causes the same action as positive voltage to a plate) for currentcontrol tube V4. Oscillator grid current through R6 develops bias for
V4, and the plate current of V4
flows through R9 and develops bias
for V5. The conduction level of V5
determines how much feedback signal will be applied to the grid of the
power oscillator. Heavier conduction of V5 means less feedback
and therefore less oscillator output
power.

That's right. Net, $7.50 per unit and $15
for UV combinations, including ALL
replacement parts. 90 -day warranty
against defective workmanship and
parts failure. Tuners repaired on approved, open accounts. Replacements
offered at these prices* on tuners not
repairable:

VHF 12 position tuner .
VHF 13 or 16 position
tuner
VHF/UHF combination
UHF only

$22.00
23.00
25.00
15.50

'Subject to chance
Tarzian-made tuners are easily
identified by this stamping on the
unit. When inquiring about replacements for other than Tarzian-made
tuners, always give tube complement
... shaft length ... filament voltage...
series or shunt heater ... IF frequency
and chassis identification. Use this
address for fast, 48-hour service:

SARKES TARZIAN, Inc.
Att.: Service Mgr., Tuner Division
East Hillside Drive

Bloomington, Indiana
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Power Oscillator

óu -

The power -oscillator circuit
shown in Fig. 6 may be converted
from a dielectric to an induction
heating application simply by changing the tank circuits. Two separate
oscillator coils provide a Colpittsconnected high -frequency circuit for
dielectric work, or an Armstrong connected low-frequency circuit for

.
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Fig. 5. How grid -signal phase affects
conduction time and output voltage.

induction work. Copper connectors
are bolted between the tube circuit
and corresponding points on the desired oscillator coil. To change oscillator coils, the connectors are
simply transferred from one oscillator coil to the other.
As an oscillator, this circuit differs from the local oscillator in a
radio receiver and the variable -frequency oscillator in a transmitter in
two respects. First, radio -frequency
power is consumed by the load in
large quantities. Second, tubes V4
and V5 limit the grid current.
Neither of these features are encountered when the oscillator simply functions as an exact frequency
source.
The first difference, that of power
consumption, makes the oscillator
change frequency. A normal frequency drift when changing from
minimum to maximum load is 10%
of the no-load oscillator frequency.
Therefore, a dielectric heater operating at 27.3 me wtihout a load may

Here are two problems
you won't have to face
when you replace with Sylvania
Problem No.

1:

Which type replaces which?
Sylvania has the most complete line available.
And your Sylvania distributor has them in stock.
The full line listed here equips you to replace
the output transistors of every major auto -radio
make. To make your job easier, Sylvania has
prepared an interchangeability chartavailable from your Sylvania Distributor.

Sylvania's Auto -radio Transistor line
2N155
2N176
2N235
2N235A
2N235B
2N236B

2N242
2N250
2N255
2N256
2N257
2N285A

2N296
2N301
2N301A
2N307
2N307A
2N326

2N350
2N351
2N399
2N401
2N419
2N420

2N677
2N677A
2N677B
2N677C
2N678
2N678A

Problem No. 2:
The broken mica washer
More often than not the mica washer flakes when you
remove the output transistor from the auto radio chassis.
To save you time and money, Sylvania now packs a
tight-fitting mica washer with every transistor. Next
time you need an audio power transistor-get it from
your Sylvania distributor and ask for Sylvania by name.
awe

/c67.í.65
`

.

...somebody bring out Mrs.

I said

Adams' set

'
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SYLVANIA

Subsidiary of
GENERAL TELEPHONE & ELECTRONICS

SYLVANIA ELECTRIC PRODUCTS INC.

Semiconductor Division
100 Sylvan Road, Woburn, Maas.
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6. This power oscillator circuit features automatic signal -feedback con
trol and may be used for either dielectric or induction heating applications

Fig.

operate at 25 me when loaded to
capacity. For this reason, electronic
heaters are usually operated within
a shielded room or enclosure to prevent undesirable radiation.
The second difference, use of control tubes V4 and V5, guards
against excessive grid current. When
RF feedback drives the oscillator
grid positive, it conducts to charge
the feedback capacitor (C14 or
C17). As the RF signal swings negative, capacitor discharge current
flows through R8, R7 and R6. Voltage developed across R6 forms the
input signal for V4, driving this tube
toward cutoff. If the RF feedback
voltage causes oscillator grid current
of 165 ma or more to flow, the resultant voltage across R6 drives V4
to cutoff. This, in turn, removes the
bias from V5 so that the next positive RF swing at the grid of V6 is
clamped by the conduction of V5.
Grid current for V6 is thus limited
to a safe level.

New electrical outlet convenience

S
"4 -FOOTER" KIT $2.95
PATENTED

(R'

...

then a twist of the wrist puts
Only five minutes to install it
an electrical outlet right where you want it on Electrostrip!
Here is ideal electrical convenience for your shop and for
your displays. Electrostrip is the ideal solution to the problem
of extra outlets in limited space ... eliminates extension cords
and "octopus" plugs. The "4 -footer" Kit comes complete with
3 twist -in receptacle plugs, necessary screws, and handy polarized plug-in connector.
Write us for details on the Electrostrip "4 -Footer" Kit, the
"15 -Footer" Kit, or the bulk rolls. Electrostrip is listed by

Underwriters' Laboratories.

IBULLDOG ELECTRIC PRODUCTS DIVISION
-T -E CIRCUIT BREAKER COMPANY
DETROIT 32, MICHIGAN
BOX 177
I

J('1Í
In Canad

:

80 Clayson Rd., Toronto 15, Ont. Export Division: 13 East 40th St., New York 16, N.Y.

Load Coupling
Any one of the four capacitors in
the Colpitts oscillator network may
be replaced by the work in a dielectric -heating application. Substituting
the work for capacitor C11 provides
increased coupling when the dielec
tric constant of the work is low.
Thus, the tank circuit receives a
greater push when the work is consuming the greatest amount of power. Using output terminals instead
of tank capacitor C12 or C13 removes the DC plate voltage from
one side of the output terminals,
but does not provide compensation
for changes in the dielectric constant
of the work. The oscillator frequency changes more when the work
replaces one of the tank capacitors
than it does when the work replaces
either of the output coupling capacitors. Replacing C14 with the work
provides increased coupling for a
material with a low dielectric constant. The regular output terminals
shown in Fig. 6 have less DC voltage across them than plate -coupling
capacitor C11. Making the grid -

coupling capacitor C14 variable widens the dielectric -heating applications of the circuit because oscillator grid drive can be adjusted
to compensate for different work

properties.
Load coupling for induction heat 66
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ing must be based on generating a
magnetic field around the work.
Thus, a portion of the tank coil or
a coupling loop must be used. Using
an extension of the tank coil is
usually difficult because of mechanical problems, in addition to maintaining the proper tank coil inductance. The most satisfactory method
of coupling power to the load is
through a low-impedance link. The
link eliminates the above problems
and permits low-impedance power

You can now

uii

guarantee reliabilit, if /au join Pyramid's

GOLD

transmission over considerable
distances. Several applications described in the August issue used link

coupling to facilitate impedance matching.

Harmonic Suppression

Lead inductance and stray capacitance are often large enough (due
to the physical size and spacing between components) to resonate at
points near the second harmonic of
the power oscillator. The resultant
spurious radiation not only wastes
power, but also interferes with various radio services. To counteract
this radiation, lumped elements that
resonate at the same frequency are
connected from the oscillator plate to
ground. Two such networks (called
suppressors) are shown in Fig. 6.
The network of C9 and L9 passes
one spurious frequency to ground,
while Cl0 and L10 pass the second
harmonic to ground.
This concludes the coverage on
electronic heating units. In the next
installment, we'll deal with open and
closed loop recorders. A discussion
on the three most popular types of
electro -mechanical pen positioners
will be included, along with service
hints and typical troubles.
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Pyramid's New "Gold Standard" ±10% Mylar® Capacitors
Imagine, capacitors that "absolutely guarantee reliability"! Pyramid's new "Gold
Standard" capacitors, designed to give a critical tolerance of *10% with non hygroscopic Mylar dialectric, plus high resistance w moisture and high insulation
resistance. Standard capacity values! Standard voltage
ratings! Standard tolerance of *10%! Previously made
only on special order and at premium prices, new "Gold
Standard" capacitors are now available to servicemen at
a price competitive with ordinary paper capacitors.
For reliability assurance, insist on Pyramid "Gold Standard"
capacitors from your distributor. Catalog available.

is too cheap to buy a new picture tube.

YRAMIli

Pyramid Electric Company, North Bergen, N.J.
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ON TEST EQUIPMENT

-

- by Les Deane

windmill -like fashion
the longer one
indicating capacity on the outer scale
arc, and the shorter on the two inner
arcs. A complete test takes only two
steps
one for leakage and one for
measurement of capacitance.
When testing paper and mica capacitors, I first turned the instrument on and
allowed it to warm up. Then, I connected the questionable component across
the test jacks. Incidentally, the instruction manual mentions the fact that small value mica capacitors must be connected
directly to the test jacks in order to
obtain an accurate reading. This, of
course, eliminates any stray capacity
introduced by the two test leads. Through
actual trial and error, I found that the

-
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Fig. 1. Jackson's capacitance checker
uses bridge circuit and tuning -eye tube.

RANGE

LEAKAGE

SELECTORS

BURONS

Fig. 2. Front -panel features of the Model 591. Push buttons are color -coded.

An "Eye" for Capacitors
When troubleshooting at the bench,
why do we often suspect a capacitor is
causing the trouble? Isn't it because we've
been able to readily check the other components with tube tester and ohmmeter,
saving the capacitors for last because we
feel that they are difficult to test? Thus,
the innocent looking capacitor often gives
us our toughest "dogs," and we're prone
to suspect it on every job that defies us
longer than average.
I have emphasized this point to call
your attention to the instrument being
used in Fig. I. Manufactured by the
Jackson Electrical Instrument Co. of
Dayton, Ohio, the Model 591 Capacitor
Tester fulfills a wide range of applications, including tests for shorted, leaky,
open, intermittent, value and power factor conditions.

Specifications are:
1. Power Requirements -117 volts, 60
cps; power consumption approximately 20 watts; transformer provides
line isolation.
individ2. Capacitance Measurement
ual scales for 4 overlapping ranges
covering from approximately 10 mmf
to 1000 mfd; special scale for values

-7

above 30 mfd; open, shorted, or

intermittent conditions automatically
indicated by tuning eye; push-button
range selector and test leads provided.
measurements for
3. Leakage Tests

both

polarized

and non -polar-

ized capacitors made under 7 different working voltages up to 500 volts;
special low -voltage range for transistor -circuit capacitors; conditions indicated by tuning eye; capacitor automatically discharged by releasing push
buttons.
power factor measure4. PF Check

-

ment for all electrolytic capacitors
from .1 to 1000 mfd; tuning-eye indications provided by setting of separate 0 to 60% control on front panel.
5. Size and Weight -10" x 71/2" x 5";
10 lbs.
Examining and using the Model 591
on the bench, I checked a large quantity
of capacitors ranging in value from 10
mmf to 350 mfd-those found in typical
radio and television applications. I was
most impressed by the simple, straightforward indications I was able to obtain.
Since the unit is not designed for any
kind of in -circuit testing, the results left
no doubt as to the condition of each
capacitor.
The instrument employs an impedance bridge circuit which balances a known

standard against the unknown with

Fig. 3.

"eye"
68
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open and closed positions.
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proper setting of a potentiometer on the
front panel. A 6E5 tuning -eye tube serves
as a bridge detector and indicating device
for all tests. As pointed out in Fig. 2,
the front panel also features a voltage
selector for leakage tests, and a power
factor control to determine the percentage directly.
The range -selector buttons are color coded (green, red, black, and grey) to
match corresponding arcs on the capacity
scales. The bridge balance control has a
rotation of only about 300°, but with
two scale pointers attached to its shaft,
its effective scale length is increased considerably. The dual pointers move in a

test leads seem to have little effect on
units with values above 200 mmf, but
a great deal on those below.

Getting back to the procedure, I next
position as
high as possible without exceeding the
rated value of the capacitor under test.
(If the value of a paper type is above 1
mfd, however, the selector should be set
to its 200 volt position.) To test for
leakage, I pressed the leakage button
labeled PAPER -MICA and took note of the
set the voltage selector to a

eye tube at the top of the front panel.
If the eye opens as pictured in Fig. 3A,
the capacitor passes the test; if it remains
closed as in Fig. 3B, the unit has excessive leakage and should therefore be discarded. For some capacitors, especially

those of higher value, I found that it
may be necessary to hold the leakage
button in for 15 seconds or so before
evaluating the test results.

Following instructions, I continued with the second step of the procedure
and pressed one of the range -selector
buttons covering the approximate value
of the capacitor under test. Watching
the tuning eye, I rotated the bridge balance knob until I obtained a circuit balance which produced the widest eye
opening. I was then able to read capacity
value on the scale corresponding to the
range I had selected. If the capacitor is
open, circuit balance will only occur at
the far left end of the scale. With a
shorted unit, on the other hand, a balanced indication will occur only at the
far right end of the scale. These areas
are labeled OPEN and SHORT, respectively.
I also noted in this test that intermittent
capacitors will show either open, shorted,
or excessive change in capacity whenever
they are tapped or slightly heated.

Electrolytic capacitors are tested in
much the same manner; however, in the
value range from .1 to 1000 mfd, the
control marked POWER FACTOR iS connected in the bridge circuit and must be
adjusted in conjunction with the balance
knob to obtain the widest eye opening.
If a balance cannot be obtained at any
setting of this control, the component
undoubtedly has a power factor higher
than 60% and should therefore be
rejected. In testing electrolytics for leakage, I noticed in some cases that I had
to wait for a minute or so before their
plates would form sufficiently to produce
an opening of the eye.

A New VTVM
The piece of equipment shown in Fig.
4 is a Model VT -10 vacuum tube volt-

Hit any target

meter by Arkay of Richmond Hill, New
York. Housed in a black plastic case and
featuring a wide-angle scale, it comes in
either kit or factory -wired form with two
test leads plus a DC probe and cable.
Specifications are:
I. Power Requirements -105/120 volts
AC, 60 cps; power consumption
about 7 watts; 1.5-volt battery supplied.

Voltmeter-ranges 0 to 3, 15, 75,
150, 300, 750, and 1500 volts; zero
center -scale ranges 0 to 1.5, 7.5, 37.5,
75, 150, 375, and 750 volts; input

2. DC

3.

4.

5.

6.

resistance 11 megohms; both + and
positions on function switch; balance control provided for zero and
center -scale adjustments; I megohm
isolation provided in DC probe.
AC Voltmeter-rms ranges 0 to 3,
15, 75, 150, 300, 750, and 1500 volts;
peak -to -peak ranges 0 to 8, 40, 200,
400, 800, and 2000 volts; peak -to peak scales in red.
to 1000 megohms in 7
Ohmmeter
ranges of R x 1, 10, 100, 1K, 10K,
100K, and 1 meg; center -scale value
10; circuit powered by self-contained
1.5 -volt battery; zero and ohms -adjust
controls provided on panel.
ranges from -10 db to
DB Meter
+58 db on AC voltage ranges of 15,
150, and 1500 volts; direct -scale reading from -10 db to +18 db; zero
db=6 milliwatts across 500 -ohm line.
Panel Meter-6", 400-ma movement

Model H
Radiohm® Controls

-0

-3

with burnout protection; accu-

-

racy within 2%.
73/4" x 61/2" x
Size and Weight
41/2"; 3 i/z lbs.
Examining one of the factory -assembled units in the lab recently, I found it
possessed all the versatility one could
want for radio and TV troubleshooting.
Since the manufacturer made no direct
mention of the instrument's accuracy,
7.

Universal Shaft

If you're aiming for faster servicing and greater
profits, ask for CENTRALAB Model B Controls.
These are the only replacement carbon controls with a truly universal shaft that adapts
to any application.

For any shaft target-split knurl, shallow flat,
deep flat, half round, round, etc. -the Model B
hits the bulls -eye. Its universal fluted, knurled type shaft adapts to all knobs perfectly. AC
Line switches snap right on, trigger -quick, to
convert the control to a switch type unit.
Shoot right over to your CENTRALAB distributor and stock up on Model B Controls
.
and while you're there, be sure to Tell him
you want your free copy of the brand-new
CENTRALAB catalog.

..

A

DIVISION

OF GLOBE

942 I. EAST KEEFE AVE.
IN

Fig. 4. Model VT -10 AC -powered VTVM
is designed for both lab and bench use.

CONTROLS
ROTARY SWITCHES
PACKAGED ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS

CANADA: 669 Bayview Ave.

-UNION INC.

MILWAUKEE 1, WIS.
Toronto 17, Ont.

CERAMIC CAPACITORS
ENGINEERED CERAMICS
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Fig. 5. Arkay

meter slips out of its case
after removal of four panel screws.

Fig. 6. The chart in the Arkay manual
lists db levels in both watts and volts.

TUBE PROBLEM:

however, I thought that I might check

An amplifier

istic against our laboratory standards.
My first step was to recalibrate the
meter by following instructions in the
manual. I found the calibration adjustments located across the top chassis
frame as pictured in Fig. 5. After calibrating the DC function using standards
for 12, 60 and 120 volts, I made what is
called a "diode adjustment" to balance
out any contact potential introduced by
the 6AL5 or 12AU7 tubes employed in
the VTVM circuit. For the AC calibration, I used a recommended 75 volt standard, and also two others at 100
and 140 volts.
On completing the calibration, I measured a number of known AC and DC
voltages as well as several precision resistors. My findings were favorable. I made
spot checks at 1, 10, and 100 marks on
the ohms scale for all resistance ranges
and found that the readings were only
off a hair from the lowest value to the
highest. To me this meant that the ohmmeter accuracy was satisfactory for many
laboratory applications and certainly adequate for the service bench.
Voltage -wise, I found the AC accuracy
within ±5% and DC readings within
±3% of full-scale deflection. Actually,
the few DC checks I made were closer
than this rating indicates, but to be conservative, I'm quoting this percentage
since it is generally accepted by the
industry and is more than required for
practical servicing applications.
Another function of a VTVM often
ignored by the service technician, is its
capability of expressing power loss and
gain in terms of decibels. Since the meter
is provided with a special db scale, I
thought you might be interested in its
"whys and whatfors."
Decibel indications have a relationship
to the response of the human ear; i.e., a
db ratio is roughly proportional to an

increase or decrease in loudness or acoustical power as detected by a listener. Db
values (based on power levels) may also
be added or subtracted algebraically, and
are therefore simple terms to use when
expressing audio gain or loss.
In looking over the manual for the
Model VT -10, I found a full page db
chart which is reproduced in Fig. 6. This
chart involves three factors: In the first
column, db power level; in the second,
corresponding power in watts; and in the
third, an equivalent voltage value. When
using this chart and/or the db scale of
the meter, you must remember that all
values and readings are accurate only if
the load impedance you are working with
matches that at which the instrument has
been calibrated. In this instance, zero
db equals 6 milliwatts of power measured
across a 500 -ohm load.
Using this function in a practical application, I tested an AF amplifier by using
an audio oscillator as a signal source,

manufacturer was
plagued by noise,
microphonics and hum
that developed in the
high gain stages of his
amplifiers. Sonotone
engineers were
consulted on the
problem.

SONOTONE
SOLVES IT:
Sonotone engineers
discovered that they
could correct all three
complaints by
redesigning just one
tube.

RESULTS:
The heater element
was changed to a coil
heater, eliminating
the hum. And rigid
controls on the mount
structure and
processing reduced
microphonics and
noise. This resulted in
the Sonotone reliable
type 7025. It's now
available for initial

equipment and
replacement purposes.
Let Sonotone help
solve your tube
problem, too.

out this all-important character-

and compared the input and out-

put power levels in decibels. To take
measurements across the input and output loads, I set the meter up to read AC
voltage and balanced the pointer to zero
on the db scale.
Provided my load impedances were
500 ohms, I could read directly any db
level from -10 to +18 with the range
switch in the 15 -volt position. With the
range switch in the 150 -volt position, 20
db must be added to the reading indicated by the pointer. In this case, the
range was from +10 db to +38 db. In
the 1500 -volt position, 40 db is added
to make the range +30 db to +58 db.
I noted in this experiment, however,
that as long as both input and output
load impedances are equal, they need not
have a value of 500 ohms to obtain an
accurate indication of gain or loss. The
individual db readings taken across input
and output will not be a true representation of power, but their difference represents the change in power.

Dynamic Transistor Tester

Sonotone.P.
Electronic Applications Division, Dept. TP -99

ELMSFORD, NEW YORK
Leading makers of fine ceramic cartridges, speakers, microphones, tape heads, electron tubes.
In Canada, contact Atlas Radio Corp., Ltd., Toronto
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Seco Mfg. Co., Minneapolis, Minn.,
has developed a new transistor checker
that operates on a dynamic testing principle employing a pulse signal generator.
Shown in Fig. 7, the Model 100 is a
lightweight portable instrument and is
completely self -powered.
Specifications are:
1. Power Requirements
one self-con-

-

tained

1.5 -volt

battery, univer-

-

sal replacements available.
2. Transistor Tests
checks PNP and
NPN types in or out of circuit for
opens, shorts, and gain; neon indicating lamp on front panel; special GoNO GO quick check and gain -comparison test provided.
3. Panel Features
ON-OFF switch for

-

PLI ERS

...

have a

Veux

No. 62CG illustrated
Transverse Cutter

Fig. 7. Scope is used with Seco 100 to

CUSHION

view the transistor -developed signal.

GRIP!

neon lamp; output jacks for voltmeter

or scope indications; base cur-

dipped
plastic coating
permanent, comfortable.
Heads polished and buffed to a "mirror finish".
All pliers available
See Your Distributor !
Plier

rent control and test selector switch;
PNP-OFF-NPN selector switch; one 4 element transistor socket plus separate emitter, base, and collector test
leads.

-6U"

4. Size and Weight
IV lbs.

...

elves pliers a "Feel" that inspires Craftsmanship!

X'CELITE,
ORCHARD PARK ,

INCORPORATED
NEW YORK

Canada: Charles W. Pointon, Ltd., Toronto

2uai y slewd %aea
PREFERRED BY THE EXPERTS

NOW,
TEST

& REACTIVATE

ANY PICTURE TUBE
monochrome or color,
short or long neck!

cps.
A single 1.5-volt cell supplies operat-

ing bias for the transistor, while correct
polarity is selected by the PNP-OFF-NPN
switch located on the front panel. The
5K -ohm pot shown in the schematic permits the operator to vary base current
and thereby establish a conduction range
for the transistor. I found that the higher
you set this control before the transistor
cuts out, the higher the representative
gain will be. You'll find this feature useful when comparing operating characteristics of like or unlike transistors.
When a satisfactorily operating transistor is connected to the tester, the AC
signal developed in the primary winding
of the transformer is stepped up in the
secondary to fire the NE51 indicator.
Brightness of the neon glow will be
directly proportional to the amplitude of
the output signal. When using the output jacks to monitor the signal, the lamp
switch should be placed in its off position to prevent any limiting or clipping

have

...

x 33/4" x 2";

When I used the Seco Model 100 to
test a number of known good and bad
transistors, I immediately wanted to find
out what made it tick. The instrument
does not measure current or resistance
on a meter, but indicates the condition
of a transistor by placing it in a current amplifying circuit. Its output is then evaluated by the glow of a built-in neon
bulb, or by monitoring the output with
an AC voltmeter or oscilloscope. Special
output jacks are provided on the front
panel for this purpose.
So that you will better understand its
theory of operation, I have shown a
schematic of the tester in Fig. 8. The
transistor under test is connected as a
grounded -emitter stage in a pulse generator circuit. This network functions as
a simple blocking oscillator, driving the
transistor into saturation and thereby
generating a pulse signal with a repetition rate of approximately 150 to 12,000

handles

SAMS PHOTOFACT INDEX
sent direct
to your shop

MASTER 1E1E1

o;MfdCi

Yes, now you can have the valuable

SAMS MASTER INDEX TO PHOTOFACT

1

V200 DYNAMIC
TES TER-REACTIVATOR

and new CA -200
color tube adapter

t

and Index Supplements
sent direct to your shop at no cost
to you! Just mail coupon below and
you'll be sure to receive regularly
your handy guide to the world's
finest service data covering over
FOLDERS

33,000 TV, Radio, Amplifier,
Tuner Tape Recorder and Changer

Here's the only equipment on the market that
dynamically tests all picture tubes
color and black -and -white,
including 110° types with new
2.34v, 2.68v and 8.4 filaments.
.

models. Send for it-it's
MAIL
COUPON

FREE!

Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc.

Each gun of color tubes tested sep-

2201 East 46th St., Indianapolis 6, Ind.

the

Put me on your mailing list to receive the Sams
Photofact Master Index and Supplements

arately and dynamically

...

only accurate way. Exclusive
"Magic Eye" makes reactivation
safe and sure.

I'm

a

V200 only $64.00 plus
CA200 adapter, $13.50

My

Distributor is:

Write
for
Details

VIS -U - ALL
PRODUCTS CO.
640 EASTERN, S. E.
GRAND RAPIDS 6,

Shop

Service Technician

:_fulltime;_parttime

Name
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Address:
City

Zone

State
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INCREDIBLE
THE SIZE

THE SOUND

BEaNS

THE POWER

PERFECT

PIN -CRIMPER

Picture -Tube Repair Tool
Eliminates that hard
soldering ¡ob.
Fig. 8. Dynamic testing circuit used
in Seco Model 100 transistor checker.

1960
ALL -TRANSISTOR
RADIOS

from

GRAND PRIX

AWARD WINNING

HITACHI

Finest and most complete line of imported personal radios in America. Created by Hitachi, Ltd., world-renowned
leaders in advanced electronics design
honored with the
and manufacture
Grand Prix gold medal, for scientific
equipment, at the Brussels World's Fair.
EACH SET GIFT BOXED with leather
carrying cases and accessories. And power promoted all the way, nationally and

...

locally.
For the authorized Hitachi distributor nearest you, write or

phone:

THE SAMPSON COMPANY
ESTABLISHED 1921
ELECTRONICS DIVISION, 2244 S. Western Ave.,
Virginia 7-6363
Chicago 8, Illinois
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action by the bulb itself. With this switch
in its off position, a 470K -ohm resistor
loads the secondary of the transformer.
The switch shunting the 680 -ohm resistor in the base network is used to change
the amount of feedback present in the
test circuit. Thus, the instrument can be
set up to test a wide range of transistors
from small signal types to power units.
With this switch in its POWER TYPES position and the resistor in the circuit to
reduce feedback, power transistors can be
tested at currents up to 50 ma or more.
To give you an idea of the actual test
procedures involved, here are the motions
I went through to test several different
transistors in our lab.
For a straightforward "go -no go" indication, I first adjusted the base current
control to its zero mark and turned on
the neon lamp switch. Next, I pushed the
slide -type selector switch to either its PNP
or NPN position, depending on the type
I was testing. I noted, however, that if
you couldn't determine the type and
switch setting, no damage would occur
to the transistor or the instruments as
long as the base current knob pointed
to "0". This proved very interesting; if
the bulb didn't glow after connecting the
transistor and placing the switch in one
position, I merely switched it to the
other, got an indication, and thus identified the type automatically. Of course,
if the unit under test is defective, the
bulb will not glow in either position.
In each test I either inserted the transistor into the panel socket or attached
the coded clip leads to the proper elements. Once the transistor is connected
to the tester, its condition is indicated
immediately by the glow of the neon
bulb. The bulb will glow if the transistor
is functioning in the oscillator circuit,
which means it isn't open, shorted, or
excessively weak. At this point, you may
also increase the base current control,
which is calibrated from 0 to 100, until
a point is reached where the glow of the
neon can no longer be detected. This is
the drop -out or cut-off point of the transistor in the oscillator circuit, and the
reading on the control may be used to
indicate relative gain.
When monitoring the output of the
Model 100 with a scope, I found that a
normal signal generally produced a pattern like that pictured in Fig. 9A. This
particular example was obtained using an
NPN type 2N172 transistor. The pulse
frequency was about 450 cps, and the

only $1.25

Fix

loose

pin

connec-

tions in seconds. Pays
for itself in time saved
on one job alone. 3"
long.

Patent 2,878,698

Intermittent operation of picture tubes due to
defective solder connections at socket pins is
easily corrected through the use of the Berns
Perfect Pin Crimper. Actually a 3 -in -1 tool
that can also be used as a channel -selector
wrench and screwdriver, it serves to notch
pins and element leads to provide solid electrical connections. Pin keeps its original form.

IT'S DANDY

.

.

.

IT'S HANDY

"you'll like it"

Available at your parts distributor.
Another fine product from:

SANDY SAYS:
"The key to easy
Hi-Fi changeover"

ADAPTERS
are the 3

to your CUSTOM
adapt existing connecting cables to your needs!
HERE

Hi

Fi

KEYS

installations

SD -12

.

..

lieeel-4i

PHONO PLUG TO PHONO PIN CONNECTOR
use to extend phono plug cables in new or
revised Hi-Fi or Stereo installations.
.

.

DP -22
PHONO PIN JACK ADAPTER
.
invaluable for extending existing cable connections
when converting Hi-Fi, etc.
DOUBLE

SP -11
PIN TO PHONO PLUG ADAPTER
handy way to convert existing phono pin to
phono plug connecting cables.
PHONO
.

.

.

d n1'htll' 1u.
Co.ELECTRONIC
2712 W.

uOMPONENT;

Montrose Chicago 18,

III.

í an

Pir

QUALITY

Offers You

OF

INTERNATIONAL REPUTATION

Complete Range

A

of Silicon Rectifier
Mounting Types

emeggiroi

0111111111

M-500

MOP

waveforms obtained at
the output jacks of the Seco tester.

The cartridge -type Tarzian M-500
(500 ma) snaps into popular fuse

Fig. 9. Scope

holder brackets.

signal had an amplitude of 6 volts peak to -peak. With the lamp switch turned
on, this same output became distorted as
shown in Fig. 9B. Here, I noted some
clipping and a few unusual oscillations.
Checking a 2N44, which is a PNP type,
I found the polarity of the signal reverses
from that obtained with an NPN unit (see
Fig. 9C). The pulse frequency was about
the same, but the amplitude tripled. I
could also reverse scope -lead connections
and the pattern would revert back to the
polarity of Fig. 9A. When I tested a
CK721 known to be defective, I found
it would not light the neon bulb nor produce any indication on the scope. Trying
to out -fox the instrument, I also checked
a 2N35 unit which had a good gain characteristic but excessive leakage. As it
turned out, however, I couldn't fool the

40H

Standard top -hat Tarzian 40H (750
ma) is directly interchangeable where
a metal case is required.

F4

Tarzian F4 (750 ma) insulated case
tucks in out of the way against chassis.
Leads are solder type.
Write for complete information

SARKES, TARZIAN, INC.
RECTIFIER DIVISION
DEPT. PF -7, 415 NORTH COLLEGE AVENUE

BLOOMINGTON, INDIANA
In Canada: 700 Weston Rd., Toronto 9. Tel. Roger 2-7535
Export: Ad Auriema, Inc., New York City

tester; an output just couldn't be
obtained.
One of the most important test features of the Model 100 is its ability to
check transistors in -circuit. This is a real
timesaver, especially since so many transistors are now soldered to printed wiring boards. The impedance of the circuitry in most transistorized equipment is
such that the tester is capable of generating a signal
provided, of course, the
transistor itself is operative.
When troubleshooting portable radios,
I found it's best to advance the volume
control to maximum in order to minimize base circuit loading for an in -circuit
test. To increase the instrument's utility,
I noted that an external battery connected in series with the collector circuit
would provide a higher operating potential for certain in -circuit test requirements. In addition, a 500 -ohm control
may be placed across the output jacks to
extend the current range of the unit
when checking power -type transistors.

-

SELL--SATISY
SERV.
with famous

ACHT
R

FINING TUBES

Choice as original equipment by
manufacturers in the U.S. and abroad
Performance -proved around the world.
Made the quality -controlled American
way to fully meet top American standards. Yet, important cost savings assure
you profits not normally obtainable with
tubes of such high calibre.
complete line of quality electronic components. For CATALOG NO. 558-R, and the name
of your nearest Hitachi distributor, write or phone:
A

THE SAMPSON COMPANY
ESTABLISHED 1921
ELECTRONICS

DIVISION, 2244 S. Western Ave.,
Virginia 7-6363

Chicago 8, Illinois
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NEW

FROM

MODEL 107
TUBE
TESTER

TIPS for TECHS

DYNAMIC TRANSISTOR
HECKER

DYNAMICALLY CHECKS WIDE RANGE OF TRANSISTOR TYPES EITHER "IN OR OUT" OF CIRCUIT!
This new low-cost checker uses an entirely new approach
but a proven DYNAMIC principle for checking transistors.
safely tests PNP and NPN transistors either "in or out"
of the circuit. Covers wide range of types: small signal
including "drift" types, medium power; and power
types. Provides positive check for "opens," shorts, and
gain-condition indicated by means of a visual indicator
plus jacks for meter or scope. Also provides GO -NO-GO test
at practical currents-and permits matching of similar
transistor types. No set-up required-no further leakage
tests necessary. Model 100 is compact, lightweight, complete, and ready -to -use ... helps you cash -in on the big
profits in the fast growing transistorized equipment
servicing field!
MODEL 100-Wired and factory tested

NEW

$19.95 NET

tbile

FROM

LOW COST, COMPLETE
TUBE TESTER

outstanding reliability, accuracy
Provides 3 important tests: amplifier
types tested for gain by Dynamic
Mutual Conductance method-power
types tested for cathode current by
Cathode Emission method-all types
tested for shorts and grid error by
Grid Circuit Test developed and
patented by Seco. Dynamic Mutual
Conductance Test pre-wired to eliminate elaborate set-up. Cathode Emission Test done by free point pin selector method-will not be obsoleted.
Completely self-contained in portable
carrying case.

Soldering Gun Repairs Knobs

MODEL 107-Wired and factory tested $139.50 NET

MODEL HC.6
IN -CIRCUIT
CURRENT
CHECKER

positive, on -the -spot check
of horizontal output current!
This new, low-cost current checker
provides simple means for making a
positive on -the -spot check of TV horizontal circuits. Can be placed into the
circuit in seconds-no unsoldering of
circuit wiring-immediately indicates
whether horizontal tube cathode current is within manufacturer's recommended limits. Valuable as a fast,
accurate indicating device whenadjusting horizontal drive and linearity.
Eliminates one of the most common
causes of callbacks. Compact, inexpensive, easy to useMOD EL

HC-6-Wired

Ever pull the knob off the front
of a set and have the metal insert
either fall to the floor or stay on the
control shaft? If you cement it back
in place, you have to wait quite a
while for the cement to set. Next
time you encounter this trouble, use
the top or your soldering gun to fuse
some plastic around the insert to
hold it in place.

and factory tested $12.95 NET

Handy Tool Bag
MODEL GCT-6
GRID CIRCUIT
TESTER

GRID CIRCUIT and TUBE MERIT TESTER
Complete test coverage of all modern TV tube types as
well as all heater type radio tubes including hybrid
types, using only 5 sockets. Incorporates patented Seco
GRID CIRCUIT TEST plus a reliable CATHODE EMISSION test
using new low impedance low test voltage circuit-also
checks filament continuity and provides open element,
test. One easy -to -read meter indicates results for both
Grid Circuit and Tube Merit Tests. Two -stage De amplifier isolates meter from tube under test to protect meterand makes it possible to achieve a wide range of load
currents and test conditions. Complete with portable
carrying case, pin straighteners, and flip -chart for quick
set-up data.
MODEL 16-Wired and factory tested

r-

SEND FOR
COMPLETE SECO
STORY ON

D

Three Tube
Testers

VTVM

D

...

Dynamic
Transistor Checker

Sold Only Thru Electronics

PF

.

.

.

$69.50 NET

"control grid" conditions
Model GCT-8 checks "control grid"
condition of vacuum tubes faster,
more accurately than any other tester!
As many as eleven simultaneous
checks-automatically Quickly spots
grid errors and leakage-stops guessing, substitution checking, and costly
rechecks. Electron -Eye tube indicates
faults at a glance. Truly portable.
The perfect companion to any tester
that employs only conventional gas
and shorts test. Carry it on all calls.
!

MODEL GCT-8 Complete kit

1O0ºá Accurate

NAME

Flyback Checker
Battery

ADDRESS

Eliminator
Parts Distributors
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$19.95 NET

$29.95 NET

SECO MANUFACTURING CO.
5015 Penn Ave. So., Minneapolis, Minn.

Current Checker

D

.

MODEL GCT-8 Wired and tested

OUTSTANDING RELIABILITY-TOP DOLLAR VALUE!

In -Circuit

L
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fast check of critica

CITY

ZONE

STATE

If those sets of interchangeable
screwdriver bits or socket -wrench
tips aren't kept together in a case,
you probably have to paw around
among the other tools in your box
to find the one you need. You can
keep all of these tools "rounded
up" by putting them in a plastic or
leather tobacco pouch of the type
available at stores for a few cents.
Tube Removal Time -Saver

When a tube caddy is jam-packed
with tubes in their cartons, it's not
easy to take hold of the one you
need and lift it out. In fact, it's possible to waste several minutes trying
to fish out the tube you want. You
can lick this problem by carrying a
nailfile in your tube kit. Bend over
one end of the file at a 90° angle so
that you can slip it under the end
flap of a carton to lift it out. Keep
your "nail -file tube lifter" wedged in
between cartons when it isn't in use.

WAS A
TRUSTED
NAME ...

Handkerchief Frees Knob
If you ever encounter a stubborn
radio or TV knob that just won't
come loose no matter how hard you
tug away at it, don't damage the set's
cabinet by trying to pry the knob
loose with a screwdriver. Instead,
take a piece of cloth or a handkerchief, slip one edge down behind
the knob, and pull outward. This
will usually do the trick.
To Be

Shield

Coax

Cable

Soldered

1

Can Opener

TO FLY
CROSS

Plastic
Insulation

Opener Used As Heat Shunt
When you're soldering or tinning
a braided shield on a piece of coax
cable, the heat from the iron causes
melting of the plastic insulation underneath. To prevent this, place the
pointed end of a puncture -type can
opener under the braid as shown.
The opener will absorb most of the
excess heat and thereby prevent
melting of the underlying insulation.
A Sponge

WHEN IT TOO
72 HOURS

Will

Do The Trick

What TV serviceman hasn't carried a heavy TV chassis and felt
the discomfort of its sharp edges?
Gloves make the task a bit easier,
but a couple of those rectangular shaped plastic kitchen sponges work
even better. Next time you have a
chassis to carry, try using them to
pad the edges. You'll want them in
your tool kit not only for this purpose, but also for padding a CRT
when the chassis is rested on its side
and for cleaning the tube face.

P'4

RY

Back in 1924, when it took the dirigible Shenandoah 72 hours to fly
from Lakehurst, N. J. to San Diego, TOBE had already built a
reputation for dependable replacement capacitors. Today, Boeing
707's cross the continent in 51íi hours (and TOBE makes thermonuclear as well as replacement capacitors), but nothing has ever
replaced TOBE dependability.
Yes, dirigibles are a thing of the past. So are worries over service
call-backs, when you use dependable TOBE replacement capacitors.
Install 'em. Forget 'em. Here's a typical TOBE long -life capacitor:

THE "JET" ELECTROLYTIC
Hermetically sealed into aluminum containers
with exclusive plastic sleeves.
Compact construction; self-supported by means
of rigged tinned leads.
Capacities from I to 2000 mfd.
Voltages from 3 to 700 VDCW.
Temperature range to +85°C.

See

y&DìAìkt&cI
TOBE DEUTSCHMANN CORPORATION. INDIANAPOLIS. INDIANA
September, 1959/PF REPORTER
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A Lot

of Pull

Several of my regular customers own
General Electric Model 16C113 receivers.
As these sets age, they have an increasing
tendency to develop horizontal pulling

HOOTER

when the contrast control is advanced. In
one particular set, horizontal sync is completely lost at maximum contrast. I would
appreciate any advice you can offer to
help me eliminate this symptom.
E. I. STREBLER
St. Louis, Mo.

ANSWERS YOUR SERVICE PROBLEMS

Oo

TO

GRID

Horizontal pulling in this model is
usually caused by some malfunction
which interferes with normal operation of
the sync stages. The grid of the sync
amplifier is connected to the AGC system
through the contrast control (see schematic); therefore, trouble in the sync section will affect AGC and vice versa. Resetting the contrast control will naturally
produce a change in the observed symptoms.
Begin this repair job by installing new
tubes in all tuner, IF, video, and sync
sockets to eliminate the possibility of
sync-signal distortion due to gas or leakage in tubes. In a set this old, you'd also
be smart to replace tubular capacitors
C35, C48, C75, and C77, which frequently become leaky and cause sync
trouble.
If these efforts don't bring the pulling
to a halt, check tube -pin voltages in the
video and sync stages. Keep in mind that
all grid voltages should measure slightly
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Lubricant

160Z. AEROSOL CAN

.

only

$1.95

dealer net
Model no. H14
Stocked by leading parts jobbers.

negative with respect to the associated
cathodes when no input signal is present.
To prevent random noise from entering
the receiver and causing inaccurate readings, short the VHF antenna terminals
together.
The pulling symptom should yield to
the above treatment. 1f not, check the
output waveform of the video detector at
a scope sweep frequency of 30 cps. If the
sync pulses in this signal have a mashed down appearance at high settings of the

contrast control, RF or IF overloading is
indicated; on the other hand, a clean
waveform at the detector means the preceding stages are working normally, and
you can confine your trouble search to
the video and sync circuits.

TV

system to obtain better sound quality?
FRED W. BROWN

Los Angeles, Calif.
If it has a power transformer, a TV
may safely be connected to an external
audio amplifier with a minimum of
trouble. If the connecting lead is going
to be short (not over 6' of shielded
cable), you can use the simple arrangement shown in part A of the schematic.
Install a phono jack at the rear of the
TV chassis; then unsolder the lead from
the top of the volume control and run
it to the center terminal of the jack by
way of a .01-mfd coupling capacitor.
This high -impedance connection won't
be satisfactory if the TV and hi-fi units
are some distance apart. However, a long
interconnecting lead can be used if you
rewire the first audio amplifier of the TV
set to convert it to a cathode follower.
A suitable circuit is given in part B of
the schematic. Try different values of resistance in the plate circuit, then finally
install whatever value is necessary to deliver 100 volts at the plate of the 6T8.
Don't disable the audio output circuit
of the set if it is an essential part of the
B+ supply network (tube acting as

O
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C. D. MAYSENT

Harlan, Iowa
Repeated flyback failure, when not accompanied by severe arcing, is generally
the result of excessive current through
the transformer. As a rule, the high voltage rectifier circuit is not at fault.
More probable causes of this condition
are improper drive signal to the grid of

Transistor Radio Servicing
CAN be Highly Profitable
The ONLY Complete Transistor Radio Service Lab
Everything you need for less than $50
Check Transistors, Diodes. Rectifiers

...

SENCORE TRC4 TRANSISTOR CHECKER
Accurately checks all transistors in hearing aids,
radios and power transistors in auto radios. Tests
for opens, shorts, leakage, current gain. Measures
forward -reverse current ratio on all crystal diodes.
Measures forward and reverse currents on selenium
rectifiers. With set-up chart for accurate checking
of each transistor. Size, 5x41/2x21/2". With
batteries. DEALER NET
1795
Replace Batteries

During Repair

..

.

SENCORE PS103 BATTERY ELIMINATOR
All -new "Transi -Pak," twin to TRC4 Checker
above. Provides variable DC voltage to 24 volts;
1.5 -volt biasing tap (a"must" for servicing Philco
and Sylvania radios). Metered current output, to
100 ma. Handles 200 -ma peaks. Two 200-mfd
electrolytics provide proper filtering and low output impedance. No hum or feedback problems.
Ideal for alignment using station signal; adjust IF
slugs for max. current, also ideal for charging
nickel -cadmium batteries. Size, 5x41/zx2r/2"
DEALER NET
Ì795

mmt=_

470

FROM

Frybacks
I have had to replace the flyback transformer in a Magnavox 107 Series receiver
several times during the past few years.

The transformer gets warm enough to
melt the wax, and I've also had trouble
with corona discharge. By placing sheets
of polystyrene between the flyback and
the chassis, I eliminated a great deal of
the corona-but not the overheating. All
components in the circuit seem to check
normal. Could the high -voltage circuit be
drawing too much current for some reason?

Through Hi-Fi?

Is it practical to connect a TV set to
an external hi-fi amplifier and speaker

TERMINAL 5
OF RATIO
DET. TRANS.

dropping resi*or between the high and
low B+ lines). The output stage may
be isolated from the first audio amplifier
by removal of the coupling capacitor,
and you can silence the TV set's speaker
by replacing it with a dummy load consisting of three 10 -ohm, I/2 -watt resistors
in parallel. If you don't want to leave
the audio output tube operating, you'll
hape to subsitute a power resistor for it.
This will require some figuring or experimentation to determine the resistance
value which will establish the correct
voltage level on the 135 -volt B+ line.
a

8+

Find Defective Stage in

Minute

..

.

SENCORE HG104 HARMONIC GENERATOR
New signal generator designed primarily for fast
signal -tracing of transistor radio circuits. No need
to unsolder all transistors. Provides RF, IF and
audio signals simultaneously, drastically cutting
service time. Traces from speaker to antenna. Clear
1000 cycle note signal is heard in speaker from all
good stages. Signal weakens or stops at defecti
stage. Equally as effective for testing TV, hi-fi and
other audio circuits also. Size, 31/2x41/2x 13/4".
With batteries. DEALER NET
995
See your Parts

47000

a

Distributor
NOW!

Turn page for other

Time Savers
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the horizontal output tube, incorrect
screen voltage on this tube, or misadjustment of the width and linearity controls.
When these slugs are properly adjusted,
the cathode current of the 6CD6 output
tube should not exceed approximately
120 ma.

UHFORVHF

Sound Bars

THERE'S A

I am working on a Packard -Bell Chassis 98D1 which has a beautiful picture

(resolution better than 325 lines) until
the fine-tuning control is adjusted for
clear sound; then the picture is full of
interference and barely usable.
ORVIL L. PAYNE

ANTENNA
FOR EVERY REQUIREMENT
Best by field test! In every area, for every requirement, Taco
antennas top them all! For better performance, easier installation, greater dependability choose the leader
Taco antenna. VHF or UHF, every antenna installation
becomes more profitable when you use a Taco antenna.

-

TOPLINERS
-everyone

lQ®

a

-a

- TRAPPERS -EXPLORERS - BOWTIES

winner in its class, and everyone

a

Taco quality product.

WRITE FOR COMPLETE CATALOG

.

SHERBURNE, NEW YORK

TECHNICAL APPLIANCE CORPORATION
In Canada: Hackbusch

..

Electronics, Toronto 4, Ont.

Santa Rosa, Calif.
There are only two things which cause
sound bars and related interference patterns in the TV picture. One is lack of
decoupling between the audio output
stage and the rest of the receiver, while
the other is incorrect alignment of the
RF, IF or video circuits.
In the former case, bridging new units
across the filter and decoupling capacitors
in the audio output circuit will quickly
reveal the culprit. Should you suspect
misalignment, the first adjustments to
check are the sound traps-one in the
video amplifier (tuned to 4.5 mc), and
another in the IF strip, usually adjusted
for minimum response at 41.25 mc. In
case these traps seem to be working properly, but you still cannot remove the
sound bars from the picture, then you
will probably have to perform further
alignment of the video IF and possibly
the tuner.

"Pleated" Raster
The enclosed photograph is of an
Arvin Model 21-551TM. The combined
keystone and foldover effect was caused
by an open high -voltage winding on the

horizontal -output transformer.
ROBERT E. REDD

HUT DRIVERS
IN3POPULAR

SlifS

4. 5/16'' 63/8'

ArREEl
32 PAGE

QUICK -SILVER FOR

TOOL

YOU ..
MERCURY FOR US

CATALOG

.

Merit shipments to all parts of the
United States are jet -fast, and sure as

sunrise. Mercury, the mythical god.
would be pleased.
MERIT CONSISTENT QUALITY
PLUS FAST DELIVERY MEANS
QUICK -SILVER FOR YOU
.
EXTRA -DOLLARS AND
BIGGER PROFITS.

..

MERIT
COMPARE IT WITH

MERIT COIL AND TRANSFORMER CORP
MERIT PLAZA . HOLLYWOOD, FLORIDA
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SCREWHOLDING
SCREWDRIVERS

NOWII/ /4oR0VEN

SYZES'!
9851

SANTA

FE

ALBURTIS AVE.
SPRINGS, CALIFORNIA

Union Furnace, Ohio
It's a wonder you had any raster at
all! According to the usual behavior of
open circuits, you should have no input
to the high -voltage rectifier and thus no
screen brightness. Evidently, however,
the gap in the transformer winding is
narrow enough that the high -voltage
pulses can arc across it and still reach
the plate of the rectifier. This could
happen even though the winding might
give an "open" indication on an ohmmeter. At the same time, the open place

cause
enough detuning of the flyback circuit
to produce the weird "pleated" effect in
the raster.
in the winding would probably

Vertical Roll
An Olympic Chassis DD, used in a
weak -signal area, has had poor vertical
hold from the time it was installed. I
have checked all components and voltages from the sync take-off point to the
vertical output stage, but all check normal.
JOHN SCHLECHT

Baker, Mont.

If anyone ever needed a scope, you
need one now! The key to your whole
problem is the waveform at the output of
the integrator. This should be viewed
with the vertical output tube removed
from its socket, and clean 60 -cps pulses
with an amplitude of about 5 volts p -p
should appear. Unfortunately, the signal
in your area may be so weak that you
are not obtaining a good, noise -free vertical sync waveform of adequate height.
In that case, make sure that the sync
stages are all working at peak efficiency.
You might increase stage gain or noise
immunity by making slight changes in
component values. If you attempt this,
keep checking your results with the scope
to see if the desired improvement is being
produced; also consider whether or not
the proposed changes would cause shortened tube life or circuit instability.
In case your integrated pulse waveform
looks normal, the most likely trouble is
that the natural frequency of the vertical
oscillator is either too fast or too slow.
For a quick check of this possibility, see
if the oscillator tends to fall into sync at
one end of the hold control range.

magnet on the horizontal output tube.
Since I can remove the lines by pulling
the 6AW8 video output tube or bypassing
the cathode of the picture tube, I suspect
trouble in this area. However, I've been
unable to eliminate the lines by rerouting
the picture -tube base leads or shielding
them with aluminum foil grounded to
chassis.
"DURK" DURKIN

New York, N. Y.

Apparently, you're both experiencing
the same trouble. The electron beam of
the CRT is evidently being modulated by
an unwanted signal originating in the
horizontal sweep system. To confirm this
suspicion, check the waveform on the
driven element (cathode or grid) of the

The Fastest, Surest Method Known!
Substitute for Capacitors, Resistors
SENCORE H-36-THE "HANDY 36"
36 most -often -needed resistors and capacitors, for fast,
easy, direct substitution in all circuits.
Eliminates
searching for replacement components for test purposes.
Avoids unnecessary unsoldering and soldering-no more solder mess. Pays for itself the first
month in time saved.
Flick of a switch instantly
selects any one of ..
24 RESISTORS from 10 ohms to 5.6 megohms
10 CAPACITORS from 100 mmfd to .5 mfd
2 ELECTROLYTICS, IO mfd and 40 mfd
275
DEALER NET
.

Substitute for Electrolytic Capacitors
SENCORE ES102 ELECTRO -SUB

Usable from 2 to 450 volts, D.C.

Contains 10 etectrolytics from 4 to 350 mfd. Select
the correct value with the flick of a switch. Features
automatic discharge, surge protector circuit. Prevents
accidental "healing" of capacitor being bridged. Completely safe-no arc or spark when connecting
95
or disconnecting. DEALER NET
15

Behind Bars
A Motorola Chassis TS -52 has a number of vertical bars in the picture; the
darkest ones are toward the left side of
the screen. The set has shown the same
symptoms to a slight degree since the
date of purchase, but the bars have recently become strong enough to be objectionable. They change in intensity from
day to day, and the defect is much more
noticeable after two or three hours of
operation. Various minor repairs in the
past have temporarily reduced the bar
effect but never completely cured it.
We suspect CRT cathode modulation
of an intermittent thermal nature, and we
wonder if a slight circuit change might
not be in order-for example, connecting
a bypass capacitor from the center arm
of the brightness control to ground.
OSCAR VAN KAN

Cleveland, Ohio
Five or six vertical black lines appear
the left half of the raster on an Admiral Chassis 18Y4B. New horizontal
sweep tubes and yoke -circuit capacitors
have not helped matters, nor have I been
able to eliminate the lines by putting a
in

picture tube, using a scope sweep frequency of 7,875 cps. The video signal
input will have a "wrinkled" or "roller
coaster" appearance if it conta'ns enough
horizontal sweep energy to produce noticeable bars in the picture. When a
sweep signal is mixed with the video in
this way, it is usually entering the tuner
or IF strip by means of radiation from
some horizontal sweep component. Judging from the patterns you describe, 1
doubt if your trouble is Barkhausen effect
(radiation from the horizontal output
tube); but there are several other possible
sources of stray signals for you to check.
Make sure the outer aquadag coating on
the picture tube is grounded to chassis.
In addition, you might try shielding the
yoke and its leads. Also consider the pos-

Substitute for Fuse Resistors During Repair
SENCORE FS3 "FUSE -SAFE"
CIRCUIT TESTER

Instantly tells you whether or not it is safe to replace
fuse resistors, fuses, or circuit breakers. Separate red
and green scale for each commercially available fuse
resistor used in radio and TV. Eliminates guesswork
and wasted time. Also handy for wattage checks
up to 1100 watts. DEALER NET
8895

a

Substitute for Bias Batteries During Repair
SENCORE BE3 "ALIGN-O-PAK"
Completely isolated DC supply, with less than 0.1%
ripple. Eliminates messy batteries in TV service work.

Handy for alignment, AGC trouble -shooting, or

checking gated sync circuits. Just dial the voltage you
need, 0-18 volts, positive or negative. Covers all
voltages recommended by TV set manufacturers. Size,
31/2x41/2x13/4". For 110-120 volts, 60 cycle AC
DEALER NET

UNIVERSAL TV JUMPER CORD
Fits any set from back to chassis.
Box has male and female plugs for
additional power source, sol- 95
dering, etc. DEALER NET 1

Turn page for other

Time Savers
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sibility of parasitic oscillation in the horizontal output or damper circuit. The most
commonly -used remedy for the latter
condition is to insert low -value resistors
(under 100 ohms) in series with the various signal leads to the output and damper
tubes. Connect the resistors directly to
the socket pins and attach the leads to
the outer ends of the resistors.

Grip of Death
Here is a hint regarding failure of
6CD6GA horizontal output tubes in General Electric Model 21C225 and similar
sets. The tube is held in its socket by a
spring -steel retainer having two jutting
prongs. They grip the old -type 6CD6G
tubes at the top of the Bakelite base:
.

however, the design of the newer -type
6CD6GA is such that the retainer contacts the glass envelope directly opposite
the lower supporting disc for the tube
elements. The high pulse voltages within
the tube eat pinholes through the glass
where the prongs touch it, thereby admitting air into the tube. The retaining
device is easily removed, being held in
place by only a single #8 x 14 " sheet metal screw.
JOHN H. BLOODGOOD
Anaheim, Calif.
Be on guard for this kind of trouble
whenever "modernized" tube types seem
to be suffering from a high failure rate.
1G3GT,
5U4GB,
The
6BQ6GTB,
6L6GC, and similar tubes can be sub -
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stituted for older types in most cases
with no trouble; however, some design
peculiarity of a certain chassis occasionally results in a bothersome problem involving nothing more than an improper
physical clearance between parts.

Broadcast Interference
Would you give some practical solutions to various cases of interference with
radio reception due to TV oscillations,
stoker motors, heat blowers, electric
razors, mixers, etc? This is a problem
that everyone is up against to some degree, but I can't find sufficient information about what can be done with unwanted frequencies arriving at the radio
-through the air, from the power line,
or both. It's often impossible to correct
the interference at its source.
JoHN J. HANCOCK

Keokuk, Iowa
The radio interference you describe is
still one of servicing's nastiest problems.
Most sources of interference radiate harmonics or noise pulses that cover the
same frequency range as the standard
broadcast band, so "wave traps" are
powerless to filter out the objectionable
signals.
If the spurious radiation is principally
being fed in through the power line, as
is often the case with household appliances, you're relatively well off. A line
filter, inserted between the receiver and
the AC line plug, will often reduce the
interference to a bearable level.
Airborne interference is most efficiently
attacked by increasing the radio's sensitivity to desired signals, or by improving
its selectivity. An amazing improvement
can often be made by adjusting the receiver for proper tracking-not in the
sense of bringing in all stations at the
correct places on the dial, but in the
manner described in "Tracking Superhets" in our December, 1957 issue. If you
make sure that the difference frequency
between the RF and oscillator signals is
always precisely equal to the center frequency of the IF, then the desired signals
will receive more IF gain and will be
better able to override noise.
Reception of a particular "favorite station" can be cleaned up to some degree
by replacement of the standard radio antenna with a high -Q, ferrite -core antenna.
This unit can be adjusted for peak antenna sensitivity in the desired portion of
the broadcast band, with a resulting increase in signal-to-noise ratio.
Some desperate cases have been improved by installation of an outside radio
antenna, as far removed as possible from
interference sources. This may have to be
connected to the receiver by a shielded
cable to avoid picking up unwanted radiation on the lead-in. Unfortunately, an
outside antenna isn't much help if the
interference is coming from a neighbor's
TV set and radiating from a roof antenna. In this instance, about your only
recourse is to visit the owner of the
offending TV receiver and politely seek
to correct the cause of any excessive
radiation.

G.E. 1960 REMOTE UNIT
(Continued from page 27)

basic oscillator coil LI. Incremental
coils L2, L3 and L4 can be switched
in series with L1 to provide more
inductance and thus tune the oscillator to various lower frequencies.

The transmitter's push buttons
operate the coil switches as indicated in the schematic; at the same
time, they close a battery switch
and energize the transistor circuit.
Servicing
For a quick operational check of

the transmitter, key it while holding
it within several feet of an ordinary
AM radio tuned to 640 kc. (In recent models, this corresponds to the
Conelrad marking near the low end
of the dial.) Since 640 is approximately the second harmonic of the
322.7-kc transmitter frequency, the
control signals will normally be
heard on the radio as a "do -re -mi fa" series of audio tones. If you
suspect that the transmitter's output
is weak, remove the back of the case
and check the base -emitter voltage
of the transistor. (Proper test points
are indicated in Fig. 5.) You should
get a DC reading of -1.5 to -2 volts
whenever you press one of the buttons; any lesser reading means insufficient output.
If necessary, the control receiver
can be serviced without being connected to the TV set. Merely apply
117 volts AC between pins 2 and
5 of the octal plug, and observe the
operation of various relays as indicators of system performance. It's
advisable to keep the receiver in an
"upright" position (with tubes sideways!) to insure free operation of
the relays.
Two test points are provided outside the case of the receiver (near
the 6EA8) to simplify alignment
and testing. One of them, 2" above
the antenna jack, is connected
through a 5000-mmf capacitor to
the plate of the audio amplifier.
When this point is monitored with a
VTVM (set on a low AC scale), a
reading of about 15 volts rms should
be obtained between test point and
ground when the transmitter is held
near the receiver and keyed.
If this reading seems abnormal,
try moving the meter lead to the
amplifier -grid test point on the other
side of the 6EA8 socket. When the
transmitter is keyed, you should ob-

tain an AC reading of about 1 volt
rms-or a DC indication of as much
as -2 volts. Exact values of voltage
will depend upon several factors
such as the sensitivity-control setting.
The grid of the detector (pin 9 of
the 6EA8) is an excellent place to
check for the presence of an input
signal; unfortunately, you have to
take off the side panel of the receiver to reach it. This point is a
fraction of a volt negative with respect to ground, until a signal arrives from the transmitter; then the
voltage should shift to some value
from -5 to -12 volts, depending on

the strength of the input signal.
If a signal from a normally -operating transmitter does not produce
the expected voltage shift at the input side of the detector, then trouble
probably exists in the antenna, RF
amplifier, or power supply of the
receiver. Realignment might even be
needed.
Adjustments

The General Electric remote unit,
like most other electronic equipment, is not likely to need realignment for at least several years.
However, it may be necessary to

America's Most Popular Tube Tester
more than 25,000 now in use
SENCORE LC3 LEAKAGE CHECKER
Whips those "tough dog" tube troubles

...

...

Ask any serviceman who owns one
or try one
for just one day of servicing in your shop. You'll
see for yourself how much time the LC3 can save
you. Checks for leakage between all elements,
whether caiised by gas, grid emission or foreign
particles. Also checks leakage on all capacitors
with voltage applied-including electrolytics. Provides instant filament checks in "Fil -Check" position-no need for a second filament checker.-One
spare pre -heating socket and new roll chart
prevent obsolescence. New charts provided-no
charge. Leakage sensitivity; 100 megohms, control
grid to all other elements; 50,000 ohms, heater to
cathode. Size, 7x6x31/2". Wt., 3 lbs. For
110-120 volts, 60 cycle AC. DEALER NET ZÓ95

Check Filaments

NOW
checks 172
tube types-more than
any other checker of
this type.
.

.

.

NEW . . replaceable
Roll Chart prevents

obsolescence.

Check

of All
Receiving
Tubes

and 4 -Prong
Vibrators

3-

...

Faster,
Easier

and

Picture
Tubes
FC4 FILAMENT CHECKER

VB2 "VIBRA-DAPTOR"

For fast, easy checking of all tube filaments, without pulling chassis. Neon
light goes out if tube filament is good.
Also acts as continuity and voltage tester.
Neon lamp glows when 115 v. AC is applied by cheater cord, providing a check
on power to TV set. Size, 31/sx4x1'. 295
With leads. DEALER NET

Plugs into any tube checker; ideal for
use with LC3 above. To check 6-v. vibrators, set for 6AX4 or 6SN7; for 12-v.
vibrators, set for 12AX4 or 12SN7. Two
No. 51 lamps indicate whether vibrator
needs replacing. Instructions on front
panel. Steel case. Size, 11/2xlt153' 275

DEALER NET

G

See your Parts Distributor NOW!
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check the adjustment of the receiver
antenna and the sensitivity control
from time to time. Being RF -operated, the remote system is subject
to some interference due to radia-

use a normally -operating receiver as
an indicator; the job is much easier
that way. The RF trimmer (Fig. 5)

VTVM CONNECTIONS FOR
MEASURING BASE -EMITTER VOLTAGE

PO S LEAD

9V
BATT

is
NEG LEAD
2N319

tion of horizontal -sweep energy. This effect has been minimized
by choosing an operating frequency

midway between harmonics of the
horizontal -oscillator frequency; even
so, the remote- receiver antenna sometimes must be relocated to
insure minimum pickup of sweep
interference. The procedure is as
follows: (1) Throw the horizontal
oscillator out of sync in order to
produce maximum interference; (2)
use a VTVM to monitor the AC

RF

TRIMMER

rn

FEEDBACK

WINDING

Fig. 5. Remove back of case for access
to all coils, battery and transistor.

considerable RF noise is present,
you may have to cut down the sensitivity of the remote receiver. Although this will reduce the effective
operating range of the transmitter,
it will increase the reliability of the
system.
Further alignment of the receiver
consists of adjusting the double tuned RF output transformer and
touching up the antenna trimmer.
If a known good remote transmitter
is not available, an ordinary RF signal generator (tuned to 322.7 kc
and modulated with audio) makes
a satisfactory signal source.
If a transmitter must be aligned,

voltage at the audio -output test
point; and (3) orient the antenna
for a minimum reading.
While you're at it, check the sensitivity-control setting. With the horizontal oscillator still out of sync,
turn the control until the VTVM
reads 3 volts rms. The sensitivity of
the receiver should then be high
enough to permit normal operation
of all relays, but not sufficiently high
to let interfering signals cause spurious triggering. In locations where

YOU CAN ALSO DO

adjusted for maximum AC volt-

age at the audio -output test point,
and the reed relay is used as an
indicator while the slugs in the audio
coils are being retuned. Watch the

shortest reed when adjusting the
highest -frequency coil-and so on
down the line. When you're on the
right frequency, the reed will vibrate
and energize its associated relay.
It's unlikely that two receivers
using this same remote -tuning system will be installed close enough
together to produce mutual interference; but if they ever do, provisions have been made for solving
the problem by tuning one of the
systems to a different frequency.
The RF circuits have been designed
for satisfactory operation at either
291.2 or 354.2 kc, should the need
arise. (These particular frequencies
are specified because they are subject to minimum interference from
horizontal sweep.) Retuning is done
just like regular alignment-adjust
the receiver first, then the transmitter.

THE BIG JOBS WITH WIZARDS
THE WIZARD 300
ELECTRO -MAGNETIC
COUPLER FOR ALL
SINGLE ANTENNA
MULTIPLE -OUTLET
SYSTEMS IN TV
FLAT LINE

-

7

To Date: L.A.

Housing Authority,

Los Angeles, California.

Pat. Pend

-

Outlets - One Antenna No
Amplification: Residence of Bob Barker,
MC of the popular daytime NBC show
HOME

HOUSING PROJECT -2,549 Wizards In-

stalled

Truth Or Consequences.

$1.95
LIST PRICE

APARTMENT

-

39 Outlets-One Antenna

-No Amplification: The Del Rio -10236
Old River School Road, Downey, Calif

The high electrical
efficiency of the Wizard

300 is proven in many
installations where more
1

than thirty receivers are
being operated from a
single antenna without

amplification.

HOTEL

-120 Outlets-One Antenna-One

Amplifier: The Montecito-6650 Franklin, Hollywood, California.
82
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Information on any of the above jobs and a brochure covering
Wizard System installations is available. Write Dept. PF99.

CHARLES ENGINEERING, INC.
6053 Melrose Avenue

Los Angeles, California

APARTMENT -48 Outlets-Two Antennas

(24

Outlets each)

-

No

The Paramount Riviera

Amplification:

-12447

mount Blvd., Downey, California.

Para-

Shop Talk
(Continued from page 25)

Fig. 4. Vertical

vertical

yoke

foldover indicates that
current is nonlinear.

tal windings will produce the distorted image shown in Fig. 2. When
either of these two illustrations are
encountered, your first action should
be to change the yoke. No series of

grueling tests are needed.
In Fig. 3, the complete absence
of any vertical deflection (resulting
in a brilliant, thin horizontal line)
indicates that the trouble is in the
vertical deflection system. Consequently, that section of the receiver
is the place to look. Another type
of trouble in the vertical system
might lead to the distorted indication shown in Fig. 4. The picture is
folded over at the bottom, indicating that vertical sweep is not linear.
This trouble is generally caused by
some defect in the vertical output
stage, although the oscillator circuit
is at fault on occasion. The final
illustration, Fig. 5, illustrates a severe loss of horizontal synchronization. This symptom, known as the
"Christmas -tree effect," produces a

which fall into the same category;
the most common are listed in Table
1. Possible sources of trouble have
been broken down into 13 categories, which encompass every section
of a television receiver, including
the deflection components mounted
on (and associated with) the picture
tube. A check in the latter column
does not necessarily mean that a
component is defective, although it
can be. Much more likely, it means
the component (yoke, ion trap, focus magnet, etc.) is out of position
and should be repositioned. In sim-

econds

...

AL SWEEP TROUBLES

SENCORE
Time Saver

0361110,

The missing link in TV service

completely jumbled picture; its
cause is highly erratic operation of
the horizontal oscillator.
The foregoing symptoms are fairly specific in their origin, and should
guide any reasonably experienced
service technician directly to the
stage or section where the trouble is
being developed. There are quite a
number of other trouble indicators

ilar fashion, a check in the "FM
Detector" column more often indicates a need for readjustment of the
input transformer rather than for
changing any component.
In the chart, all possible stages in
which a defect can produce the indicated symptom have been checked.
However, it stands to reason that
the trouble would normally be found
in only one stage, not in all those
checked.
Once a trouble has been narrowed down to a certain section of
the receiver, the next step is to

SENC

E

...

SS105 SWEEP CIRCUIT TROUBLE SHOOTER
IT'S A

.

.

.

UNIVERSAL HORIZONTAL OSCILLATOR. For direct

sub-

stitution. No wires to disconnect in most cases. Traces trouble right
down to the defective component. Variable output from 0-200 volts,
peak-to -peak.

HORIZONTAL OUTPUT CATHODE CURRENT
CHECKER. A proven method that quickly

checks the condition of
the horizontal output tube and associated components. Adaptor socket
prevents breaking wires. Easily replaceable Roll Chart gives all necessary
pin, current and voltage data.

UNIVERSAL DEFLECTION YOKE. A
HORIZ
OSC.

VERT
OSC

new, simple way to determine yoke failure accurately-without removing yoke from picture tube.
Merely disconnect one yoke lead and substitute. If high voltage (also
bright vertical line) is restored, TV yoke is defective.

DYNAMIC FLYBACK TRANSFORMER CHECKER. Merely

HORIZ
O.P.

VERT.

O.P.

STAGE

STAGE

HORIZ.
FLYBACK

VERT.

X FORMER

XFORMER

HORIZ.

VERT.

DEFLEC.

DEFLEC.

YOKE

YOKE

O.P.

See Your Parts

with ragged
called "Christmas -tree effect."

Fig. 5. Severe sync loss

edges

is

Distributor
NOW!

flip switch to "Flyback Check" and meter will indicate condition of
flyback transformer, in degrees of horizontal deflection. Extremely sensitive and accurate; even shows up one shorted turn on flyback.

VOLTMETER. For

testing bootstrap, screen and other voltages.
Direct -reading voltmeter, 0-1000 volts.

UNIVERSAL VERTICAL OSCILLATOR. Checks oscillator,
output transformer and yoke. Merely touch lead to component and
check picture on screen.
Size, 7x6x31/2". Wt. 4 lbs.
For 110-120 volts, 60 cycle AC.
DEALER NET 3950

SENCORE
ADDISON 2, ILLINOIS
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S

ßSTITUTE PARTS
SOLDERING

wStH_OU'l

¡ckll

Easily

with

Has
1001 Uses.'

E -Z -Hook

"SUB"

Connectors
Conners a
speaker, or

%Or
Substitute a
transformer
capacitor

[INOONSYr

f

resistor, or

I.

I,Noo.,

Seconds

It

* Makes connections
instantly!
pull off!
* *Won't
Insures positive contact!

Saves time, money and parts in servicing,

experimenting, instructing and production.
E

-Z -HOOK SUB

No. 71-1....SUI
Six Coloras -for Easy

Oily 69äa.
Lead

Identification

Canadian Rep.: Len Finkler
&
Co., Toronto, Ontario
ORDER THROUGH YOUR
PARTS DISTRIBU TOP
E

TEST PRODUCTS

-Z -HOOK

Dept

F. 1536 Woodburn Art
Covmetan, Ky.

AiyaU
MUST SPEND
YOUR MO

Why not get

it?
Something for

RE
p

get

i>É,
IN
BOTTLES
2 oz.

with

Dropper

T

4 8, 8 oz.

I

Dropper with

6 oz. SPRAY -

PACK

.tolw "CAN"

QUIETROL E
Costs little more than the
poorest substitutes. Why
take less than the BEST...
No Product can match its merit
None can equal its quality
.

.

.

.

It's the answer to noisy controls
and switches
original product of its kind

QUIETROLE is the

ar

QUIETROLE Company

SPARTANBURG, South Carolina
ACTIVE RADIO and TV DISTRIBUTORS
58 Spadina Ave., Toronto 2B, Ontario

IN CANADA:

84
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check the tubes in that section. It
may be desirable, after the defect
has been located and the Set is operating normally again, to check all
the tubes as "callback insurance."
With the quick -test checkers now
available, this can be done in 15
minutes or less. From a systematic
point of view, it is seldom desirable
to check all the tubes as the first
step; it is better to wait until the
defect has been localized and corrected.
An important feature of tube testing is the ability of the test instrument to reveal gas and high -resistance leakages. These are subtle
defects that can play all sorts of
havoc with receiver operation, and
experience has demonstrated repeatedly that you will have less trouble
with a tube possessing weak emission than one with gas or leakage.
There is one situation where the
initial step might be to check all the
tubes-when a receiver is brought
into the shop and none of the tubes
light up. This is a fairly common
trouble, particularly since many receivers now being designed have all
the tube filaments connected in ser-

TV TUNERS REBUILT

At/ MAKES
VHF
or

EXCHANGED

UHF

OVERHAULED

OR

90 DAYS

WARRANTY

COMBINATION
UHF VHF

UNITS

$19.90
ALIGNED TO ORIGINAL STANDARDS
Price includes labor and minor parts only,
defective tubes and dama
parts
are extra at net pri

Forward tune

omplete with tu
damaged paru.

I-

cover and

OTE

,

shield

MAKVIEL
CIGO

OR TORONTO

will ship C.O.D.

CASTLE TV TUNER SERVICE
5710 N. WESTERN
CHICAGO 45, ILL.

U.S.A.

ies. Under these circumstances,
checking the tubes to locate the one
with the open filament would be a
logical step; however, when all the
tubes are lit, your best bet is to
localize the trouble before testing
them.
To summarize, here's a brief recap of the troubleshooting approach
thus far:
1. Find out all you can about set
behavior from the set user before
any service work is done.
2. From the way the set operates,
determine the section of the receiver
where the defective component is
likely to be located.
3. After the section in question
has been located, check tubes in this
section as a first step.
The systematic approach to troubleshooting can do more than just
lead you to the defective section in
a receiver. It can also help you find
out which stage in the section is
not functioning normally, and sometimes it even permits you to locate
the exact component which is causing trouble. The next article in this
series will take you a step farther
in the technique of "analyzing trouble analysis."

& MODELS

152

MAIN

ST.

TORONTO 13

CANADA

$100.00 CASH
REWARD
to the first serviceman who reports the location of any of the
following stolen receivers:
.

AMC, serial 6210857; Emerson, ser151428; GE, serial 179594 and
284055; Motorola, serial 627880;
Muntz, serial 31238; Olympic, serial
R454175 and R473427; Philco, serial
nos. DD98415, 188687, SR 11019,
ial

F3044, S.O.H. 68747, A.D. 58146,
A.D. 84616, and A.C. 40544; RCA,
serial nos. 919673, 1801877, B5388102,
1837008, 1786520, 4613730,1786697,
180076, 902650, 894108, A.88460,
and A4657299; Sentinal, serial 10793;
Sylvania, serial nos. 537309-183-4334
and 537309-124-4108.
These receivers were stolen from
various service dealers in the Indianapolis area. Investigation indicates they are being disposed of in
several large midwestern cities.
Contact by phone or wire, Carl C. Schmidt,
Inspector of Detectives, Indianapolis Police
Dept., Indianapolis, Ind.

More PROFITS from stereo conversions with

ERIE...

NEW STERIEO CERAMIC

CARTRIDGE

For further information on any of the following items, circle
the associated number on the Catalog & Literature Card.

Hex Drivers

This high quality single element stereophonic cartridge is ideal for converting
monaural record players to
stereo. Dual stylus-sapphire-

(41 H)

Extra-hard tempered sockets
discourage "rounding out," and
color -coded handles indicate
socket size, in two new series
of Vaco hex nut drivers. The
Chrome -Tone line, with chrome finished solid shafts drilled 11/2"
deep, comprises 13 different
tools in standard, "stubby," and
"extra small" sizes. The 18 nut
drivers in the deluxe Gold -Tone
line are equipped with gold colored, hollow shafts.

Insulating Dope

HI -VOLTAGE INSULATOR

force:

5

grams. Output:

0.5V, each channel. Channel
separation: 20 DB.
Regular list price..

$895

.

Plus Audio Amplifier Kit!

(4211)

A nonflammable, clear

sapphire. Frequency response:
20 to 16,000 cps. Tracking

fluid-

Chemtronics No-Arc Hi -Voltage Insulator-can be brushed
onto yokes, horizontal output
transformers, and other components to repair damaged insulation or to serve as corona dope.
It dries quickly to form a coating with a dielectric strength on
the order of 20 kv. A 2 -oz.
bottle, with brush attached inside cap, has a net price of 89c.

A complete -in -one -box ERIE "PAC" kit. Printed
circuit board and plug-in components require little
assembly time to build this high -quality, four-tube
push-pull audio amplifier. Just right for profitable
stereo conversions.
Regular list price ..
.

$1295

High -Voltage Silicon Diodes (43H)
A pair of International Rectifier Corp. Type ST -7 silicon
rectifiers can replace two Type
866 mercury - vapor rectifier
tubes and their filament transformer for broadcast and communications radio applications
where PIV does not exceed
6,400 volts. The silicon diodes
and their cooling fins are
mounted on tube bases to permit plug-in installation.

Knob Stems (44H)
Flatted shafts of 1/2", 3/16"
and .202" diameter, in addition
to 1/2" slotted and knurled
shafts, can be fitted with Colman universal -type knobs by
use of Radio Knob Stems as a
coupling device. The selection
of stems includes a total of 13
different types having various
lengths.

Crystal Mike (45H)
A clip -on desk stand and a

lavalier cord are furnished with
the American Microphone Model X-206 portable tape -recorder
microphone. Its response pattern is omnidirectional, frequency response is 65 to 10,000
cps, output level is -55 db,
over-all length is 5 11/16", and
list price is $7.95.

Here's a special profit making stereo conversion offer you can't
afford to pass upa full $21.90 value for
only $14.95. Offer ex-

pires November 15,
so order from your
nearby Erie distributor now and cash in
on high -profit con-

FOR ONLY

/195
NET

version business.

For name of your nearest Erie Distributor write to:

ERIE Electronics Distributor Division

y7

ERIE RESISTOR CORPORATION
Erie, Pennsylvania
September, 1959/PF REPORTER
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Two -Set Couplers (46H)
Two new Walsco antenna
couplers are designed to be
mounted on the mast (or wall)
before the leads are attached.
Connections are protected from
the weather by a snap -on cap.
The Standard coupler (No.
1600; $2.50) is a resistive divider for use in areas where
moderate RF power loss can
be tolerated. The Ultra Low
Loss unit (No. 1602; $3.50) is
recommended for fringe areas.

Stereo Stylus -Cartridge Combination (47H)

COMING IN OCTOBER

The standard version of the
Sonotone Model 10T unitized
stylus -cartridge assembly has
both 0.7- and 3 -mil sapphire
tips, is designed to mount in a
snap-in bracket, and has plug-in
leads. Output is 1/2 volt, frequency response is 20-15,000
cps, tracking pressure is 6 to 8
gm., and compliance is 1.5 x
10-6 cm/dyne. Price is $6.45
complete with mounting hardware.

Curing Brightness
and Contrast Problems
quality of a TV picture depends on accurate control
of CRT phosphor illumination. You'll like the refreshing
treatment of this subject, describing troubles that rob sets
of that extra oomph.
The

Isolating Cpior TV Troubles
by Symptoms
If you want to be proficient in locating and correcting
color TV circuit troubles, you must know which section to
suspect when confronted with a specific set of conditions.
With the information included in this article, you'll take
one giant step forward in the servicing profession.

Palm -Size Meters (48H)

Stock Guide for TV Tubes

Two new members of the
"Little Triplett' line of hand sized test instruments are the
Model 307 AC ammeter
(shown) and the Model 308
Lo - Ohmmeter. The former,
used for measuring 60 -cps current, has four ranges from 0-1
to 0-25 amps; the latter, for
such jobs as motor testing and
tracing shorts in wiring, accurately measures resistances as
low as .1 ohm or as high as
5,000 ohms.

completely revised list of the 200 most popular TV
tubes, with usage figures to guide you with regard to
your inventory requirements. Of particular interest is that,
for the first time, the chart will also include a suggested
stock list for a typical tube -caddy inventory of 350 tubes.
A

Other helpful and informative articles include:
Why Test Tubes in the Home?
Using a Scope for TV Troubleshooting
Previews of New Sets
Video Speed Servicing
Notes on Test Equipment
How to Choose and Use Microphones-Part 2
Servicing Medical Amplifiers

Tape Recorder Accessories (49H)

plus all the other regular PF REPORTER departments,
to make it the ONE magazine especially prepared for the
palates of electronic servicemen.
.

.

.

TO ENTER A NEW OR RENEWAL SUBSCRIPTION,
SIMPLY FILL IN AND MAIL THE
COUPON BELOW.

959

Please enter my subscription to
1

Year $4.00

2

PF REPORTER

Years $7.00

for:
3

Years $9.00

Above rates apply only in U.S.A., its possessions, and Canada, All other countries:
year $5.00, 2 years $9.00, 3 years $12.00
1

Bill Me

Remittance Enclosed

Give to your parts distributor or mail to
PF REPORTER, 2201 E. 46th St.,
Indianapolis 6, Ind.

Extend

Present Subscription

Please Check Your
Business Classification

-Independent [Owner,

Mgr.

Radio, TV
Serviceman

Name

Firm

Retailer with
Service
Department

Service Mgr.

Industrial
Electronics

Employee

Service

Address

Other (Specify occupation and

title)
City

Zone-

State

The following items are contained in the V -M No. K-82
Tape Editing Kit: T-131 Junior
Tape Splicer, T-132 Klenz-ATape cloth (for cleaning and
lubricating tape), T-134 Self Timing Leader Tape (marked
at one -second intervals), T -I36
Recording Head Cleaner, and a
150" x 1/2" roll of splicing tape.
Inside the cover are adhesive
reel labels and a "Guide to Better Tape Programming" booklet.

Bidirectional

PA Speaker (50H)

The two-way sound -dispersion
pattern of the Atlas TW-9
speaker enclosure enables it to
"cover" long narrow areas such
as corridors from a central location. This enclosure is designed for 8" cone -type speakers and comes equipped with
a mounting plate which permits
attachment to either a plain
wall surface or an electrical
outlet box. The case is finished
in beige enamel.

Power Tools (51H)

-1/

Two new portable power
tools have been announced by
Drake Electric. A 1/4" drill,
Model D74, operates at 2,000
rpm and draws 2.6 amps.
Weight is 31/4 lbs. Its two-part
aluminum housing is designed
to provide easy accessibility to
the motor for maintenance. Another item, the Model D58 jigsaw, is suggested for work on
hi-fi cabinetry.

Tubular Capacitors

if

(5211)

Sprague Difilm Black Beauty
capacitors have a dual dielectric-both paper and Mylar
polyester film-and are impregnated with a synthetic hydrocarbon which solidifies after
being injected. The humidity resistant molded phenolic case
is black with red markings. A
TK -1 kit of 20 units (in five
often -used values) is $14.46.

Record Player Adjustment Kit (53H)
[MASCO

SBUNB KR

I"

Two phono servicing aids are
packaged together in the Clevite
"Walco" Balanced Sound Kit
(list price $2.50). One tool is a
leveling gauge which indicates
any variations from a true level
condition when laid on a turntable, and the other device is
the Microgram Stylus Pressure
Gauge, a balance scale calibrated in 1 -gm. steps.

YEATS

"Shorty

STATION WAGON & PANEL PICK-UP

appliance dolly
YEATS Model No.

5

Aluminum alloy
Height 47"
Weight 32 lbs.

Only 47" tall, this new YEATS dolly is
designed for TV and appliance men
who make deliveries by station wagon
or panel truck. No need to detach appliance for loading into the "wagon" or
pick-up
the YEATS "Shorty" will
slide into your vehicle with ease.
Has aluminum alloy frame with
padded felt front, quick fastening
' ) (30 second) strap ratchet, and
endless, rubber belt step glide.
New YEATS folding platform attachment, at left, saves back breaking work handling TV
Folding platform
is 131/2" x 241/2"
chassis or table models. Call
-attaches instantly. (Platform your YEATS dealer today!
.

I

only) $9.95.

E(eetbut

COVERS & PADS
YEATS semi -fitted covers are
made of tough water repellant
fabric with adjustable web
straps and soft, scratchless
white flannel liners. All shapes
and sizes-Write.

i

Furniture Pad

SEND postcard for full information
on our complete line TODAY!

1

2103 N. 12th St.

dolly

sales co.
Milwaukee, Wis.

Fringe -Area TV Antenna (54H)
The new Winegard Model
SCL-4 Super Color 'Ceptor TV
antenna ($38.95 list) has higher
gain than the standard Model
CL -4. The two driven elements,
which have been redesigned into
a modified folded -dipole configuration, are pre -assembled to
the boom and "fold out" into
operating position. The boom is
reinforced with a short parallel
brace and dual "wrap -around"
mast clamps.

Filament Dropping Resistor

Here's a Bargain!

SWIM,
1,,ICO®
sºwv.iw

SPECIAL

VAeo
Driver-

(55H)

A 41 -ohm fixed resistor, designed as an exact replacement
for General Electric part RRW148, has been added to the
Clarostat P25K line of 25 -watt
wire -wound resistors. This new

Nut
Voltage Checker

Utility

t°u get

P25K-41 unit is suitable for
use as a voltagt dropping resistor in the filament circuit of
certain models of TV sets.

Mobile Radio Base Station

&

Probe

Set

Two New Design VACO Nut
Drivers (1/4" and 11/32")
Plus Brand New Voltage
Checker 8, Probe

(56H)

An AC -powered base -station
unit has been introduced for use
with COMCO 580/582 Fleet corn Series VHF mobile radio
gear (described in this column
in December, 1958). Its transmitter receiver chassis is directly interchangeable with that of
the DC -operated mobile unit.
The base station, designed for
desk mounting, weighs 30 lbs.,
measures 151/4" x 111/2" x 10",
and costs about $450.

0098

OFFER

A

$2.50 Value for $1.79 NET

You Save 714
You'll find

a

hundred uses for
this probe. It's a voltage

checker, electric tester,
etc. Full instructions included.

GET ACQUAINTED OFFER: We make this unique
offer for a LIMITED time only to acquaint you

with VACO'S beautiful new line of Nut Drivers
with full polished chrome shafts, colored -for size handles and extra hard sockets that WON'T
round out. Get your set, today!
See Your Parts Jobber or

Write

VACO PRODUCTS COMPANY, 311 E. Ontario St. Chicago 11,
In Canada: Atlas Radio Corp., Toronto 19, Ontario

Illinois

September, 1959/PF REPORTER
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22H. SERVICE INSTRUMENTS
4 -page
brochure on all company's time-saver
instruments. See ads pages 77, 79, 81, 83.
23H. YEATS-Data sheets on appliance dollies, hand trucks, and padded appliance

covers. See ad page 87.

SPECIAL EQUIPMENT

24H. ATR

-

specification sheets with descriptions,
specifications, and prices on various
microphones in company's line.

CAPACITORS
10H. CORNELL-DUBILIER

-

-

26H. CBS-The latest issue of Tech Tips by
Bud Tomer, entitled "How to Test
Transistors." See ad page 43.
27H. GERNSBACK-Descriptive literature on
Gernsbeck Library books. See ad page
56.

28H. HOWARD W. SAMS -Descriptive literature on all Howard W. Sams publications covering servicing of radio, TV,
hi-fi, etc. Includes data on latest books,

"Television Antenna Handbook," "101
Ways to Use Your Signal Generator,"
the new revised edition of "PHOTO FACT Television Course," Volume 3 of
"Video Speed Servicing," and Volume 2
of "Electronics Reference Data Handbook." See ads pages 40, 51, 71.

TEST EQUIPMENT

29H. B & K -Bulletin ST21-R gives helpful
information on new point-to-point signalinjection technique with Model 1075 TV

Analyst; other bulletins describe DynaQuik Models 500B, 650, and automatic
675 portable dynamic mutual -conductance
tube and transistor tester, 'plus Model
400 CRT cathode -rejuvenator tester. See

Bulletins on
the Treasure Chest twins and the new
service bench capacitor kits. See ad page
61.

11H. SPRAGUE-M-773

Difilm Mylar-paper
capacitor catalog sheet. See ad page 10.

ad page 31.
30H. DOSS -Information on the latest in test

CARTRIDGES & NEEDLES

r2H SONOTONE-Cartridge reference chart,

cartridge replacement manual, hi-fi products catalog, and rechargeable flashlight
battery flyer. See ad page 70.

COMPONENTS (MISC.)
13H. CENTRALAB
New 24 -page catalog
listing over 1700 composition and wire wound controls, ceramic
capacitors,
switches, and packaged circuits available through distributors. See ad page 69.
14H. RADIART-1959 Vibrator Replacement

-

Supplement.

31H.

32H.
33H.

34H.

FUSES

15H. BUSSMANN -Completely new television

fuse chart describing proper fuses to use,
how they are mounted, and which circuits they protect. See ad page 37.

SEMICONDUCTORS
16H. PYRAMID
Specification sheet on the
S1-500 silicon power rectifier for radio

-

and TV replacements. See ad page 67.
"Transistor Entertainment Equipment Guide," providing
interchangeability data for transistor
radios. See ad page 23.
18H. SYLVANIA -20 -page booklet with upto-date information on line of semiconductor diodes, including characteristics
and interchangeability; also a replacement guide, form no. SD -10. See ads

35H.

36H.

17H. RAYTHEON-16 -page

pages 14-15,

-

New KARADIO catalog sheet
describing auto radios for both imported
and small U.S. cars. See ad page 16.
25H. MONITORADIO
Catalog page describing two new tunable FM communications receivers for the 30-50 me and
152-174 me bands.
TECHNICAL PUBLICATIONS

5H. AREA Y -Literature including specifications for the new Harting MS -5 stereo
tape deck, dual -track record playpack.
See ad page 64.
6H. ASTATIC-Catalog 33-3 listing microphones, cartridges, and other radio equipment. Includes list prices. See ad page 9.
7H. ELECTRO -VOICE
Bulletin No. 255,
"How to Choose and Place Stereo Sound
Equipment for the Home," explains what
you should know about stereo. See ad
page 47.
8H. RCA -"Microphone -Select -a -Guide," with
information to help you choose the right
unit for any job. See ads page 58 and
3rd cover.
9H. TURNER -New microphone catalog plus

40, 51, 71

Rectifier Div.
73
Tuner Div.
57, 64
Seco Mfg. Co.
74
Service Instruments Corp.
77, 79, 81, 83
Sonotone Corp.
70
56
South River Metal Products Co.
10
Sprague Products Co.
Sylvania Electric Products, Inc.
65
Semiconductor Div.
Television Receiver Div.
50
Tube Div.
14-15
78
Technical Appliance Corp. (TACO)
Tenna Mfg. Co.
55
Tobe Deutschmann Corp.
75
17
Tung -Sol Electric, Inc.
87
Vaco Products Co.
71
Vis -U -All Products Co.

qm
cix
¿m

AUDIO & HI-FI

cover
72, 73

-

Illustrated material
with information on the "free -opening"
chimney mount banding. See ad page 56.
4H. TACO -Revised price list and catalog
sheets on antennas, accessories, and FM
promotion kit. See ad page 78.

23

Electronic Utilities Div.
Sams & Co., Inc., Howard W.
Sarkes Tarzian, Inc.

folders. See ad page 38.
JERROLD-Free subscription to Technical Reporter, which keeps you up-to-date
on equipment for multiple antenna systems.

3H. SOUTH RIVER

32-33

Raytheon Co.
Sampson Co.

wm

2H.

45

EICO

Jensen Mfg. Co.
Littelfuse, Inc.
Mallory & Co., Inc., P. R.
Merit Coil & Transformer Corp.
Ohmite Mfg. Co.
ORRadio Industries, Inc.
Oxford Components, Inc.
Perma-Power Co.

1H. BLONDER -TONGUE -"M aster TV systems Bidder's Guide," compiled from a
series of catalog sheets and specification

31

Belden Mfg. Co.
Berns Mfg. Co.
Blonder -Tongue Labs
BullDog Electric Products Div.,
I -T -E Circuit Breaker Co.
Bussmann Mfg. Co.
CBS Electronics
Castle TV Tuner Service
Centralab, A Div. of Globe -Union, Inc.
Charles Engineering, Inc.
Chicago Standard Transformer Corp.
Clarostat Mfg. Co., Inc.
Cornell-Dubilier Electric Corp.
Doss Electronic Research, Inc.
Duotone Co., Inc.

Pyramid Electric Co.
Quietrole Co.
RCA Electron Tube Div.

-

ANTENNA SYSTEMS

.50, 65.

-

-

zer.
TOOLS

37H. BERNS -Data on the 3 -in -1 picture tube
repair tool that crimps pin and element
lead to make a solid electrical connection; can also be used as screwdriver
and channel selector. See ad page 72.
38H. HUNTER
Catalog on subminiature
tools for printed board work, etc. See
ad page 78.
39H. XCELITE-Catalog sheet on the latest

-

SERVICE AIDS

19H. BULLDOG -Catalog

equipment, including the Pioneer 250
Horizontal Systems Quantalyst. See ad
page 42.
EICO-20-page 1959 2 -color catalog describes 65 models of professional test
instruments, hi-fi, and "ham" gear in
both kit and factory -wired form. Shows
how to save 50%. Also, 4 -page 2 -color
stereo hi-fi guide. See ad page 60.
JACKSON -Data sheets describing Models 598 and 658 low-cost dynamic tube
testers. See ads pages 63, 88.
RCA -Pocket -sized folders on the WV38A(K) volt-ohm-milliammeter and WO33A(K) super -portable oscilloscope kits.
See ads page 58 and 3rd cover.
SECO
Literature describing the new
Model 100 dynamic transistor checker
and Model 78 grid -circuit and tube -merit
tester; also 8 -page 2 -color folder on
company's other equipment, plus servicing information. See ad page 74.
VIS -U -ALL
Tube - testing equipment
catalog describing new quick -type portable and caddy tube testers and CRT
tester -rejuvenator. See ad page 71.
WINSTON-Flyers describing complete
line of instruments, including an AGC
circuit analyzer, intermittent condition
analyzer, induced waveform analyzer,
rainbow generator, dot generator, sweep
circuit analyzer, and audio system analy-

#EH -100 describes

Electrostrip multiple AC outlet assembly. See ad page 66.
20H. CLAROSTAT
Form 755259 describes
225 -watt, power -resistor decade box with
ranges from 1 to 999,999 ohms in 1 -ohm
steps. See ad page 41.
21H. E -Z -HOOK -Convenient reference sheet
titled, "How to Build the Five Most

-

Useful Scope Probes," with schematics,
mechanical component layouts, etc. See
ad page 84.

in servicing tools. See ad page 71.

TUBES

40H. TUNG-SOL--Pocket price list for approximately 1000 receiving and picture
tube types; also, order form and catalog sheet for newly -published "Tube
Base Connections" and 1'Tube Characteristics" books. See ad page 17.

How to keep your profits from going to the "dogs"!
Another way
RCA

helps you

mprove your
b Us

Lness.

STOP

PROFIT
LEAKS!

Review these important facts about heater -cathode leakage
H -K

Did that TV set come back? Same symptoms
hum bars? You diagnosed the
trouble correctly-a leaky tube .

LEAKAGE OR SHORT

-60 -cycle

117
VOLTS

Here's why a leaky tube can cause you a
lot of trouble.
H -K

LEAKAGE

60 -CYCLE
HEATER -SUPPLY
VOLTAGE

1

leakage provides a path for 60 -cycle
current to flow from the heater to the cathode. If there is no resistance or impedance
in the cathode circuit, this leakage current
usually causes no difficulty.

leakage in the RF, IF, or video stages
of a TV receiver can produce 60 -cycle horizontal pulling and "hum" bars.
H -K

An H -K short circuit, or low -resistance leakage, in a series -string tube, short-circuits
part of the heater circuit. The resulting

higher voltage across the remaining heaters may cause heater burnout.
H -K
LEAKAGE

H -K

,H -K

CATHODE
RESISTANCE

_t

r-B+
leakage in the sync -separator tube or
in the horizontal AFC, oscillator, or output
tubes can produce 60 -cycle horizontal
pulling without "hum" bars.

LEAKAGE

r

H -K

60 -CYCLE
HEATER -SUPPLY
VOLTAGE

HIGHLEAKAGE

VALUE
RESIST-

<

ANCE

RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
Electron Tube Division

FUSE

I

HOR Z.
I

OUTPUT TRANS.

leakage in a damper tube which has
its heater grounded may cause the H.O.T.
H -K

fuse to blow.

detector, discriminator, and AFC stages,
which usually have relatively high values
of resistance in the cathode circuit, even a
slight amount of H -K leakage current can
easily cause visible and/or audible 60 cycle "hum" symptoms.
In

When there is resistance in the cathode circuit, the H -K leakage current develops a
60 -cycle voltage across the cathode resistor. This voltage may produce visible and/
or audible 60 -cycle "hum".

H.O.T.

H -K

Harrison, N. J.

RCA tubes help you beat these problemsdrastically reduce heater -cathode leakage
and shorts through such improvements as
precise control of heater coatings to eliminate "thin spots"...better heater stem lead
arrangements ... new cathode materials
and structures. Avoid callbacks caused by
tubes that develop H -K leakage problems
and keep your profits from "leaking" too.
Remember to always ask your distributor
for RCA TUBES!
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